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ABSTRACT 

Syphilis is caused by the Gram negative spirochete Treponema pallidum subspecies pallidum and is 

considered as one of the most imperious and systemic human Sexually Transmitted Infection 

(STIs). In general, this disease is developed by sexual contact (venereal) especially men (men 

having sexual relationship with men, MSM) and in some cases a new born may get it from effected 

mother (congenital syphilis) by transplacental transmission. There are some subspecies of 

Treponema pallidum that are responsible for syphilis without sexual contact (non-venereal), such as, 

T. pallidum subspecies endemicum responsible for bejel and T. pallidum subspecies. pertenue 

responsible for yaws. These pathogens are quite similar to each other and they cannot be 

distinguished serologically and morphologically. Every year, the global distribution of syphilis is 

increasing, reportedly, about six million new cases of syphilis arises around the globe in individuals 

aged 15 to 49 years. More than 300,000 fetal and newborn deaths are associated to syphilis, with 

215,000 further infants placed at high risk of death at early stage of birth. Despite the effort made in 

developed countries for the elimination of syphilis, the decrease in investment towards public health 

and STIs control program has over shadowed previous exclusion and control efforts. Furthermore, 

in developed countries like USA, China and Western Europe, syphilis has been reported in key 

populations where men are developing sexual relationship with men. In developing or poor 

countries, syphilis has remained prevalent. The current worldwide prevalence of syphilis combined 

with the lack of effective vaccine targets and the appearing of antibiotic-resistant strains emphasizes 

the need for the development of new strategies. In this study, we focused on the comparative 

genomics studies, Pan-genome, subtractive genomics and reverse vaccinology analysis for the drug 

and vaccine target identification. In the pan-genomic study, we used 53 strains of Treponema 

pallidum to identify the pan-genome, core genome, and singletons based on subspecies level to 

reveal the differences in genome plasticity between venereal (Subsp. pallidum) and non-venereal 

(Subsp. endemicum and Subsp. pertenue) syphilis, which can disclose the close connection among 

all strains of Treponema pallidum. We also used reverse vaccinology, subtractive genomics and 

molecular docking analysis for the drug and vaccine target identification. In subtractive genomics 

and reverse vaccinology approaches, we compared 13 strains of Treponema pallidum for analysis. 

We identified 837 core genes and, considering human as host, we identified 567 conserved non-host 

homologous proteins. Further, using subtractive genomics and reverse vaccinology, 15 putative 

antigenic proteins, and 6 drug targets were identified which were essential for the bacteria. 

Identified drug targets were subjected to virtual screening using 28 Natural compounds library. The 

proposed drug molecules showing favorable interactions, lower energy and high complementarity 

with predicted targets have also been reported in the present study. Our proposed approach 

expedites the rapid and efficient selection of Treponema pallidum putative proteins for developing a 
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broad spectrum of novel drugs and vaccines, which can be used as candidate therapeutic targets in 

the future against syphilis disease. 

 

Key words: Treponema pallidum, Syphilis, Pan-genome, Subtractive genomics, Vaccine 

targets, Drug targets, Reverse vaccinology, Computational and Bioinformatics approaches.  
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RESUMO 

A sífilis é causada pela bactéria Treponema pallidum subespécie pallidum, uma espiroqueta Gram 

negativa, e é causada uma das Infecções Sexualmente Transmissíveis (IST) humanas mais 

prevalentes e sistêmicas. Em geral, esta doença é desenvolvida através do contato sexual (venéreo), 

especialmente em homens em relações sexuais com outros homens (MSM) e em alguns casos o 

recém-nascido pode contrair a doença da mãe através da transmissão transplacentária (sífilis 

congênita). Algumas espécies de Treponema pallidum são responsáveis pela sífilis sem contato 

sexual (não venérea), como a subespécie endemicum responsável por causar bejel e a subespécie 

pertenue responsável por causar bouba. Este patógenos são relativamente similares entre eles e eles 

podem ser distinguidos morfologicamente e sorologicamente. Todos os anos, a distribuição global 

reportada de sífilis está crescendo em torno de seis milhões de novos casos em indivíduos de 15 a 

49 anos em todo o mundo. Mais de 300.000 mortes fetais e de recém-nascidos estão associadas a 

sífilis, com 215.000 bebês em alto risco de morte nos estágios iniciais do nascimento. A despeito do 

esforço realizado nos países desenvolvidos para a eliminação da sífilis, a diminuição dos 

investimentos em saúde pública e programas de controle das ISTs têm sobrepujado os esforços 

anteriores de controle e exclusão. Além disso, em países desenvolvidos como os Estados Unidos, a 

China e a Europa Ocidental, a sífilis tem sido reportada em populações específicas nas quais as 

relações entre homens estão crescendo. Em países em desenvolvimento ou subdesenvolvidos,  a 

sífilis continua prevalente. A prevalência da sífilis combinada com a falta de alvos de vacina 

efetivos e o aparecimento de linhagens-resistentes a antibióticos enfatizam a necessidade de 

desenvolvimento de novas estratégias. Neste estudo, nós focamos em estudos de genômica 

comparativa, pangenoma, genômica subtrativa e vacinologia reversa para a identificação de alvos 

de drogas e identificação de alvos de vacinas. Nos estudos de pangenoma, nós utilizamos 53 

linhagens de Treponema pallidum para identificar o genoma pan, genoma central e os genes únicos 

a nível de subespécie para revelar as diferenças de pastificade genômica entre a sífilis venérea 

(Subsp. pallidum) e não-venérea (Subsp. endemicum and Subsp. pertenue), o qual pode esclarecer a 

relação próxima entre as linhagens de Treponema pallidum. Nós também utilizamos vacinologia 

reversa, genômica subtrativa e docking molecular para a identificação de drogas alvos de vacina. 

Nas abordagens de genômica subtrativa e na vacinologia reversa nós comparamos 13 linhagens de 

Treponema pallidum em cada uma. Nós identificamos 837 genes no genoma central e, considerando 

o humano como hospedeiro, nós identificamos 567 proteínas conservadas não homólogas ao 

hospedeiro. Além disso, usando genômica subtrativa e vacinologia reversa, 15 proteínas antigênicas 

e seis alvos para drogas essenciais para a bactéria foram identificados. Os alvos para drogas 

identificados foram sujeitos à screening virtual utilizando uma biblioteca de 28 compostos naturais. 

As moléculas de drogas propostas que mostraram interações favoráveis, baixa energia e alta 
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complementaridade também foram reportadas no presente estudo. Nossa abordagem provê uma 

seleção rápida e eficiente de proteínas putativas de Treponema pallidum para o desenvolvimento de 

um amplo espectro de novos alvos e vacinas, as quais podem ser utilizadas como candidatas para 

alvos terapêuticos contra a sífilis. 

 

Palavras-chave: Treponema pallidum, Sífilis, Pangenoma, Genômica subtrativa, Alvos de 

Vacina, Alvos de droga, Vacinologia reversa, Abordagens computacionais e de bioinformática. 
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I.B. Preface  

I.B.1. History and Origin of Syphilis 

History of Syphilis has been well studied, but the exact origin of the disease is still unknown and it 

has been the subject of several debates. From the very beginning, syphilis has been taint, disgraceful 

disease and each country whose population was effected by it, blamed the neighbor’s for the 

outbreak and every country who suffered with syphilis gave different names to this disease. So, the 

residents of today’s Italy, Germany and United Kingdom named syphilis “The French Disease”, the 

French people named it “The Neapolitan Disease”, Russian called “Polish” and Polish called it 

“German Disease”. More countries like Danish, Portuguese and African allocate its 

“Spanish/Castilian Disease” and the Turks assigned the term “Christian Disease”. Moreover, in 

India and some regions of Asia have different belief about the syphilis, it is a religious nuisance. In 

Northern India, the Muslims blamed the Hindu for the outbreak of the disease and Hindu blames the 

Muslims, at the end everyone blamed the Europeans (Rothschild, 2005; Tampa et al., 2014). The 

term “syphilis” was given by “GIROLAMO FRACASTORO”, a poet and medical person in 

Verona. His work “Syphilis sive Morbus Gallicus” in 1530 encompasses three books and present a 

character named Syphilus. There are two main hypotheses on the origin of syphilis- the pre-

Columbian hypothesis and the Columbian hypothesis. The pre-Columbian hypothesis claims, not 

only syphilis was widely spread in both Old and New World, but also the other treponemal diseases, 

and in Europe most of these conditions were mistaken for leprosy (de Melo et al., 2010). According 

to this hypothesis, treponemal disease Pinta occurred in Afro-Asian zone by the year 15,000 BC. 

Yaws appeared as consequences of the mutation in Pinta around 10,000 BC and spread all over the 

world except American continent. The endemic syphilis emerged from jaws from the selection of 

several treponemas, as climate changes around 7000 BC and around 3000 BC the sexually 

transmitted syphilis emerged from endemic syphilis in South-Western Asia, due to lower 

temperatures and it spread to Europe and then the rest of the world. Initially, it manifested as a 

gentle disease but eventually bothered and grew in virulence due to several mutations in 15th 

century (Figure 1) (Forsea et al., 1997; de Melo et al., 2010).  

There is one more hypothesis occurs between pre-Columbian and Columbian hypothesis. The 

Unitarian hypothesis, considered by some authors as variants of pre-Columbian hypothesis. 

According to this hypothesis, syphilis and non-venereal diseases both are variants of the same 

infections and the clinical differences happen only because of geographical and climate variations. 

Briefly, Pinta, Yaws, endemic syphilis and venereal syphilis are considered as an adaptive response 

of the bacterium Treponema pallidum to changes in the environment, cultural differences and 

contact between various populations (de Melo et al., 2010). 
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The Columbus hypothesis, according to this hypothesis the navigator of Columbus brought the 

affliction during their return from the New World in 1493 (Baker and Armelagos, 1988; de Melo et 

al., 2010). This hypothesis was supported by the documents to “FERNANDEZ de OVIEDO” and 

“RUY DIAZ de ISLA”, two Spanish origin physicians who were present at the moment when 

Christopher Columbus returned from America. “RUY DIAZ de ISLA”, the physician acknowledges 

syphilis as “Unknown disease”, which have not been seen and described and started in Barcelona in 

1493, originated Española Island. “RUY DIAZ de ISLA” also states in a manuscript that Pinzon de 

Palos, the pilot of Columbus, and also other members of the crew already suffered from syphilis on 

their return from the New World (Morton, 1968; Baker and Armelagos, 1988). In 1494, Columbus 

returned from his first journey to America after one year, Charles VIII entered in Italy with his army 

and in 1495 the army of Charles VIII entered in Naples and lead to an alliance made by the Italian 

princes, including Ludovic Sforaz, who defeated Charles VIII in the battle of Fornovo in July 1495. 

In this battle, the Italian physicians described for the first time a disease they have seen in French 

soldier’s bodies consisting of pustules more horrible than leprosy, which could be lethal and was 

transmitted through the sexual intercourse. The disease proved to be syphilis and the French army 

was soon blamed for spreading the affliction through Italy and was the first outbreak of syphilis in 

Italy and after some years of marriage between local females, rapes and prostitution. The disease 

has spread itself rapidly across the Europe (Baker and Armelagos, 1988; Quétel et al., 1990). People 

who support the Columbian hypothesis states that the extreme severity of the disease due to its 

novelty and the population had no time to gain any immunity against the disease and for this reason 

it became endemic in Europe and strains of Treponema pallidum have been selected (Cule, 1992).  

From the very beginning, numerous theories on the syphilis origin exist, most of the theories linked 

syphilis and leprosy together. According to early 16th century, syphilis was the result of a sexual 

relationship between a Spanish prostitute and leper and the prostitute also infected the soldiers of 

Charles VIII. Paracelsus (1493-1541) considered that syphilis was the result of sexual intercourse 

between a prostitute suffering from gonorrhea and a French leper. Another theory of that time, the 

disease might be the outcome of the relationship of prostitute having abscess with a leper or the 

result of poisoning the wine with blood coming from leper (Foa, 1990). However, in 1767 John 

Hunter, a famous physician of venereal diseases at the time (1728-1793), proved with his 

experiment that syphilis resulted from gonorrhea (Qvist, 1977; Forrai, 2011).  

In 1831, Ricord designed a larger study on syphilis and gonorrhea and succeeded to show that it 

only occurs after the contact with gonorrhea patient (Forrai, 2011).  

In 1905, two scientists Schaudinn (1871-1906) and Hoffman (1868-1959) discovered the etiologic 

agent of syphilis, whom they named Spirochaeta pallid, on various syphilis lesions proving its 

existence. They also changed the name of the bacteria subsequently to Treponema pallidum (Sefton, 
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2001; Souza, 2005; Forrai, 2011). In 1906, Landsteiner introduced the dark-field microscopy 

method for the detection of spirochete of syphilis. In 1910 the German bacteriologist August 

Wasserman (1866-1925) came with the first serologic test for syphilis and in 1949 Nelson and 

Mayer have conceived Treponema pallidum immobilization test (TPI), the first specific test for T. 

pallidum. Their discoveries had a very important role in detecting patient who were suspected of 

syphilis, as well as in other healthy individuals, and in monitoring syphilis response to treatment 

(Luger, 1991; Sefton, 2001). 
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Figure 1:- History of Syphilis (Syphilis: Then and Now, The Scientist (EXPLORING LIFE, 

INSPIRING INNOVATION))(EXPLORING LIFE, 2014) 
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I.B.2. The Genus Treponema and Subspecies 

The genus Treponema (phylum Spirochaetes, order Spirochaetes and family Spirochaetaceae) is 

composed of both Pathogenic and Non-pathogenic bacterial species which are harmful for human 

and animal and cause serious disease. Microbial species belonging to this genus are Gram-negative, 

helical, tightly coiled, motile, ranging from 10-20μm in length and 0.1-0.4μm in diameter. The 

human pathogenic treponemes are very closely related. They are morphologically indistinguishable 

and they show extensive DNA homology and proteome similarity. The four major human pathogens 

of this genus are Treponema pallidum subsp. pallidum responsible for venereal Syphilis (Sexually 

transmission), Treponema pallidum subsp. pertenue, Treponema pallidum subsp. endemicum and 

Treponema pallidum subsp. carateum responsible for Non-venereal syphilis (without sexual 

contact), Yaws, Bejel and Pinta respectively. T. pertenue and T. endemicum are classified as subsp. 

of T. pallidum because of their >95% DNA homology and the virtual identity of known sequences 

from this group of organisms, Also, due to the lack of genetic information about T. carateum, it is 

classified separately ((Norris et al., 2006; Varma et al., 2013).  

 

I.B.3. Characterization of Treponema pallidum and Syphilis 

The human pathogen treponemes include three antigenically highly related subsp. of Treponema 

pallidum subsp. pallidum, (syphilis), subsp. endemicum (Non venereal syphilis, Bejel), subsp. 

pertenue (Yaws) and T. carateum (Pinta). This classification is based on the distinctive host range, 

clinical manifestations of each infection and saturation reassociation kinetic study of causative 

agent of syphilis and yaws. The World Health organization estimates that 12 million new cases arise 

every year and the total number of cases of yaws, bejel and pinta worldwide is approximately 2.5 

million. These treponemes cannot be cultured continuously in vitro and may cause lifelong 

infections in untreated individuals.   

Bacterium Treponema pallidum consists of three core protein central protoplasmic cylinder 

surrounded by a cytoplasmic membrane, an overlaying layer of peptidoglycan and an outer 

membrane (Figure 2). Treponema pallidum subsp. pallidum is obligate parasite and it is very 

difficult to cultivate this pathogen in culture in laboratory, because unlike most bacteria it cannot 

survive outside of the mammalian cells (i.e. on petri dish). The survival of bacterium for 1 to 2 

hours at 41°C to 42°C is almost impossible, but it can maintain its toxicity, morphology and vigor 

when preserved at low temperature (-78°C) for many years. It is reproduced by transverse divisions, 

and it takes 30 to 33 hours’ time for generation, thus it is considered as an obligate parasite. It has 

limited metabolic capacity and cannot synthesize many bio molecules, which is required from a 

living host. This has posted a hurdle for researchers (Norris et al., 2006; Varma et al., 2013). 
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Morphologically, T. pallidum has double-membrane structure and spirochete is often defined as a 

Gram-negative bacterium. Though, this analogy is phylogenetically, biochemically, and ultra-

structurally inexact. The outer membrane of T. pallidum lacks lipopolysaccharide and has a 

significantly different phospholipid composition compared to outer membranes of classic Gram-

negative bacteria. T. pallidum are rich in lipoproteins, but these molecules mostly exist in lower 

surface. Therefore, this rareness of surface-exposed pathogen-associated molecular patterns 

(PAMPs) helps spirochete to escape triggering host innate surveillance mechanisms, smoothing the 

process of local replication and early propagation. Its surface antigenicity limitation encourages 

avoidance of adaptive immune responses, enabling persistence (Peeling et al., 2017). Although 

availability of sensitive diagnostic tests and effective treatment, it is remaining a serious health 

problem around the globe. It has two routes of transmission: (1) sexual transmission, which 

accounts vast majority of cases and (2) vertical transmission from mother to newborn as congenital 

syphilis. 
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Table 1:- Characteristics of pathogenic Treponema species. From (Norris et al., 2006). 

 

Organism  Disease Distribution Predominent 

age of onset 

Transmission Congenital 

Infection 

T. pallidum 

subsp. 

pallidum 

Venereal 

syphilis 

Worlwide Adolescents 

and adult 

Sexual contact Yes 

T. pallidum 

subsp. 

pertenue 

Yaws Tropical areas, 

Africa, South 

America, 

Caribbean, 

Indonesia 

Children Skin contact No 

T. pallidum  

subsp.  

endemicum 

Bejel (endemic 

syphilis) 

Dry areas, 

Africa, Middle 

East,  

Children, 

Adolescents 

and adult 

Mucous  

membrane,  

Rarely 

T. pallidum 

subsp. 

carateum 

Pinta Semi-dry, 

warm areas, 

Central and 

South America 

Children and  

Adolescents 

Skin contact No 

 

 

Figure 2:- Structure of Treponema pallidum (Syphilis: causes, 2019) 
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I.B.4. Distribution of Syphilis 

The global burden of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) remains high. In 2012, there were an 

estimated 357.4 million new infections (almost 1 million every day) of the curable STIs- 

Chlamydia, Gonorrhea, Trichomoniasis and Syphilis. However, Syphilis data is more robust, every 

year, the global distribution of syphilis is increasing, reportedly, about six million new cases of 

syphilis arises around the globe in individuals aged 15 to 49 years. More than 300,000 fetal and 

newborn deaths are associated to syphilis, with 215,000 further infants placed at high risk of death 

at early stage of birth (Kojima and Klausner, 2018).  

I.B.5. Symptoms and Stages of Syphilis 

Initially, microorganism inoculation occurs via visible or microscopic abrasions of the skin or 

mucous membrane of the mouth and genitals, which can result from the sexual contact. From there, 

bacteria produce a non-painful ulcer known as chancre. The average incubation period of syphilis 

(i.e. time from exposure to the development of primary syphilis) is 3 weeks but it can be as long as 

months and as short as 9-10 days. There are three stages of syphilis - Primary Syphilis, Secondary 

Syphilis and Tertiary Syphilis (Cherneskie, 2006).  

I.C. Computational Biology and Bioinformatics 

Bioinformatics is a newly developed interdisciplinary field tying the knot of different sciences 

including chemistry, biology, mathematics and computer science that develops and improves upon 

methods for storing, retrieving, organizing and analysing biological data (Figure 3). The main goal 

of bioinformatics is to increase the knowledge of biological processes and entail the analysis and 

interpretation of various biological data such as nucleotide and amino acids sequences, protein 

domains and protein structures (Akalin, 2006). 

Next generation sequencing (NGS) has made significantly great treads in sequencing technology 

and integration of different bioinformatics approaches has enable the identification of genes in a 

high throughput manner in low budget. A number of NGS platforms such as Roche, Illumina, 

ABI/SOLiD are utilized for wet-lab analysis of NGS data. One of the important implementation of 

NGS is its usage in diagnosis of disease at early stages. There are many applications of NGS 

technologies such as DNA-sequencing and assembly, determining unknown genome without search 

for variations between genome samples (Wadapurkar and Vyas, 2018). The knowledge so obtained 

from analysis and interpretation of biological data is used to developed new techniques to predict 

structure and function of protein and to go in depth of molecular processes to gain the knowledge of 

mechanism of many biological pathways. Comparative genomics is one such approach to compare 

genomic contents of different genomes. It is the direct comparison of complete genetic material 
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among different genomes to better understand how species evolved. Genetic contents like gene 

number, gene location, length of gene, coding regions within genes, the amount of non-coding DNA 

in the genomes, and conserved regions preserved by both prokaryotic and eukaryotic groups of 

organisms (Sivashankari and Shanmughavel, 2007).  

Well annotated genomes are essential for genome based drug/vaccine target identification against 

pathogens. There are three main step involved in computationally identification of drug/vaccine 

targets. In the first step, essential genes for pathogen are identified. Secondly, their host homology is 

verified. Only non-host homologous genes/proteins are selected for prioritization. (Hofer et al., 

2001; Xia, 2017). Third is to reduce the chances of pathogen developing resistance against the drug. 

It is important to target only pathogenic species but not its phylogenetic relatives that are not 

pathogenic. To avoid this factor, pathogenic islands (PIs) are identified for pathogenic bacteria (Gal-

Mor and Finlay, 2006). Integrative Bioinformatics and computational biology approaches had 

unveiled drug targets against different human pathogenic bacteria as Clostridium perfringens 

(Bhatia et al., 2014), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Fernandez-Pinar et al., 2015), Giardia intestinalis 

(Cox et al., 2006) similarly, in developing anti-HIV-1 drugs (Xia, 2017).  

Bioinformatics and computational biology approaches can be utilized for solving biological 

problems and understanding of the molecular basis of biological phenomena. The rapid advances in 

bioinformatics help us in better understanding of drug and target interactions and thus this 

interaction plays a main role in introducing a computer technology. The idea of cost and time 

reduction to produce drugs is fulfilled by combinatorial chemistry. A big number of molecules are 

screened in a systematic manner by using the tools provided by combinatorial chemistry. These 

computational tools play an important role in the designing and the invention of clinically important 

chemical entities. Computer software used molecular techniques to design the initiative steps to 

increase the molecular diversity to virtually synthesize chemical libraries (Altman and Klein, 2007).  

These concepts are significantly contributing towards the development of research in life sciences, 

from the level of data generation to its interpretation (Xavier et al., 2008). 
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Figure 3:- Application of Bioinformatics and computational biology.  

 

I.C.1. Pan-genome 

Soon after the introduction of genomic era, the question of addressing genomic contents of bacterial 

species was still there. Experimental works were producing new data with novel genes in bacterial 

species; hence computational approaches were implemented to gather fruitful information out of 

these newly generated data. One such approach is pan-genomics, which is comprised of complete 

genomic information regarding bacterial species. Pan-genome is composed of “Core Genome” 

containing all the commonly present genes in different strains of bacterial species, “shared genome” 

containing genes from two or more than two strains and “singletons” containing strain specific 

genes. (Medini et al., 2005).  

Tettelin and his colleagues (2005) described the term pan-genome for the first time working with 

Streptococcus agalactiae (Tettelin et al., 2005). Later, other studies were conducted using pan-

genomic analysis for different microorganisms, that includes Corynebacterium pseudotuberculosis 

(Soares et al., 2013), Bacillus cereus (Rasko et al., 2005), Streptococcus pneumoniae (Donati et al., 

2010),  Escherichia coli (Rasko et al., 2008), Pantoea ananatis (De Maayer et al., 2014) and 
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Methanobrevibacter smithii (Hansen et al., 2011). The pan-genomic studies provide vital 

information about the evolution of bacteria, niche adaptation, host interaction and population 

structure as well as upshots in more applied issues like vaccine and drug design and the 

identification of virulent genes (Hansen et al., 2011).  

  

I.C.2. Reverse vaccinology  

Reverse vaccinology is the process of antigen discovery that starts with genome information. It 

combines immunological and genomic information of the pathogen to identify appropriate protein 

antigens for vaccine purposes (Figure 4). In this regard, the identification of the epitopes 

recognized by CD4+ T cell or CD8+ T cells can be “reversely” used as tool for identification of new 

antigens (Sette and Rappuoli, 2010). This methodology is evolving with time and accepted as a 

successful approach for vaccine discovery nowadays, as it can be explored further for the 

development of vaccines against many types of pathogens, such as, Streptococcus pneumoniae 

(Wizemann et al., 2001), Porphyromonas gingivalis (Ross et al., 2001), Chlamydia pneumoniae 

(Montigiani et al., 2002), Bacillus anthracis (Ariel et al., 2002), Staphylococcus aureus (Etz et al., 

2002; Bagnoli et al., 2015). 

The first pathogen that was explored for reverse vaccinology was Neisseria meningitides serogroup 

B (MenB), a Gram-negative bacterium that is responsible for 50% of meningococcal meningitis 

cases globally (Kelly and Rappuoli, 2005; Stephens et al., 2007). Rino Rappuoli was the first to use 

this term (Rappuoli, 2001). Reverse vaccinology deals with the rapid and comprehensive 

assessment of surface protein range of microorganism and has advantages over classical approaches 

for the identification of candidate antigens. Though RV has advantage over classical approaches, 

expansion of conventional areas remained significant to support the process, eventually generating 

vaccines from genome-derived antigens (Kelly and Rappuoli, 2005).  
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Figure 4:- Schematic representation of Reverse Vaccinology. 

  

I.C.3. Subtractive Genomics 

Subtractive genomics is currently a one of the widely used strategy throughout last several years 

from researchers and many scientific groups for target prediction.  

Subtractive genomics is an approach which is applied to detect a novel drug targets in pathogenic 

organism using the whole genome. This methodology involves the subtraction of sequences 

between host and the pathogen proteome/genome (proteins/genes) with help implementation of 

certain rule. This helps in providing information for a set of proteins which are essential to pathogen 

but are not present in the host.  

According to Barh et al., 2011 (Barh et al., 2011), an ideal target should fulfill these properties- a) It 

must be an essential for survival or pathogenesis of the target organism and belongs to the core gene 

of the pathogen b) The target should belong to the pathogen’s unique pathway. The pathway related 

targets are more advantageous and will be best if that it is involved in multiple pathways. The 

approach of subtractive genomics for target identification has been applied in many pathogens, 
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Haemophilus ducreyi (de Sarom et al., 2018), Corynebacterium diphtheria (Jamal et al., 2017), 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Hosen et al., 2014) and others. 

 

I.C.4. In silico Approaches for Protein Modelling and Drug Discovery 

With the advancements in the post-genomic era, new computational approaches are practiced to 

handle new amino acid and nucleotide sequences in a faster and efficient manner (Gupta et al., 

2014). As of November 13
th

 2019, UniProtKB database reports 561,356 protein sequence entries 

for SwissProt (statistics, 2019). Algorithms for protein structure and function prediction provides 

valuable information to addresses many problems of biologists about their proteins of interest 

(UniProt, 2009; Roy et al., 2010). 

It is a fundamental concept of biology that “Sequence implies the Structure and Structure implies 

the Function”, but with the increase in the number of sequences, it does not replicate any biological 

implication until unless proteins structures are identified (Gupta et al., 2014). In silico protein, 

modelling is helpful in predicting the 3D protein structures. There are three broadly categorized 

methods for predicting the 3D structures of protein as; a) Homology modeling b) Threading or 

Fold recognition and c) ab initio methods (Gupta et al., 2014; Nikolaev et al., 2018). In homology 

modeling, with the help of computer as experimental tool, the 3D structure of unknown protein is 

predicted from its amino acids sequence from a protein with known structure as a template. The 

basis of this is to build suitable models that will presumably closely resemble the unknown protein 

and to evaluate the quality of the models and choose the best one amongst the built models. 

Ancestral relationship assumes that proteins from same family share some motifs even if they don’t 

share the same sequence. Protein structure is more conserved than the sequence and hence obvious 

similarity in sequence show structural similarity. The model’s quality is determined by aligning the 

template and target protein. The decrease in similarity of target and template decrease the quality of 

model. The hurdle in model building is only the gap present in template structure due to poor NMR 

experiment. There is a limit in similarity between target and template protein below which the 

homologous does not produce a suitable model. To formulate the hypothesis about the structure 

biochemistry of protein, homology modeling is used followed by experimental results to prove the 

hypothesis. Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction [CASP] is used to 

check the accuracy of protein. Homology model is built on the basis of protein with known 3D 

structure [template] present in Protein Data Bank [PDB], thus PDB is the basis for homology 

modeling (John and Sali, 2003; Khan et al., 2016). Threading methods are practiced when sequence 

identity between target and template is below 30%. In that case, it is difficult to identify the best 

template for sequence-template alignments and modeling 3D structure (Bowie et al., 1991; Jones et 
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al., 1992; Peng and Xu, 2010; Yang and Zhang, 2015). Hence in threading method, the query 

sequence is aligned directly to the 3D structures of other solved proteins. The ultimate aim of this 

approach is to identify folds that are similar to the query sequence even if there is no evolutionary 

relationship between target and template protein. The ab initio methods solve the cases in which 

template in PDB library are not available to solve the structure (Simons et al., 1997; Liwo et al., 

1999; Wu et al., 2007; Yang and Zhang, 2015). It is a useful technique for short sequences (< 120 

amino acids) and considered as one of the toughest methods of solving protein structure (Jauch et 

al., 2007; Zhang, 2008).  

Usually, these model structures are useful for predicting protein and ligand interaction (Docking). 

Molecular docking explores the interaction pattern of small drug like molecule with protein (Figure 

5). Computationally, millions of compounds are screened (Virtual Screening, VS) against target 

protein to find potent ligand molecules among them. Structure-based virtual screening or Structural-

based drug designing (SBVS or SBDD) is used to computationally predict how ligands-generally 

drug-like small molecules- will interact with the binding site of a target receptor, usually a protein 

structure. Molecular docking and SBVS are extensively used in drug-discovery projects because of 

their success in identification of hit compounds and lead optimization (Figure 6). Thus, reducing 

time and cost for identification of new drug (Klebe, 2006; Ferreira et al., 2010; Ripphausen et al., 

2010; Sousa et al., 2010; Liao et al., 2013). 
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Figure 5:- The docking Process, with ligand and target.  
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Figure 6:- In silico drug discovery process. 

 

I.D. Justification 

As many as 50 million people worldwide are being treated for syphilis and about 12 million new 

cases are diagnosed every year. However, approximately 90% of those infected do not know about 

the disease, it is the driving force behind the worldwide epidemic. The U.S. Centres for Disease 

Control (CDC) often refers to syphilis as the “great imitator”, because many of its symptoms are 

similar to other diseases (Rapid, 2013). According to scientist an accurate and simple approach to 

the diagnosis of syphilis still mysterious and diagnosis continues to require a comprehensive 

assessment of the patient, including risk exposure, the presence of compatible clinical symptoms 

and signs and laboratory tests (Singh and Romanowski, 1999). Because there is no vaccine against 

the disease for the prevention of syphilis, timely diagnosis and treatment of infected individuals and 

their sexual partners are keys to control of syphilis and also sex education and promotion uses of 

condom while having intercourse to prevent infection. A major breakthrough for syphilis treatment 

ooccurred in 1943 when Mahoney and colleagues reported the use of Penicillin to successfully cure 

patients with primary syphilis (Mahoney et al., 1943). Unlike most of the other bacterial 

microorganisms that rapidly developed resistance to penicillin, Treponema pallidum has remained 
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delicately sensitive to the antibiotic. The U.S. CDC Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD) 

Treatment Guidelines, 2015 recommend Benzathine penicillin G (BPG) as the first-line drug for 

incubating syphilis and for all stages of syphilis (Workowski, 2015). 

Oral Azithromycin was shown to be effective for the treatment of early syphilis in the U.S, Africa, 

China and Madagascar that compared cure rates for this macrolide and penicillin. Azithromycin was 

used for the treatment of syphilis in Uganda (mid-1990s), in the U.S. (1999 and 2000) and in 

Canada (2000). However, during 2002-2003 clinical failure was observed for the Azithromycin 

treatment in San Francisco, CA (Katz and Klausner, 2008). 

Syphilis continues to present challenges to the global health, because it increases the risk of 

transmitting infection with HIV. Syphilis enables the transmission and acquisition of HIV and it has 

a negative influence on HIV infection, which helps in increasing viral load and decrease CD4 cell 

counts during infection. In addition, HIV also has impact on syphilis clinical course; patients with 

HIV are at high risk of neurological problems and treatment failure (Zetola and Klausner, 2007; 

Salado-Rasmussen, 2015). Nevertheless, serodiagnostic tests, tough not perfect are expensive. 

Early, uncomplicated or first stages of syphilis are treatable with BPG Injection but unfortunately T. 

pallidum also developed resistance against this antibiotic (Stamm, 2010). Finally, 2-6 weeks 

incubation period of syphilis provides an opportunity to interrupt transmission via prophylactic 

treatment of sexual contacts. Despite these feature, syphilis has resurged in several developed 

countries including China, which has recently experienced high burdens of several STIs including 

syphilis (Stamm, 2016). 
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I.E. Thesis Delineation 

The thesis delineation is articles based and is divided into Objectives, Five chapters, Appendix and 

Bibliography. 

 The Objectives section provides the general and specific aims of this research. 

 The chapter first is review article which broadly describes the disease syphilis its 

pathogenicity, available treatments with future perspectives. 

 In chapter second the book chapter that contain literature review about the concept of 

pan-genomics which is being perfectly applied in the studies of several organisms, diseases, 

and various research areas. 

 In chapter three, the research article describes Pan-genome study of Treponema 

pallidum to identify Genome plasticity between the subspecies level. 

 In chapter fourth, the research article describes the in silico Reverse vaccinology and 

Subtractive genomic approach for target identification in Treponema pallidum. In this part, 

research article shows that the identified drug and vaccine candidate could be good targets 

against syphilis disease. 

 The chapter five is representing general conclusions which describe the summary and 

main outcomes of the entire work represented in this thesis followed by future prospective. 

 In Appendix, section A have, published and submitted research articles are listed and 

Genome assembly, annotation and submission, section B have, submitted book chapters and 

section C have, Curriculum vitae (CV), National and International Workshops and Courses 

attended, along with Presented Posters during doctoral study.  

 Bibliography has references which are used in preface and Justification. 
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II. Objectives 
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II.1 General Objective 

The main goal of this study is to find differences between venereal and non-venereal syphilis 

causing agent Treponema pallidum Subsp. pallidum (TPA), Treponema pallidum Subsp. pertenue 

(TPE) and Treponema pallidum Subsp. endemicum (TEN) based on the presence or absence of 

genome plasticity, and also the identification of broad-spectrum potential Drug and vaccine 

candidates against Treponema pallidum through comparative genomics like pan-genomic, 

subtractive genomics and reverse vaccinology based approach. 

 

II.2 Specific Objective 

 Pan-genome analysis for the better understanding of relationship between venereal and non-

venereal syphilis of Treponema pallidum the subsp. pallidum, pertenue and endemicum.  

 Comparative genomics-based approach and identification of core genome, shared genome 

and singleton genome dataset based on subspecies level. 

 Core genome and conserved non-host homologous analysis of all strains of Treponema 

pallidum.  

 Reverse vaccinology and Pathogenicity analysis of identified conserved non-host 

homologous proteomes as vaccine. 

 Molecular Docking analysis of identified targets with ligand libraries. 
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Chapter 1.  

III.1.1. Review Article 

Syphilis: Clinical, Epidemiological and Biological features with future 

perspectives. 

Arun Kumar Jaiswal, Sandeep Tiwari, Syed Babar Jamal, Stephane Fraga de 

Oliveira Tosta, Rodrigo Profeta, Preetam Ghosh, Vasco Azevedo, Siomar C. Soares. 
 

Submitted: PeerJ, December 2019 

 

In this review article, we have provided broad information regarding the re-emergence and 

pathogenesis of Treponema pallidum and its interaction with host. We have also covered the global 

epidemiology of syphilis with its stages, symptoms, persistence and available treatments. The exact 

mode of infection for this pathogen is still unknown. Hence, more studies are necessary to 

understand the exact mechanisms of infection to combat against syphilis. 
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Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) are among the most widely recognized health
concerns. The worldwide burden of STIs keeps on being high, as indicated by the World
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Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) are among the most widely recognized health concerns.

The  worldwide  burden  of  STIs  keeps  on  being  high,  as  indicated  by  the  World  Health

Organization (WHO). In 2016, there were an expected 376 million new cases, which resulted in

high  illness  and  mortality.  Syphilis  is  an  ulcerative,  systemic  human  STI  caused  by  Gram

negative spirochete bacteria known as Treponema pallidum subspecies pallidum. Syphilis disease

can likewise be transmitted through sexual contact with infectious sores of the mucous layers or

scraped skin, by means of blood transfusion, or vertically transmitted during pregnancy in women

to her fetus (Congenital Syphilis). The bacterium  Treponema pallidum can stay latent for long

time periods in which a person lives with no visible sign or symptoms, but the infection remains.

In spite of the availability of simple and easy diagnostic tests and an effective single dose of the

antibiotic penicillin, syphilis bounced back to the worldwide scene as a reemerging general health

concern, especially among men who engage in sexual relations with men (MSM) in developed

countries and was also responsible for several hundred thousand still-birth and neonatal death in

developing countries. Although many countries are working on eliminating congenital syphilis,

there is a rising proliferation of syphilis in HIV infected MSM. Considering the role of hazardous

sexual conduct in driving syphilis transmission,  there is a requirement for extra lucidity with

regards to how best to help and support solid sexual practices among populaces in danger of

syphilis. In this review, we portray current discoveries along with bioinformatics approaches that

have improved our comprehension of the biological  and hereditary structure of the pathogen,

novel analytic tests, test techniques and therapeutics that can improve sickness recognition and

treatments, proof-based administration recommendations. 

Keywords:  Sexually  transmitted  infections  (STIs),  Congenital  syphilis,  Neurosyphilis,

Cardiovascular syphilis, Penicillin, Treponema pallidum, Syphilis.
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Amongst the widely recognized health concerns  Sexually  transmitted infections (STIs) are one

(Newman et al. 2015). The worldwide burden of STIs keeps on being high, with more than 357

million  new  treatable  contamination  assessed  in  2012,  as  indicated  by  the  World  Health

Organization  (WHO); 376 million  new cases were expected  in  2016, which  resulted in  high

illness and mortality (Korenromp et al.  2017; WHO 2018). Around the globe, in excess of a

million  STIs  are  reported  each  day  (WHO  2017). As  per  the  2016  report  from  WHO,  the

approximately  376  million  new  cases  were  related  to  the  four  treatable  STIs-Chlamydia,

Gonorrhea, Syphilis and Trichomoniasis.  Among those, 6 million cases were just for syphilis

(WHO 2018).  Syphilis  is  an ulcerative,  systemic  human STI that  can  likewise  be transmitted

through sexual contact with infectious sores of the mucous layers or scraped skin, by means of

blood transfusion, or from placental of pregnant women to her fetus (Janier et al. 2014; Peeling et

al. 2017). The Gram-negative spirochete microorganism called  Treponema pallidum subspecies

pallidum (TPA)  is  responsible  for  causing  Syphilis  (Mattei  et  al.  2012).  There  are  three

progressively  known species  from the  same Genus  that  cause  human  treponemal  infections,

namely, Treponema pallidum subspecies pertenue (TPE) that causes yaws, Treponema pallidum

subspecies  carateum causing  pinta  and  Treponema  pallidum subspecies  endemicum (TEN)

causing  bejel  or  endemic  (i.e.,  nonvenereal-transmission  of  sickness  without  sexual  contact)

syphilis (Peeling et al. 2017; Tampa et al. 2014). These pathogens share exceptional similitudes

in morphology, pathogenesis and in clinical manifestations (Giacani & Lukehart 2014). However,

they  can  be  separated  by  their  age  at  obtaining  infection,  methods  of  transmission,  clinical

manifestations,  efficiency  of  central  nervous  system  (CNS)  and  placenta  invasion,  genomic

sequences, even though the precision of these distinctions remains an issue of discussion (de

Melo et al. 2010; Peeling et al. 2017). The genomic mutation rate-based studies suggest that, the

causative agents for venereal syphilis  and yaws have deviated a thousand years prior from a

typical ancestor beginning in Africa (Peeling et al. 2017; Smajs et al. 2012). 

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) often refer to syphilis as the “great imitator” and

‘Great  Mimicker’ because many of its symptoms are similar to other diseases (Peeling & Hook

2006). Initially,  microorganism inoculation occurs via visible or microscopic abrasions of the

mucous membrane or skin of the mouth and genitals, which can result from the sexual contact. 

In this review, we portray current discoveries along with bioinformatics approaches that have

improved our comprehension of the biological and hereditary structure of the pathogen, novel
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analytic  tests,  test  techniques  and  therapeutics  that  can  improve  sickness  recognition  and

treatments, proof-based administration recommendations. 

Survey methodology
We used  well  defined  criteria  to  select  a  set  of  articles,  their  separation  methodologies  and

important information to be analyzed. Two strategies were applied. First, the electronic literature

searches  were  undertaken  using  Web  of  Science  (Core  Collection)  looked  for  these  words

“(Syphilis,  Treponema pallidum, Treponema pallidum genomics OR comparative genome OR

pan-genomics)” in the title, abstract or key word. These terms were chosen to collect what the

research  articles  related  to  Syphilis. In  another  strategy,  only  NCBI  (National  Center  for

Biotechnology Information)  PubMed and Google scholar  database were used looking for the

most recent research articles related to Syphilis. The first articles were then screened, based on

their titles and abstracts. In this phase, all publications in which the terms Syphilis, Treponema

pallidum, Treponema pallidum genomics OR comparative genome OR pan-genomics were used

to designate recent set of articles, were considered relevant to the proposal for this work, and so

the most recent and relevant publications were used.

Stages of syphilis

Initially,  syphilis  embroils  the formation of the painless  chancre (some inoculated  organisms

lodge at the location of entry, and proliferate and synthesize lymphocytes and macrophages). On

this level, syphilis is extremely active and contagious. The initial phase of syphilis, also known as

primary stage, can last about five weeks and the disease is communicable through contacts with

the effected parts of the body. If the infection is on the genital organs, the use of protection i;e

Condoms, may not be helpful in prevention of transmission. Nevertheless, 25 percent of infected

individuals proceed to the secondary phase of the disease. After the hematogenous dissimilation,

local skin mucous membrane eruptions occur which are accompanied by lymphadenopathy and

legitimate symptoms signaling the secondary syphilis. The lesions of secondary syphilis usually

occur between 3-6 weeks once the primary ulcer appears, which can include hair loss, a sore

throat fever, headache and a maculopapular rash on the flank, mouth, nose and vagina, shoulders,

arm, chest or back and that often involves the hands palm and feet soles (Cherneskie 2006b). In

this stage, host immune response suppresses infection enough to eliminate any sign or symptoms

of disease, but does not remove the infection completely, resulting in the latent stages infections.

When signs and symptoms moderated, patients enter a latent phase or latent stage, which can
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remain  many  years (Peeling  et  al.  2017).   There  is  no  clinical  manifestation  evident  during

latency, either Early latent (duration of infection ≤ 1 year) or Late latent (> 1 year). The expected

history of immune-competent patient of late latent syphilis follows the rule of thirds: 1/3 of the

patients will sero-revert to a nonreactive non-treponomal syphilis serology, with no relapse of

disease; 1/3 will remain reactive by nontreponomal syphilis serology but will remain free of signs

and  symptoms  of  disease;  and  the  remaining  1/3  will  proceed  to  develop  tertiary  syphilis,

sometimes  after  decades  of  chronic,  persistent,  asymptomatic  infection.  Patients  with tertiary

syphilis  may develop additional  diseases like granulomatous lesions (gummas) of the skin or

viscera, cardiovascular disease, or neurologic disease. Therefore, if left untreated, syphilis can

eventually  lead  to  shocking,  irremediable  sequelae  which  include  the  complications  of

neurosyphilis and tertiary syphilis. Furthermore, untreated syphilis infection during pregnancy

can have tragic consequences for a developing fetus when transmitted in uterus (i.e. congenital

disease)  (Figure  1).  It  has  also  become  well  recognized  that  STIs  such  as  syphilis  interact

synergistically with HIV (Cherneskie 2006b). 

Figure 1: Syphilis Transmission, Stages and Types.

Types of Syphilis 

Congenital

Congenital  syphilis,  a  consequence  of  fetal  contamination  with  Treponema  pallidum, is  an

antiquated infection that keeps on plaguing newborn children and remains a noteworthy general

medical issue around the world (Cooper & Sanchez 2018). The ailment can cause unsuccessful

labor (miscarriage), stillbirth, or demise not long after conveyance. As indicated by the CDC, up

to 40 % of children born from women with not medicated for syphilis might be stillborn or die as

a neonatal. A few newborn children with disease can seem sound during childbirth yet create life

changing entanglements later in life. The treatment for syphilis in pregnancy is indistinguishable

to that of grown-ups who are not pregnant; penicillin is the main agent that is proper for use amid

pregnancy. Antibiotic medications such as Tetracyclines are contraindicated in pregnancy as a

result of their impact on fetal bone and tooth advancement (Arnold & Ford-Jones 2000; Rolfs

1995).  The  WHO  prescribes  that  newborn  children  with  probability  of  congenital  syphilis,

including babies who are destined to mothers who are seropositive for syphilis and not treated

with penicillin >30 days before conveyance, ought to be treated with aqueous benzyl penicillin or
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procaine penicillin  (Peeling et  al.  2017).  All  neonates  presented to  syphilis,  including babies

without signs or manifestations during childbirth, ought to be pursued intently, in a perfect world

with NTTs (Non Treponemal Tests) titres. Titres should decline till three months of age and be

nonreactive till 6 months. TTs (Treponemal Tests) are not valuable in newborn children due to

persistent maternal antibodies (Peeling et al. 2017; Workowski et al. 2015)

Neurosyphilis

Neurosyphilis can occur any time in the span of syphilis on the grounds that no single highly

specific  diagnostic  test  exists,  and it  is  categorized  into  five  unique  classifications,  such as,

asymptomatic,  meningeal,  meningovascular,  parenchymatous,  and  gummatous.  Invasion

(neuroinvasion) or spread by T. pallidum to the CSF and meninges, can happen in early infection,

even before the clinical signs of primary syphilis happen (Lukehart 1988; Morshed et al. 2015).

Much  of  the  time,  the  microorganisms  are  cleared  precipitously,  yet  in  others,  symptomatic

malady  can  happen.  There  are  no  high-quality  tests  for  the  determination  of  neurosyphilis,

however  authoritative  conclusion  is  normally  dependent  on  clinical  discoveries  for  serologic

affirmation of syphilis disease (any stage) together with a receptive cerebrospinal liquid VDRL

test, CSF examination,  and neuroimaging (Golden et al.  2003; Morshed et al.  2015). Clinical

neurosyphilis can show up in a wide scope of ways that generally relate with span of disease,

albeit a few discoveries, for example, ocular involvement (uveitis, cranial nerve paralyses, and so

on) might happen over the span of untreated syphilis. A few people with secondary syphilis may

exhibit  an  aseptic  meningitis  disorder  of  cerebral  pain  and  gentle  meningismus  (syphilitic

meningitis).  The  great  clinical  sign  proposed  by  Merritt  and  colleagues  was  that  extreme

syphilitic  meningitis  was a moderately exceptional  type of neurosyphilis  (Hook 2017; Simon

1985). The other clinical sign of late neurosyphilis, tabes dorsalis, seems to result from inclusion

of  nerves  on the  back segments  and spinal  nerve  roots  (Gjestland 1955;  Hook 2017;  Simon

1985). Individuals with manifestations and tests showing neurosyphilis ought to get 3 to 4 million

units of crystalline penicillin G intravenously every 4 h for 10 to 14 days and infected people

with  the  human  immunodeficiency  infection  (HIV)  ought  to  experience  examination  for

neurosyphilis before treatment (Arnold & Ford-Jones 2000). 

Ocular syphilis
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The ocular indications of syphilis are changeable and can happen at any phase of the sickness.

Various authors have delineated the capacity of syphilis to emulate distinctive visual disarranges,

prompting misdiagnoses and a postponement in the suitable antimicrobial treatment. Syphilis can

influence the conjunctiva, sclera, cornea, focal point, uveal tract, retina, the retinal vasculature,

the  optic  nerve,  pupillomotor  pathways,  and  cranial  nerves  associated  with  extraocular

developments  (Baughn  &  Musher  2005;  Kiss  et  al.  2009;  Mitchell  et  al.  1992;  Singh  &

Romanowski 1999).

Late reports from various world locales recommend ocular syphilis is re-developing, in parallel

with  an  expanding  occurrence  of  the  foundational  contamination.  A  current  observational

medical public investigation in Brazil over a 2.5-year time frame finishing July 2015, considered

127 individuals that were treated with ocular syphilis. Out of 127, 104 people were serologically

tried for human immunodeficiency infection (HIV), and 34.6% were certain (Furtado et al. 2018).

The US (CDC) issued a clinical warning toward the end of 2015 on ocular syphilis; during four

months (December 2014 and March 2015), 12 instances of ocular syphilis were accounted from

two US metropolis, San Francisco and Seattle (Tuddenham & Ghanem 2016). The analysis of

ocular syphilis was made on discoveries of visual irritation by ophthalmological examination and

affirmation of systemic contamination with T. pallidum. Systemic disease was demonstrated by a

receptive treponemal serological test (for example, fluorescent treponemal antibody absorption

test  [FTA-ABS]  or  microhemagglutination  assay  test  for  T.  pallidum [MHA-TP]),

notwithstanding: (1) a receptive non-treponemal serological test (for example venereal disease

research laboratory test [VDRL] or Rapid plasmin reagent test [RPR]); (2) an anomalous CSF

(for example receptive VDRL or potentially more prominent than 4 leukocytes/mm3 and protein

focus under 40 mg/dl); and additionally (3) predictable clinical signs that settled after intravenous

treatment with fluid penicillin G or ceftriaxone (Furtado et al. 2018). 

Cardiovascular syphilis

Cardiovascular Syphilis is the dynamic compounding of Syphilis causing aortic aneurysms and

spewing  forth.  Occasionally,  even  youngsters  (as  youthful  as  15  years)  are  influenced  by

congenital syphilis. There are a few hazard factors for Cardiovascular Syphilis that could cause

this  complexity.  Any patient  with  aortic  deficiency  or  thoracic  aortic  aneurysm ought  to  be

screened for syphilis. Auscultation must be implemented on individuals with late latent or tertiary
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syphilis.  A chest X-beam is occasionally  contributory  (Dabis & Radcliffe  2011;  Janier  et  al.

2014).

Auricular Syphilis or Oto syphilis

Any  patient  with  unexplained  abrupt  hearing  misfortune  ought  to  be  screened  for  syphilis.

Sensorineural  hearing  misfortune  may occur  in  congenital  and acquired  shapes.  The clinical

courses of the early gained and late innate structures are comparative:  unexpected or quickly

dynamic  two-sided  sensorineural  hearing  misfortune  with  or  without  mellow  vestibular  side

effects. Luetic internal ear illness (Otologic syphilis) is a moderately uncommon confusion that

might be turned around whenever analyzed early and treated forcefully. The determination of

inward  ear  syphilis  can  be  exceptionally  troublesome  because  this  substance  imitates  other

internal  ear  sicknesses,  for  example,  Meniere's  ailment,  abrupt  hearing  misfortune,  acoustic

neuroma,  vestibular  neuritis,  and immune mediated  inward ear  infection.  Otologic syphilis  is

normally  analyzed  by positive  serologic  tests  and  by avoidance  of  other  conceivable  causes

(Garcia-Berrocal et al. 2006; Janier et al. 2014).

Available screening and Management methods

Since 2000,  the  U.S.  Preventive  Service Task  Force  (USPSTF) has  distributed  eight  clinical

suggestion  articulations  for  STIs  screening.  The  USPSTF suggests  that  women  at  expanded

danger of infection be screened for diseases  i;e chlamydia, human immunodeficiency infection

(HIV), gonorrhea and syphilis. Men at extended hazard should be screened for HIV and syphilis.

Every single pregnant woman ought to be screened for hepatitis B, HIV and syphilis; pregnant

women at expanded hazard likewise must to be tested for chlamydia and gonorrhea (Meyers et al.

2008). The wide accessibility  of successful medicines  and coming about decrease in syphilis

predominance has prompted a low yield of screening in low-pervasiveness settings; because of

that, screening in generally safe adults (for instance,  pre-marriage adults or those admitted to

clinic) has been relinquished in many spots. Nonetheless, systemic reviews give persuading proof

for syphilis  screening for pregnant ladies.  Adults  and young people are at  expanded risks of

getting the disease, specifically for people donating blood, blood items or solid organs. A few

nations additionally prescribe syphilis  testing in individuals with unexplained and unexpected

visual misfortune, deafness or meningitis as these might be signs of early neurosyphilis (17–18
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September  2015;  Food  & Drug  Administration  2015;  J.B.  Tapko  2010;  Janier  et  al.  2014;

Owusu-Ofori et al. 2011).

Screening of Population with high risk

The rate of spread of syphilis in a populace is identified with the transmission likelihood per

sexual  association,  i.e.,  the  normal  rate  of  obtaining  of  sexual  accomplices  and  the  span  of

irresistibleness; these rates are ascending among men who engage in sexual relations with men

(MSM) (Stoltey & Cohen 2015). Screening of people at high hazard for contracting syphilis is

required to recognize infections and end further transmission (Gray et al. 2011; Stoltey & Cohen

2015). Observations in HIV-positive MSM point to the fact that increasing number of visits for

syphilis  screening  or  more  noteworthy  screening  inclusion  of  beforehand  unscreened  people

would be economical.  Update intercessions have appeared to  be viable in expanding testing;

these incorporate computer alarms for clinicians to rapidly test high hazard MSM and instant

messages to increment STIs (or, sexually transmitted disease) re-testing rates (Bissessor et al.

2011; Bourne et al.  2011; Stoltey & Cohen 2015). Studies assessing different mediations, for

example, pre-introduction prophylaxis for syphilis, are likewise in progress. One future choice

may be to direct pre-introduction prophylaxis at the same time for syphilis and HIV (Dubourg &

Raoult 2016; Molina et al. 2015).

Prenatal Screening

As indicated by the WHO, STI rules suggest screening every single pregnant women for syphilis

amid the first antenatal care visit in view of the high danger of MTCT  and the accessibility of a

profoundly  powerful  preventive  intercession  against  adverse  pregnancy  outcomes.  Powerful

counteractive  action  and  recognizable  proof  of  congenital  syphilis  depend  basically  on  the

distinguishing proof of syphilis  in  pregnant  women and so regular  screening of  every single

pregnant  woman  for  syphilis  is  needed.  A  precise  survey  reported  that  antenatal  syphilis

intercessions, including screening, could decrease perinatal stillbirth and passing rates by half.

Besides that, antenatal screening for syphilis has appeared to be cost-gainful even in developed

nations with lower rates of syphilis. Early screening ought (WHO) to preferably be performed in

the first trimester and should be repeated at 28 weeks and again at delivery in women at high

danger of gaining syphilis (Hawkes et al. 2011; Morshed et al. 2015; Walker & Walker 2002). At

the point when access to prenatal care is not ideal or lab limit is restricted, rapid tests are useful in
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distinguishing  and  treating  syphilis  in  pregnant  women.  Systems  that  improve  screening

inclusion,  for  example,  expanded  utilization  of  rapid  POC  (Point-of-Care)  testing  and

incorporating syphilis  and HIV screening, will  facilitate the worldwide disposal of congenital

(inborn) syphilis (Dubourg & Raoult 2016; Hawkes et al. 2011; Mabey et al. 2012; Molina et al.

2015; Peeling et al. 2017; Peeling & Ye 2004).

Blood-bank Screening

Uncommon manifestation through blood items and organ donation have also been mentioned

(Perkins & Busch 2010; Stoltey & Cohen 2015). Reports of transfusion-transmitted syphilis have

turned out to be exceedingly uncommon in the course of recent years as more nations adopt

donor  selection  procedures,  widespread serological  screening  of  donor  and the  utilization  of

refrigerated items rather than fresh blood elements (Stoltey & Cohen 2015). Blood Screening,

components  of blood and strong organs for  syphilis  remains  a  recommendation  in  numerous

nations (Peeling et al. 2017). Case reports do exist, incorporating one in Ghana, which depicted a

seroconversion in a child after receipt of a Rapid Plasma Reagin (RPR)- receptive unit of blood.

The authors noticed that the unit had been refrigerated for only 1 day, and that a more extended

time of refrigeration was probably going to be important to kill T. pallidum (Owusu-Ofori et al.

2011; Stoltey & Cohen 2015). Periodic manifestation of transfusion-transmitted syphilis are as

yet announced in settings with high syphilis  predominance,  especially with the transfusion of

fresh blood (Owusu-Ofori et al. 2011). 

It is decisively prescribed that nations should consider refreshed worldwide direction as they set

up  standard  national  protocols,  adjusted  to  the  local  epidemiological  circumstance  and

antimicrobial  helplessness  information,  such  as,  early  discovery,  brief  treatment  with  a

compelling anti-microbial routine and treating sex accomplices of an individual with irresistible

syphilis  (primary,  secondary  or  early  latent  contaminations)  (WHO 2016a).  As  indicated  by

European guidelines individuals with syphilis are at higher danger of gaining different STIs. All

patients with syphilis ought to be examined for HIV and HCV if chance components (as surveyed

by local epidemiology) are available. All people with syphilis ought to have a full STI appraisal.

Evaluation and inoculation for Hepatitis B ought to likewise be considered (Janier et al. 2014).

As indicated by The US (CDC) rules, persons who have had sexual contact with an individual

who gets a determination of primary, secondary, or late syphilis inside 90 days going before the

finding ought to be dealt with hypothetically for early syphilis, regardless of whether serologic
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test outcomes are adverse. Long haul sex accomplices of people who have late dormant syphilis

ought to be assessed clinically and serologically for syphilis and treated based on the assessment's

discoveries (CDC 2015). 

Epidemiology and Global Prevalence 

Syphilis came back to the worldwide scene as a reemerging general health concern. Every year,

there are an expected 6 million new instances of syphilis universally in matured people between

15 to  49 years.  More than 300,000 fetal  and neonatal  passing  are  ascribed to  syphilis,  with

215,000 extra babies put at expanded danger of early demise (Kojima & Klausner 2018). 

Syphilis infection remains as a global health concern because of its commonness, irresistibility,

and toll  on  both tainted  people  and health  systems  (Mutagoma et  al.  2016).  Overall,  public

pervasiveness information on syphilis are largely restricted to high-income nations. In LMICs

(Low- and Middle-income countries), the heterosexual increase of syphilis has declined in the

overall  public,  although it  stays  at  dangerous levels  in  some high hazard  sub populaces,  for

example, female sex laborers/workers (FSWs) and their male customers (Peeling et al. 2017).

Generally,  the  appropriation  of  syphilis  varies  among  LMICs  and  high-income  nations.

Numerous LMICs have poor access to syphilis screening, testing and care (Ouedraogo et al. 2018).

In the past ten years, a resurgence of syphilis has happened in numerous nations around the world

(Halatoko  et  al.  2017).  The  predominance  of  syphilis  among  FSWs in  African  nations  was

reported in (Ouedraogo et al.  2018), and precedent  studies in Togo showed a wide scope of

syphilis infection among the FSWs, ranging from 1.5 to 42.1% (Halatoko et al. 2017) and 1.5%

in the northern zone to 8.9% in the eastern zone of Sudan of Sudan (Elhadi et al. 2013). Studies

directed during the 1990s have shown a predominance of 42.1% in South Africa and 15% in

Burkina Faso West Africa (Ouedraogo et al. 2018). In 2016, dynamic syphilis predominance was

evaluated to be 0.56% in women between 15 to 49 years old and around 21,675 new syphilis

diseases have happened in Morocco, a Northern African nation (Bennani et al. 2017). As indicated

by a study in 2013, the evaluated commonness of syphilis was higher in the 25– 49-year-maturity

than in  the  15–24-year-seniority  in  Rwanda,  Central/Eastern  Africa  (Mutagoma et  al.  2016).

Counting Tanzania, Eastern Africa in general 2.5 % commonness of syphilis was found among

pregnant women. The hazard for syphilis disease was altogether higher among women going to

semi-urban and provincial centers and those having 3-4, and 5 past pregnancies (Manyahi et al.

2015).  In  Ghana,  there  have  been  instances  of  syphilis  contamination  among  detainees  in
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restorative  offices  and  different  places  of  the  nation.  An  examination  at  three  prisons

demonstrated a predominance of 11%. Likewise, predominance of 7.9% and 4.5% were noted in

the overall public at Accra and Kumasi separately. Such pervasiveness rates of syphilis infection

demonstrate that the infection might be normal inside the all-inclusive community (Faustina et al.

2015).  In Ethiopia,  as  per  ANC-based sentinel  observations,  syphilis  predominance expanded

from 1% in 2012 to 1.2% in 2014 and as high as 2.9 to 3.7% in ongoing investigations among

ANC participants in Gondar. Furthermore,  it  was reported in 7.3 to 9.8% of HIV patients in

Hawassa and Addis Ababa (Amsalu et al. 2018; Assefa 2014; Endris et al. 2015; Melku et al.

2015; Shimelis  et  al.  2015).  In Zimbabwe,  the estimation  depended on the information  from

seven reviews directed toward women going to ANC from year 2000 to 2012, and yearly routine

ANC program information between 2008 and 2015, in which the evaluated syphilis pervasiveness

declined from 1.9% to 1.5% from 2000 to 2016 (Korenromp et al. 2017). In 2007, Kenya AIDS

Indicator  Survey  (KAIS)  gave  appraisals  for  the  first  time  to  study  the  syphilis  disease

transmission  sero-predominance  from  a  nationwide  representative  population  of  grown-ups

matured between 15-64 years. A sero-predominance of 1.8% was comparable to roughly 300,000

Kenyan grown-ups with active syphilis contamination at the time period of the study (Otieno-

Nyunya et  al.  2011).  Predominance of  HIV/STI is  high among women associated  with  high

hazard/risk sexual conduct in Kampala, Uganda which demonstrated that 21% were seropositive

and 10% were enduring active syphilis (Vandepitte et al. 2011). As per Australia's Division of

Health report  on STIs,  the populace  rate  of findings  of  irresistible  or infectious  syphilis  has

expanded in the course of the most recent 2 years to achieve 6.7 per 100,000 populace in 2012, in

the non-Indigenous populace, where most warnings are because of male to male sex (MSM); the

rate expanded 20% from 2008 to 2012, with the most elevated rates in the 30-39 and 40-49 year

age gatherings 

An investigation on information from 2005 to 2014 from China's web-based disease surveillance

framework found that  instances  of syphilis  had expanded >3 folds  from 135,210 in 2005 to

441,818 in 2014  (Kojima & Klausner  2018).  A sequential  cross-sectional  examination  in  eight

urban centers in Shandong, China was directed from 2010 to 2014. The general commonness of

syphilis was higher in MSM contrasted with other occupants; migrants took part in anal sex (Hu

et al. 2017). From 2010 to 2015 in Guangxi, China, syphilis predominance was similarly found in

female sex workers which diminished from 9.2% in 2010 to 7.3% in 2015 among low-level

female sex workers and 2.6% in 2010 to 1.4% in 2015 among high level female sex workers
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(Chen et al. 2016). Between 2010 & 2014, a cross-sectional investigation of 3,859 female drug

clients in Beijing found 239 (6.2%) women who tested positive for syphilis  serology and an

expansion from 6.0% in 2010 to 8.8% in 2014. The commonness  of syphilis  was greater  in

Synthetic drug clients (7.9%) when contrasted to conventional drug clients (3.7%) (Kojima &

Klausner 2018; Sun et al. 2018). As indicated by STIs in Europe in 2013, 22,237 syphilis cases

were accounted in 29 EU/EEA (European) associated States. Most of these cases were reported in

individuals more seasoned than 25 years, with youngsters in the range of 15 and 24 years old

representing just 14% of cases. Over half (58%) of the syphilis cases with data on transmission

class were accounted in MSM. In a reference of resurgent syphilis in France since 2000, reviews

contemplated two unique focuses in Montpellier, France: the dermatology division of an open

medical clinic and an unknown and free place for arrangement of data, finding and treatment of

venereal sicknesses. One hundred and seventy-five instances of syphilis were analyzed: 154 at

the CDAG (The dermatology department of a public hospital and ananonymous and free centre

for  provision  of  information,  diagnosis  and  treatment  of  venereal  disease.)  and  21  at  the

dermatology unit. Majority of these cases (96%) includes men with age range of 36 years. In

eighty-two percent of cases, homosexual men were involved. Forty-nine percent of cases were

studied in the secondary stage, twenty-two percent in the primary stage and 28% in the latent

stage (Amelot et al. 2015). In Germany, the quantity of detailed syphilis cases expanded in the

range between 11% and 22% every year from 2010 to 2014. Syphilis notices expanded in 2015

by 19% to an aggregate of 6,834. This was for the most part because of expanding warnings in

MSM of all age bunches in bigger cities of Germany (Jansen et al. 2016). Among 9,284 female

sex workers going to local public health departments in Germany, 1.1% of those were identified

with  positive  for  syphilis  serology  (Jablonka  et  al.  2016).  The  prevalence  of  syphilis  also

increased in European nations like Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Spain, Slovak

Republic,  Ukraine,  Malta,  Ireland  (among  pregnant  women  in  an  antenatal  and  peripartum

teaching medical clinic in Dublin from 2005 to 2012), and Greenland; the frequency of syphilis

in  Greenland has expanded from zero cases  in  2010 to 95.7 per 100,000 occupants  in  2014

influencing primarily youngsters with a middle age of 27 years (Albertsen et al. 2015; Azbel et

al. 2013; Bjekic et al. 2016; Jakopanec et al. 2013; Kojima & Klausner 2018; Lopes et al. 2016;

McGettrick et al. 2016; Padovese et al. 2014; Serwin & Unemo 2016; Svecova et al. 2015). As

indicated by retrospective investigation of the records of 1185 patients with an affirmed finding

of primary syphilis, the number of infected individuals with primary syphilis has ascended from

111 in 2005 to 158 in 2012, an expansion of 42.3%, mostly related to MSM in Greece  (Albertsen
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et al. 2015; Kanelleas et al. 2015; McGettrick et al. 2016; Padovese et al. 2014; Tsachouridou et

al. 2016); additionally such cases were reported in Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia (Bozicevic et al.

2012; Kenyon et al. 2014; Tsankova et al. 2016). 

The  United  Kingdom  (UK)  has  seen  an  enduring  increment  in  STIs  in  the  past  decade,

specifically, in men who engage in sexual relations with men (MSM) (Malek et al. 2015). In 2014

in Britain, there were 439,243 findings of STIs, even though this number mirrors a little decay

(0.3%) with respect to 2013; quantities of diagnoses of syphilis climbed considerably, by 33%

from 3,236 to 4,317. This number is the highest in Britain since 1949 for the syphilis diagnoses

(Mohammed et al. 2016). This expansion is believed to be because of large amounts of condom-

less sex, especially among men who are co-infected with HIV (Kojima & Klausner 2018). In 2011,

2,704 FSWs made 8,411 recorded appearances at genito urinary medicine clinics in England and

there were also 17 reported cases of congenital syphilis in new borns in UK from 2010 to 2015

(Mc Grath-Lone et al. 2014; Simms et al. 2017). 

In South America, research shows that syphilis is hyper endemic among men developing sexual

relations with men (MSM) and transgender women (male-to-female). In 2008, the predominance

of syphilis disease, confirmed by laboratory testing, was evaluated to be 28.9% among MSM in

Lima, Peru (Caceres et al.  2008; Kojima et al. 2017). Everybody realizes Brazil is at present

enduring  a  Zika  episode.  Be  that  as  it  may,  the  genuine  general  health  risk  there  may  be

something nobody is discussing: the quantities of pregnant women tainted with syphilis and the

infants dying due to it is quietly increasing year after year. In 2016, the administration figures

41,762 new syphilis contaminations among pregnant women which is multiple times higher than

that revealed 10 years back; unfortunately, the rate of infants tainted in Brazil is devastatingly

high  (Guimarães  August,  2016).  As  indicated  by  review  associate  investigation  and  VDRL

results and the clinical records of 1,150 men with HIV, Buenos Aires, Argentina registered a

frequency of  14.9/100 patients  every  year  in  MSM (Bissio  et  al.  2017).  As per  observation

information from 1990 through 2003, there have been studies of disease transmission of primary

and secondary syphilis and rates of cases happening among MSM in the US. Amid 1990 till

2000, the ratio of primary and secondary syphilis diminished 90% by and large, decreasing 90%

and 89% among men and among women, respectively.  The general rate expanded 19% from

2000 and 2003, mirroring a 62% expansion among men and a 53% decline among women. In

2003, an expected 62% of revealed cases happened among MSM (Heffelfinger et al. 2007). In

2017, an aggregate of 30,644 instances of Primary and Secondary syphilis were accounted for in
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the US, yielding a rate of 9.5 cases per 100,000 populaces. This rate shows a 10.5% expansion

contrasted with 2016 (8.6 cases per 100,000 populace), and a 72.7% increment compared with

2013  (5.5  cases  per  100,000  populace).  Syphilis  reports  have  expanded  quickly  in  Japan.

Although, not at all, like other developed nations where MSM were related with the ascent, the

expansion in Japan has been attributed more to men who are involved in sexual relations with

women (MSW) and women who have intercourse with men (WSM). In view of observation data,

an aggregate of 7,040 (64.0%) of 10,997 cases were primary and secondary; the yearly rate of

increment  was  most  noteworthy  for  primary  and  secondary  and  the  extent  of  primary  and

secondary expanded after some time. Among primary and secondary cases (1,609 MSM, 2,768

MSW, and 1,323 WSM), MSW and WSM each outperformed MSM cases in 2016. Congenital

syphilis reports expanded from 0.4 (2012) to 1.4 per 100,000 live nativities in 2016. Even though,

Tokyo had the most noteworthy detailing rate (3.98 per 100,000 man years) (Takahashi et al.

2018).

Available Methods for Diagnosis 

The diagnosis of syphilis is mostly based on clinical discoveries, suggestive clinical history and

serologic tests in strong research facilities since bacterium T. pallidum cannot be grown/cultured

in vitro (Henao-Martinez & Johnson 2014; Peeling et al. 2017). Continued culture of T. pallidum

is troublesome and typically utilized just in research. Animal models, regularly utilizing rabbit

immunization, have been profitable for isolation of T. pallidum, and also to examine the response

of host to infection. Direct detection of T. pallidum from sore exudate gathered from patients with

primary  and  secondary  syphilis  is  the  best,  however  these  tests  are  not  easily  available  in

numerous settings (Hook 2017; Lafond & Lukehart 2006). Darkfield microscopy has generally

been utilized for distinguishing  T. pallidum; nonetheless, neither darkfield microscope nor the

mastery  to  utilize  them  are  broadly  accessible.  Choices  for  direct  detection  of  T.  pallidum

incorporate fluorescence microscopy and nucleic acid amplification by polymerase chain reaction

(PCR); although, these tests are likewise not promptly accessible and are not generally utilized.

Though it is not possible to grow T. pallidum in culture, there are various tests to detect syphilis

directly or indirectly. In any case, there is no single ideal test (Hood et al. 2016; Hook 2017).

Serological testing has turned into the most common intends to analyze, screen and follow-up to

treatment of syphilis, regardless of whether in individuals with indications of syphilis or in the

individuals who have no indications however are recognized through screening. A problem with
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all syphilis serological tests is their powerlessness to recognize contamination with T. pallidum

subspecies pallidum and the T. pallidum subspecies that cause (non-venereal) yaws, pinta or bejel

(Hook 2017; Peeling et al. 2017). Serological tests fall into two classes: non-treponemal tests for

screening,  and  treponemal  tests  for  affirmation  and  test  execution  factors,  for  example,

sensitivity,  specificity,  prescient  qualities,  and  reproducibility  sway,  can  fluctuate  depending

upon the motivation behind the test. A helpful beginning stage in serological test elucidation is to

survey  the  purpose  behind  testing  and  the  ideal  utilization  of  test  outcomes  (Hook  2017)

Guaranteeing  the  precision  and  reliability  of  syphilis  testing  is  vital,  particularly  in

nonspecialized  research  centers,  where  most  patient  samples  are  examined.  Syphilis-explicit

quality affirmation tactics incorporate the preparation of technologists on explicit strategies and

also execution of internal quality control systems, test assessment and intraassay standardization

of industrially accessible test kits all the time (Giacani & Lukehart 2014; Peeling et al. 2017). It is

particularly  critical  to  give  sufficient  preparation  and  standard  outer  quality  appraisal,  or

capability testing with remedial activity to guarantee the nature of tests and testing for social

insurance-suppliers. Performing fast tests in center-based or outreach settings have proven to be

inadequate because numerous parts of the world do not have proper laboratory for making an

exact analysis; hence, the necessity for lab testing has incredibly obliged the control of syphilis

and the disposal of congenital syphilis. Even though, the advancement of inexpensive, rapid tests

that can be performed at the POC has enormously expanded access to pre-birth screening and

diagnosis, even in under-resourced and remote areas (Parekh et al. 2010; Peeling et al. 2017; Smit

et al. 2013). 

Crucial Diagnosis by Direct Detection

The  syphilis  treatment  is  comparative  in  HIV-positive  or  negative  patients.  Although,  HIV-

positive patients require increasing numbers of follow-up visits because of high risk of treatment

disappointment.  The  decision  of  procedure  for  diagnosing  syphilis  relies  upon  the  stage  of

sickness and the clinical introduction.  Treatment of syphilis  in any stage should consider the

dangers of getting different sexually transmitted diseases (2002; Cherneskie 2006a; Peeling et al.

2017).  When a functioning chancre or condyloma latum and congenital  sores is  available  in

patients, direct location strategy which incorporate Darkfield microscopy, fluorescent antibody

staining,  immunohistochemistry  and  PCR  are  the  most  explicit  methods  for  determination.

However, its precision is directly proportional to the skills of the technician, the quantity of live
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treponemes  in  the  sore,  and  the  nearness  of  non-pathologic  treponemes  in  oral  or  anal

injuries/lesions (Cherneskie 2006a; Cummings et  al.  1996). Microscopy had been utilized for

direct discovery and determination since 1920 however is currently utilized rarely.  The latest

European rules recommended against DFA‐TP testing in clinical settings, and the reagents are

never again accessible (Janier et al. 2014; Peeling et al. 2017). PCR strategies favored techniques

for oral and different injuries where tainting with commensal treponemes is likely; they can be

performed in tissues, cerebrospinal liquid (CSF), and blood. It is thus exceptionally urgent to

choose a carefully approved strategy and dependably use it with fitting quality controls as there is

no globally affirmed PCR for T. pallidum (Janier et al. 2014). 

Diagnosis through Serological Tests

Serological  tests  are the main  methods  for  screening asymptomatic  people  and are the most

regularly utilized  strategies  to  determine patients  having signs and side effects  suggestive of

syphilis. There is no serological test for syphilis which separates among non‐venereal syphilis

and the venereal treponematoses because these pathogens are morphologically and antigenically

comparative  and can be separated just  by their  method of transmission,  the study of disease

transmission, or clinical signs. Serological tests fall into two classes: nontreponemal tests (NTTs)

for screening, and treponemal tests (TTs) for affirmation (Figure 2) (Janier et al. 2014). 

Non-Treponemal Tests (NTTs)

All  Non-treponemal  tests  measure  both  immunoglobulin  (Ig)  G  and  IgM  antiphospholipid

antibodies, shaped by the host response to lipoidal material discharged by harmed host cells at the

contamination site and lipid from the cell surfaces of the treponeme itself (Janier et al. 2014;

Peeling  et  al.  2017).  The  most  regularly  utilized  NTTs  are  Venereal  Diseases  Research

Laboratory test (VDRL), the Rapid Plasma Reagin test (RPR), and the Toluidine Red Unheated

Serum Test (TRUST). All of these tests identify a blend of heterophile IgG and IgM, are manual

and  cannot  be  automated,  however  they  are  not  costly,  straightforward  and,  if  properly

performed, have a generally high sensitivity. NTTs are valuable in distinguishing dynamic/active

syphilis  positiveness  10-15  days  after  the  start  of  the  primary  chancre  (Janier  et  al.  2014).
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Additionally, NTTs must be performed physically on serum, and they depend on a subjective

interpretation. These tests likewise require prepared faculty from research facility and particular

reagents, along these lines, do not satisfy the ASSURED (affordable, sensitive, specific, user-

friendly, rapid and robust, equipment-free and deliverable to those who need them) criteria for

tests,  which  can  be  utilized  at  the  POC (Point-of-Care)  (Peeling  et  al.  2006;  Peeling  et  al.

2017).Without treatment, the titer achieves high range of 1 to 2 years following contamination

and stays positive with low titers in late infection. Unconstrained seroreversion of NTT alongside

tertiary syphilis is exceptionally uncommon (if at all exists). Titers of NTT do not correspond

well with malady movement, and hence results ought to be accounted for quantitatively, in order

to screen sickness action and adequacy of treatment (Janier et al. 2014). 

Treponemal Tests (TTs)

Treponemal tests distinguish antibodies to antigenic segments of T. pallidum proteins. These tests

are  utilized  principally  to  affirm  the  analysis  of  syphilis  in  patients  with  a  responsive

nontreponemal test (Cherneskie 2006a).  T. pallidum Haemagglutination test  (TPHA), Micro‐

Haemagglutination  assay/Examine  for  T.  pallidum (MHA‐TP),  Fluorescent  Treponemal

Antibody absorption test (FTA‐abs test), T. pallidum passive Particle Agglutination test (TPPA),

Treponemal  Enzyme  Immunoassay  (EIA),  IgG  immunoblot  test  for  T.  pallidum

Chemiluminescence Immunoassay (CIA), are accessible for TTs. The vast majorities of these

tests utilize recombinant treponemal antigens and distinguish both IgG and IgM (Janier et al.

2014). In developed nations, numerous health service establishments rely upon high-throughput

screening and use 'reverse' algorithms that screen with a mechanized treponemal EIA or CIA and

affirm results with a NTT as opposed to the inverse, traditional methodology (FIG-X).  Very less

studies until now have been directed to study the precision of these 'reverse testing' algorithms

(Bibbins-Domingo et al. 2016; Peeling et al. 2017). As this type of serological reactivity happens

in  early  primary  syphilis,  in  both  recently  treated  sickness  and  late  infection,  considerable

consideration ought to be given to an exhaustive physical examination of the patient, appraisal of

past history and later sexual hazard factors before starting any treatment and accomplice warning

exercises. 

Rapid Tests
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In  low-  and  medium-salary  nations,  numerous  pre-birth  facilities  that  provide  screening  and

treatment to syphilis  do not have the ability  to perform corroborative symptomatic  tests, and

hence testing is often done off-site. Besides, patients may neglect to return to the research centers

to report outcomes and both the specimens and results can possibly be lost in travel, that may

lead to the outcomes of treatment  being hampered or missed.  Right  now, new tests  utilizing

cloned TP antigens and an immune-chromatographic procedure give an elective stage of rapid TP

testing to be performed at point-of-care (POC), which is called immune-chromatographic syphilis

(ICS) test (Fears & Pope 2001). Rapid syphilis tests utilize a finger-prick based entire blood test

and are normally immuno-chromatographic strip-based TTs examining parts that can be kept at

room temperature, require no equipment and negligible preparation, and the test is commonly

viewed as genuinely delicate and explicit roughly taking 20min to perform (Peeling et al. 2017).

Rapid  test  for  syphilis  with  prompt  outcomes  executed  in  a  field  setting  has  the  upside  of

permitting ladies who test positive to be treated nearby at a similar visit, maintaining a strategic

distance from misfortunes to catch up for return visits and potential unfriendly results related

with  delayed  treatment.  As  indicated  by  the  Special  Program for  Research  and  Training  in

Tropical Diseases from the WHO, the perfect attributes of POC tests are that they are moderate,

sensitive,  explicit,  quick  and  vigorous.  On  location  screening  administrations  can  critically

decrease the commonness of maternal and congenital syphilis in some low-pay and middle salary

nations (Phang Romero Casas et al. 2018; Schackman et al. 2007).

Figure 2: Algorithm for Syphilis Screening. The figure adopted from Peeling et., al. 2017 with

little modification. 

Helpful tests in Neuro and Congenital Syphilis Diagnosis 

Neurosyphilis  is  the  most  dreaded  and  extreme  appearance  of  syphilis  and  diagnosis  of

neurosyphilis  is  very  tricky and challenging  as  it  alludes  to  infection  of  the  central  nervous

system,  which may happen at  any stage  (Rubin et  al.  2018;  Wong et  al.  2015).  To analyze

neurosyphilis,  a patient  should initially  be affirmed to be infected with  T. pallidum.  To start

testing for syphilis, straightforward serum tests can be performed, incorporating venereal disease

research laboratory (VDRL) testing and rapid plasma reagin (RPR) testing. It can be identified

with  serum treponemal  tests  as  well,  which  incorporate  the  fluorescent  treponemal  antibody

absorption (FTA ABS) test, Treponema pallidum particle agglutination test (TPPA), and syphilis

enzyme  immunoassays  (EIAs).  Unfortunately,  nontreponemal  tests,  for  example,  RPR  and
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VDRL, can be non-receptive in neurosyphilis (Peeling et al. 2017; Rubin et al. 2018; van der

Sluis 1992). Congenital syphilis (CS) is a contamination obtained from a mother with untreated

or insufficiently treated syphilis. Most babies in danger for CS can, without much of a stretch, be

distinguished by a positive maternal serologic test. The progress of diagnostic tests, for example,

enzyme immunoassays, immunoblotting and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has expanded the

affectability and particularity of analyses, yet the identification of explicit IgM is as of now the

touchiest serological strategy, and the nearness to explicit IgM ought to be considered as proof of

a congenital  T. pallidum infection. Maternal syphilis disease profoundly corresponds with fetal

misfortune;  along  these  lines,  the  assessment  of  a  stillborn  child  ought  to  incorporate  an

assessment of maternal test results for syphilis (Herremans et al. 2010; Peeling et al. 2017; WHO

2016a) 

Molecular Mechanism of Pathophysiology 

The high level of homologous DNA among subspecies has allowed the utilization of serological

tests for syphilis, the conclusion of non-syphilitic treponemal infections, for example, yaws. In

territories where the two diseases are found, a patient with a receptive serological positive  test

has  great  chances  for  the  contamination  of  the  other  (Hook  2017).  Treponema  pallidum

subspecies  pallidum is  one of  only a  handful  of  main  bacterial  pathogens  that  has  not  been

cultured consistently in vitro. As of now, T. pallidum must be spread by immunization of rabbits

for  use  in  research  studies  or  for  symptomatic  or  epidemiological  purposes.  Rabbits  are

exceedingly vulnerable to T. pallidum disease and it has been reported that upon intradermal (i.d.)

contamination  with  T.  pallidum subsp.  pallidum,  New Zealand  White  (NZW) rabbits  create

clinically and histologically same sores as that of human essential sores. Secondary syphilis sores

can be seen after the medication of primary sore in the rabbit and lead to antibody responses like

those in people. Contaminated rabbits mount cytokine reactions in response to the pathogen that

reflect those of people with similar disease characteristics (Giacani & Lukehart 2014; Peeling et

al. 2017). Advancement of auxiliary experimental models of treponemal disease has been studied

to  conquer  the  inaccessibility  of  innate  rabbit  strains  and  to  encourage  immunological

investigations, however with moderately low success. Hamsters have shown to be exceptionally

great  models  for  yaws  and  bejel,  yet  were  less  helpful  for  disease  with  T.  pallidum subsp.

Pallidum  (Giacani & Lukehart 2014). Guinea pigs create primary ulcers just with inocula far

bigger than would normally be appropriate in rabbits or people and with unusual histopathology
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and cytokine articulation profile contrasted with those of rabbit  and human sores (Giacani  &

Lukehart 2014; Pierce et al. 1983; Wicher & Wicher 1989). Mice can be contaminated with T.

pallidum subsp. pallidum, yet they neglect to create ailment signs and are hence of limited utility

for the investigation of the malady (Giacani & Lukehart 2014). Although, a local inflammatory

response  inspired  by  spirochetes  is  believed  to  be  the  main  driver  of  every  clinical  sign  of

syphilis, the tissue damage mechanism and host defense that in the long run adds a proportion of

command  over  the  bacterium,  are  not  well  characterized.  Notwithstanding,  the  rabbit  model

inadequately  reiterates  some  clinical  and  immunological  aspects  of  the  human  sickness.  As

anyone might expect, even in the post-genomics period, our comprehension of the pathogenic

components in the lingering of syphilis is well behind that of other regular bacterial  ailments

(Peeling et al. 2017; Radolf et al. 2016).  T. pallidum has double membrane ultrastructure and

frequently has been analogized to enteric  Gram-negative microbe.  In any case, it  is currently

acknowledged  all  around that  there  are  generous  contrasts  between  the  external  layer  of  T.

pallidum and  those  of  individuals  from  the  family  Enterobacteriaceae.  Contrasted  with  the

external layers of enteric Gram-negative microbes, the T. pallidum external layer has absence of

lipopolysaccharide and has an extraordinarily unique phospholipid structure (Figure 3) (Radolf et

al. 1995a). Although  T. pallidum represents various lipoproteins fit for actuating macrophages

and dendritic cells (DCs) through Toll-like receptor (TLR) 2-dependent signaling pathways, they

are overwhelmingly underneath the surface. The scarcity of surface-exposed pathogen-associated

molecular  patterns  (PAMPs)  empowers  the  bacterium  to  experience  rehashed  episodes  of

scattering  that  are  inadequately  identified  by  innate  immunity  and  furthermore  clarifies  the

absence of systemic inflammatory effects that are normal for the sickness (Peeling et al. 2017;

Radolf et al. 2016).  T. pallidum's poor surface antigenicity can be ascribed to a pseudo-case of

serum proteins and mucopolysaccharides. Examining the properties and arrangement of the outer

membrane  of  T.  pallidum has  been,  and  stays,  laborious.  How  does  T.  pallidum meet  its

nourishing prerequisites  and complete  its  complex  parasitic  life-cycle  with  a  moderate  outer

membrane?  An  incomplete  answer  may  lie  in  the  bacterium's  moderate  (~30  h)  rate  of

replication, which is probably a developmental 'bargain' between the thickness of OMPs required

for feasibility and assignment as 'the stealth pathogen’ (Peeling et al. 2017; Radolf et al. 2016).

Understanding  occasions  unfurling  at  the  host-pathogen  interface  requires  a  point  by  point

learning of T. pallidium’s collection of surface-exposed proteins (Peeling et al. 2017). 
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Figure 3: Molecular Architecture of Treponema Pallidum (The figure is adopted from  Peeling et

al., 2017) (Peeling et al. 2017) with modifications. 

Immune Response and Inflammation 

Cell-interceded immune procedures play a noticeable part in the clinical appearances of syphilis.

The  immune  cell  type  that  initiates  timely  immune  response  to  T.  pallidum has  not  been

recognized yet. A key part to understand syphilis immunology, its necessary to find recognizable

proof of the treponemal factor(s) that induces severe inflammatory response. Of note, T. pallidum

has absence of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (Bouis et al. 2001; Hardy & Levin 1983). Be that as it

may, treponemes contain  copious membrane lipoproteins  (Chamberlain et  al.  1989).  There is

presently an extensive collection of proof, obtained from both in vitro and in vivo examinations,

for the hypothesis that T. pallidum's outer layer lipoproteins are the main proinflammatory agents

amid syphilitic contamination (Bouis et al. 2001; Norgard et al. 1996; Radolf et al. 1995a; Radolf

et al. 2016; Radolf et al. 1995b; Riley et al. 1992; Sellati et al. 1998). In spite of the fact that the

lack of PAMPs in the T. pallidum outer membrane empowers the bacterium to reproduce locally

and  experience  rehashed  episodes  of  scattering,  pathogen  detection  in  the  host  is  inevitably

activated. The living bacteria are taken up by dendritic cells, which at that point may traffic to

depleting lymph nodes to introduce related treponemal antigens to guileless B cells and T cells

(Bouis et al. 2001; Peeling et al. 2017). The part of opsonic antibody acts as an agent for the

invulnerability  of  T.  pallidum fundamentally  improving  the  redesign  and  degradation  of

spirochaetes by phagocytosis and different PAMPs for official to Toll-like receptors triggered by

local  T-cells  (Lukehart  2008;  Peeling et al.  2017).  Actuated lesional  T cells  discharge IFNγ,

advancing  the  leeway  by  macrophages,  but  also  to  strengthen  tissue  harming  cytokines,  for

example, tumor necrosis factor and IL 6 (Peeling et al. 2017; Stary et al. 2010; Van Voorhis et al.

1996). Not long ago, published data of suction rankles of syphilitic skin sores and peripheral

blood mononuclear cells demonstrated that T. pallidum at the same time evokes likewise innate

immune responses, as proved by the direct activation of macrophages by T. pallidum determined

TLR2 ligands (Salazar et al. 2007; Sellati et al. 1998; Sellati et al. 2001). T. pallidum is broadly

viewed  as  an  extracellular  bacterium.  Understanding  the  reason  for  the  heterogeneity  of  T.
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pallidum's  surface  antigenicity  is  critical  to  disentangling  its  system for  counteracting  agent

shirking. Poor target accessibility happens because of the low copy quantities of outer membrane

proteins and surface-exposed lipoproteins (Houston et al. 2012). Surface-exposed antigens in T.

pallidum are probably critical destructiveness factors, just as being the atoms that associate with

the defensive immune response. A few investigations have demonstrated that T. pallidum disease

prompts antibodies that restrain cell connection and advance macrophage mediated phagocytosis

(Centurion-Lara et al. 1999; Wong et al. 1983). The distinguishing proof of a polymorphic, multi-

membered gene family in T. pallidum subspecies pallidum is Tpr K; it is specially deciphered in

the Nichols strain, and its encoded protein works as an objective of opsonic immune response,

actuates huge security against irresistible test, and is probably surface-exposed. This gene family

seems, by all accounts, to be key to the pathogenesis of syphilis and may add to antigenic decent

variety of T. pallidum (Centurion-Lara et al. 1999). 

Penicillin and Antibiotics

Penicillin has for some time been the medication for treating people in all phases of syphilis (i.e.,

benzathine, fluid procaine, or aqueous crystalline) (Hook 2017).

In  past  years,  deficiencies  have  constrained  the  accessibility  of  benzathine  benzylpenicillin,

which  is  the  favored  detailing  for  most  syphilis  treatment.  Long-acting  developments  of

benzathine benzylpenicillin are the most ordinarily prescribed medications for syphilis treatment.

Substitute treatment utilizing different portions of procaine penicillin, doxycycline, or ceftriaxone

can  be  utilized  when  intravenous  treatment  may  be  troublesome  or  on  account  of  feasible

penicillin sensitivity (Director-General 2018; Hook 2017; Kingston et al. 2016; Workowski et al.

2015).  Administration  of  2.4  million  units  of  benzathine  penicillin  G  (Bicillin  L‐A)

intramuscularly (IM) in a solitary portion/dose are recommended for early syphilis (Primary and

Secondary or early) and for susceptible people where penicillin treatment is unfavorable, control

regimens of doxycycline 100 mg orally twice every day for 14 days or antibiotic medication

(tetracycline) 500 mg multiple (four) times day by day for 14 days (Health 2019) are prescribed.

For patients with neurosyphilis,  prescribed treatment is higher portions/doses (18– 20 million

units for each day in separated dosages) of intravenous aqueous penicillin G regulated every 4 h

for 10– 14 days; specialists  also prescribe a few dosages of benzathine benzylpenicillin  after

completion  of  intravenous  treatment  to  reflect  the  term of  treatment  for  late  contaminations

(Hook 2017). Treatment of patients with syphilis who have demonstrated penicillin resistance can
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be  more  difficult.  Fluoroquinolone,  sulphonamides,  and  aminoglycoside  antibiotics  are  not

successful. Doxycycline or tetracycline given for 14– 28 days relying upon the phase of disease

can be utilized for treatment of non-pregnant patients with beta-lactam-anti-microbial/antibiotics

hypersensitivity, however there are concerns identified with the likelihood of drug non-adherence

with the drawn out course of anti-microbials  (antibiotics).  There are no suggestions to adjust

treatment for pregnant women or for patients with HIV contamination. For treatment of syphilis

during  pregnancy,  there  are  no  prescribed  exchange  regimens  for  females  with  penicillin

hypersensitivity and desensitization to penicillin is suggested. Azithromycin was assessed as a

promising elective beta-lactam antibiotics agent; but, strains conveying a 23S rRNA change for

macrolide obstruction (Hook 2017; Hook et al. 2002; Riedner et al. 2005). 

Vaccine 

Until  now,  there  is  no  vaccine  against  syphilis;  the  best  method  of  counteractive  action  is

immediate treatment to keep away from proceedings with sexual transmission or MTCT, and the

treatment of all sex accomplices to maintain a strategic distance from reinfection (Peeling et al.

2017). 

Implementation of new approaches for the development of new Drug

Normally, anti-microbials, for example, penicillin, erythromycin, and azithromycin are endorsed

for treatment of the malady, out of which the intramuscularly controlled penicillin G benzathine

is the favored treatment for syphilis, aside from neurosyphilis (Dwivedi et al. 2015). Different

antibiotics  or  anti-toxins,  including  tetracyclines,  macrolides,  and  cephalosporins,  have

additionally been utilized as an elective treatment for penicillin hypersensitive patients (Katz &

Klausner 2008). Individuals experiencing syphilis are at a two-to five-fold higher hazard to get

HIV disease. Amid this, the previous couple of years have seen the rise of an antibiotic-resistant

strain of T. pallidum (Marra et al. 2006). Reports of resistance from macrolides, the main option

in contrast to penicillin for treating  T. pallidum contaminations, began in the 1960's. South et

al.,1964 and Fenton 1976 (Fenton & Light 1976; South et al. 1964) and Light detailed syphilis

treatment disappointments utilizing erythromycin as early as 1964. Subsequent reports followed

on the  resistance  against  azithromycin,  clindamycin,  and  rifampin.  While  there  is  right  now

worry that  T. pallidum may create resistance from antibiotic medications (tetracyclines) and its

subordinates, so far there is little proof this is going on (Fenton & Light 1976; Ghanem et al.
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2006; Huigen & Stolz 1974; Katz & Klausner 2008; Krupp & Madhivanan 2015; South et al.

1964;  Wong  et  al.  2008;  Woznicova  et  al.  2007).  Presently,  there  is  extreme  necessity  of

discovering elective oral treatments. Impetuses for a medication revelation program for syphilis

should be set up and, meanwhile, assessment of existing medication blends may be helpful as

choices to decrease the danger of creating resistance (Peeling et al. 2017). 

In the big data period, voluminous datasets are routinely procured and analyzed with the goal of

making biomedical revelations and approve theories. Massive data are utilized over the entire

drug discovery pipeline from target identification and mechanism to distinguishing proof of novel

leads and medication competitors. Such techniques are presented to give a general perspective on

computational  instruments  and  accessible  databases  (Katsila  et  al.  2016).  Computational

methodologies  for  the  drug  target  identifications  are  used  to  diminish  time  and  exertion  in

medication  advancement.  Genomics  and related  high-throughput  innovations  give  chances  to

better comprehend the irresistible ailment  component and also identify treatment  mechanisms

(Kim et al. 2017; Pastuszczak & Wojas-Pelc 2013). 

Subtractive genomics-based target identification is based on analyses of essential genes and the

proteins that are non-host homologous. Essential genes are fundamental genes that are necessary

for  growth,  flexibility  and survival  of  any microorganism.  Hence,  insufficiency  of  any  such

quality ought to be lethal to any microorganism. Also, essential genes probably have common

functions in all microorganisms. Subtractive genomics gives new opportunities for finding ideal

focuses/targets among unknown cellular functions, based on biological arrangements in bacterial

pathogens and their respective hosts (Barh & Kumar 2009; Barh et al. 2011). Currently, working

with bacterial pathogens utilizing an in silico approach, countless targets have been recognized

that  are  either  resistant  to  drugs  or  for  which  no  fitting  immunization  is  accessible.

Methodologies,  for  example,  comparative  and  subtractive  genomics  and  differential  genome

examinations  are largely being used for drug target identification in a few human pathogens,

including Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Asif et al. 2009), Helicobacter pylori (Dutta et al. 2006),

Burkholderia  pseudomallei  (Chong  et  al.  2006),  Pseudomonas  aeruginosa  (Sakharkar  et  al.

2004),  Salmonella  typhi  (Rathi  et  al.  2009),  Neisseria  gonorrhoeae  (Barh  & Kumar  2009),

Haemophilus ducreyi (de Sarom et al. 2018),  Treponema pallidum (Jaiswal et al. 2020; Kumar

Jaiswal et al. 2017 ) and Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Vilela Rodrigues et al. 2019).

Development of vaccine against syphilis
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Considering  the  worldwide  ailment  weight  of  syphilis,  direct  relationship  with  expanded

transmission of HIV, and noteworthy dismalness and mortality related with irresistible syphilis

and congenital  syphilis,  there is a conspicuous requirement for conceptual,  key and monetary

help for improvement of vaccines against this fatal ailment (Bloom 2011; Cameron & Lukehart

2014).  Notwithstanding  cheap  and  viable  anti-toxin  treatment,  syphilis  remains  a  common

ailment  in  developing  nations  and has  re-emerged  as  a  general  wellbeing  risk  in  developed

nations  (Cameron  &  Lukehart  2014).  Human-challenge  studies  have  demonstrated  that

individuals with late dormant syphilis are resistant to symptomatic reinfection with heterologous

strains of  T. pallidum. Aside from a couple of nations, the socioeconomics of syphilis diseases

demonstrate  an  unmistakable  separation  among  developed  and  developing  nations.  In  most

industrialized nations, syphilis is dominated among men who engage in sexual relations with men

(MSM), while in developing countries contaminations happen fundamentally among the hetero

populace.  In  the US,  both MSM and hetero African  American  populaces  are at  high hazard

(Cameron & Lukehart  2014). If  a viable syphilis  vaccine is created,  it  needs to cater to this

statistical  profile,  working  effectively  in  MSM  and  other  high-hazard  populaces.  Likewise,

defensive antibodies  must be created.  Although it  is  necessary to  develop protective syphilis

vaccine, our comprehension of defensive invulnerability against T. pallidum is obstructed by our

failure  to  culture  the  bacteria in  vitro  (Peeling  et  al.  2017).  Research  on  syphilis  vaccine

development (Table 1) needs to progress first in the scholastic domain, which may lead to greater

industry enthusiasm in the future. 

Table 1: List of reported therapeutic targets against Treponema pallidum  

Reverse vaccinology is  a standard and well-known methodology in the post-genomic era for

identifying novel vaccine targets (Figure 4) (Kumar Jaiswal et al. 2017; Rappuoli 2001). Today,

the likelihood of utilizing genomic data enables us to examine vaccine improvements  in silico,
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without the need of culturing the pathogen. This methodology decreases the time required to

identify viable vaccines and gives new answers for those vaccines which have been difficult to

create. This new methodology has led to develop a vaccine against serogroup B meningococcus

successfully. 

Figure 4: Schematic representation of Reverse Vaccinology approach

In silico work on Treponema Pallidum

A recent  work  was  published  by  Jaiswal  et  al.,  in  2017  (Kumar  Jaiswal  et  al.  2017)  using

subtractive genomics and reverse vaccinology approaches for the identification of new drugs and

vaccine candidates for bacterium T. pallidum. In the analysis, they compared 13 genomic strains

of T. pallidum using T. pallidum Nichols as the reference genome. As a result, they identified 15

putative antigenic proteins as vaccine targets and 6 drug targets. 

In past,  studies have demonstrated the significance of focusing on proteins engaged with the

capacity of  T. pallidum to attack host tissues and to side-step the functional immune response,

adding to its steadiness amid the "latency" stage. The vast majority of the depicted gene targets

code  for  proteins  accountable  for  the  attachment  to  extracellular  matrix  bridges  (Tp0136,

TP0155, Tp0483, and Tp0751) for example, the low density integral Outer Membrane Proteins

(OMPs)  (Cameron  &  Lukehart  2014).  Jaiswal et  al.,  2017  reported  vaccine  targets

Tp_Nichols350 and TpNichols852 with likenesses to two recently depicted OMPs (TP0453 and

Tp_0326),  alongside  two  extra  OMP  domain  containing  proteins:  Tp_Nichols797  and

Tp_Nichols141) (Kumar Jaiswal et al. 2017). In their work, with the distinguished six targets,

Tp_Nichols130  (UvrB,  Uvr  ABC  System  Protein  B),  Tp_Nichols593  (pfp,  Pyrophosphate-

fructose  6-phosphate  1-phosphotransferase),  Tp_Nichols609  (asnA,  Aspartate  alkali  ligase),

Tp_Nichols754  (recA,  Protein  RecA),  Tp_Nichols990  (ndh,  NADH  dehydrogenase),

Tp_Nichols1011  (dxs,  1-deoxy-d-xylulose-5-phosphate  synthase),  they  utilized  molecular

docking  approach  with  28  natural  compounds  and  identified  the  drug  molecule  Pinoresinol

(CID234817) to have best outcomes against four targets uvrB, pfp, asnA, and dxs. Pinoresinol is

a lignan, biphenolic compound found in  Araucaria araucana and  Sambucus williamsii. It has

bactericidal  and  fungicidal  activities  and  remedial  potential  as  an  antifungal  agent  for  the

treatment of contagious fungus infections in people (Cespedes et al. 2006; Hwang et al. 2010) .
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The  identification  of  pinoresinol  in  their  in  silico study can  be  possibly  utilized  as  another

medication for the treatment of syphilis (Kumar Jaiswal et al. 2017).

Conclusion 

The incidence  of syphilis  has progressively increased worldwide in the last  few decades.   It

remains  as  an  important  public  health  problem  with  increasing  prevalence.  In  spite  of

developments in in vitro cultivation methods, the genetic variability of the T. pallidum during the

infection  is  yet  not  understood  properly.   In  this  regard,  a  better  understanding  of  the  host

pathogen interaction  can improve the  molecular  basis  of  T.  pallidum infection.  Hence,  more

studies are necessary to understand the exact mechanisms of infection to combat against syphilis.

Furthermore, a robust encouragement and community involvement is needed such that syphilis is

given a high priority on the global health agenda. An extra investment is required on the research

to find interaction between HIV and syphilis in MSM besides an improved diagnostic, a better

test of cure, and a vaccine.
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Figure 1
Syphilis Transmission, Stages and Types.

The different stages of transmission of Syphilis
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Figure 2
Algorithm for Syphilis Screening

The figure adopted from Peeling et., al. 2017 with little modification.
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Figure 3
Molecular Architecture of Treponema Pallidum

:(The figure is adopted from Peeling et al., 2017) (Peeling et al. 2017) with modifications.
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Figure 4
Schematic representation of Reverse Vaccinology approach

Schematic representation of Reverse Vaccinology approach
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Table 1(on next page)

List of reported therapeutic targets against Treponema pallidum
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Table 1: List of reported therapeutic targets against Treponema pallidum  
Pathogen No. of Drug No. of Vaccine Insilico Techniques References

Treponema

pallidum

6- Drug targets

(uvrB, Pfp, asnA, recA, Ndh,

Dxs)

15- Vaccine candidates

(ntpK, slyD, nlpE, ftr1,

TPANIC_0600, TP_0453,

tp92, TP_0323,

TPANIC_0335)

Subtractive genomics and

Reverse vaccinology

(Kumar Jaiswal et al. 2017)

5- Drug targets

(UDPN, DDLA, SECA,

CHER, MGLB)

----------------- Insilico approach and

Molecular docking

(Dwivedi et al. 2015)

9- Drug targets

(TP_0108, TP_0662,

TP_0168, TP_0329,

TP_0817, TP_0094,

TP_0476, TP_0351,

TP_0350)

----------------- Insilico Metabolic

Pathway and Docking

(Mahendran 2017)

3- Drug targets

(Dicarboxylate transporter

(dctM), Virulence factor

(mviN), Cell division protein

(ftsW))

3- Vaccine candidates

(Dicarboxylate transporter

(dctM), Virulence factor

(mviN), Cell division protein

(ftsW))

Subtractive genomics (Vijayakumari Malipatil 2011)

207- hypothetical proteinswith high level of confidence Functional characterization

of Hypothetical Proteins

(Papaleo et al. 2015)

175 uncharacterized proteins modeled with high confidence. 

21- were identified as potential virulance factor

Functional annotation of

Whole proteome 

(Houston et al. 2018)

TprK The highly stable peptides

found in V1 of tprK are

likely promising potential

vaccine components.

(Giacani et al. 2019)
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III.1.2. Conclusion, Chapter 1. 

A bacterium, Treponema pallidum, which is responsible for a sexually transmitted infection called 

syphilis, has affected humans throughout history, which is endemic in low-income countries and at 

low rates in middle-income and high-income countries. Every year, an estimated more than 6 

million new cases of syphilis occur in the 15-49 age groups globally, especially in men who have 

sex with men (MSM) and also increase the risk of HIV infection. Considering the role of hazardous 

sexual conduct in driving syphilis transmission, there is a requirement for extra lucidity with 

regards to how best to help and support solid sexual practices among populaces in danger of 

syphilis. We report the rising quantities of syphilis cases in MSM and document the current efforts 

supporting improved medications against syphilis and also suggest some new techniques like 

comparative genomics, reverse vaccinology and subtractive genomics approaches which are widely 

used approaches for the new drug and vaccine candidates for several pathogens. These approaches 

may eventually lead to the discovery of new medications and immunization for the syphilis curse. 
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The Development of the Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies, the genome sequencing 

process has become cheaper and faster, making it possible the use of the technology in daily routine 

and as a result, the number of registered genome projects is increasing rapidly. The Pan-genome 

analysis is being applied in several prognosis strategies to identify the lead targets which can be 

used as drugs and vaccines. The pan-genome concept was coined by Tettelin and his colleagues in 

2005 for Streptococcus agalactiae. The pan-genome consists of core-genome, shared and 

singletons. The core genomes belong to the set of all genes which is present in all strains of a 

particular species, shared set of genes belongs to more than one strain but not in all and singletons 

set of gene belongs to strain-specific. In this book chapter we have broadly explained the use of 

Pan-genomics approaches in various fields of omics. 
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1 Introduction

Since the development of the first DNA sequencing technologies, many organisms had

their complete DNA repertoire sequenced by Sanger and next-generation sequencing

(NGS) technologies, creating the area of genomics, which was originated by the fusion

of the words gene and chromosome [1]. In this scenario, a genome is the complete dataset

of genes of a given organism. Nowadays, there are more than 200,000 genome projects

registered at the Genome Online Database (GOLD), whereas more than 120,000 are

*These authors contributed equally to this work.
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genomes isolated from bacteria (https://gold.jgi.doe.gov/statistics). Bacteria are widely

distributed all over the world and have implications in health, agriculture, industry, and

others. Besides, their genomes are small, highly compact, and do not present many rep-

etitions, making them good targets for genome sequencing, once their genomes are easier

to sequence than the ones from other organisms. Also, from the genome sequence of

bacteria, it is possible to find virulence factors, antibiotic resistance genes, new therapeu-

tic targets for vaccine and drug development, and industrially important genes [2, 3].

Another important point of the development of NGS technologies was the genome

sequencing process that has become cheaper and faster, making it possible for small labo-

ratories to use the technology in daily routine. NGS made possible the comparison of sev-

eral genomes in a multipronged strategy, where phylogenomics, genome plasticity, and

whole genome synteny analyses are easier to perform nowadays (Fig. 1). Also, RNA

sequencing (RNA-seq) by these platforms and the development of new technologies

for sequencing the complete dataset of proteins of an organism created the areas of tran-

scriptomics and proteomics, respectively [4, 5]. Altogether, genomics is responsible for the

identification of the complete dataset of genes of a given organism, whereas transcriptomics

and proteomics are important for the identification of genes that are differentially expressed

Fig. 1 Pan-omics and its applications.
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between strains or species. Finally, the efforts to compare several genomes at once created

the area of pan-genomics, which will be further discussed in this book.

1.1 Brief overview of pan-genomics
The term pan-genomics was created by Tettelin and collaborators, in 2005 [6], to

describe the complete dataset of genes of a given species through the sequencing of sev-

eral strains of this species. The pan-genome is composed of the core genome, shared

genome, and singletons subsets, whereas the core genome is composed of all the com-

monly shared genes by all strains of the species; the shared genome contains genes that are

present in two or more, but not all strains from a species; and the singletons are strain-

specific genes (Fig. 2). From these subsets, one can extrapolate the data to find vaccines

and drug targets from the core genome, whereas the shared genes and singletons are

responsible for differences between the strains that are normally responsible for the emer-

gence of new pathogens and the adaptation to new traits [6–10].
Normally, the core genome is composed of housekeeping genes and other genes

important for metabolism and other important functions of the organism, whereas the

shared genes and singletons are the result of genome plasticity. Genome plasticity is

the dynamic property of DNA which involves the gain, loss, and rearrangement of genes

through plasmids, phages, and genomic islands (GEIs). GEIs are huge blocks of genes

acquired through horizontal gene transfer (HGT) that normally share a function in com-

mon. They are classified according to the functions of the genes into: pathogenicity

islands, harboring virulence factors; metabolic islands, composed of metabolism-related

genes; resistance islands, with antibiotic resistant genes; and symbiotic islands, which

share in common the presence of symbiotic-related genes [11, 12].

Normally, the subsets of the pan-genome are identified by the use of orthology ana-

lyses, which first identify all orthologous genes from the complete dataset using all-vs-all

blasts or other alignment search tools. Next, the datasets are classified according to their

homology to genes from other strains in the subsets. After the classification, the data is

plotted in a chart and mathematical formulas are used to fit the specific curves. Two such

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the core genome, shared genome, and singleton subsets of pan-
genome analysis.
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formulas are Heaps’ law for the pan-genome development and least-squares fit of the

exponential regression decay for the core genome and singleton subsets, which are

described respectively as: n¼k�N�α, where n is the number of genes, N is the number

of genomes, and k and α are constants defined by the formula; and n¼k�e�x/τ+ tgθ,
where n is the number of genes, x is the number of genomes, e is Euler’s number,

and k, τ, and tgθ are constants defined by the formula [6, 9].

1.2 Open and closed pan-genomes
According to Heap’s law, the α value is representative of the current dynamics of the pan-

genome, where an α higher than 1 is representative of a closed pan-genome and an α
lower than 1 represents an open pan-genome. A closed pan-genome has all possible genes

represented and only few genes will be added to the pan-genome if more genomes are to

be sequenced, whereas an open pan-genome is still not fully represented and the sequenc-

ing of new genomes will add many genes to the analyses [6, 9]. This definition is con-

troversial, however, once the incorporation of GEIs may change the composition of the

pan-genome drastically, even for closed pan-genomes, taking it to be open again. Most

important, environmental bacteria and extracellular pathogens normally have open pan-

genomes, once they still need to adapt to new traits, whereas obligate intracellular path-

ogens tend to have closed pan-genomes once they are not in constant contact with other

bacteria. Also, intracellular pathogens have lost many genes during evolution, completely

adapting to the host organism and, thus, present very compact genomes with a high per-

centage of essential genes [13].

According to least-squares fit of theexponential regressiondecay, the tgθ is representative
of the number of genes present in the core genome after stabilization of the core genome

curve and, also, of the number of genes that will be added to the analyses after a newgenome

is sequenced from the singleton development curve. Based on that, researchers may choose

the species that needmore strains to be sequenced andwhich do not. Finally, the highest the

tgθonthe singletondevelopment, the lower theα, onceahighnumberof geneswill beadded

to the analyses taking the pan-genome to be more open and the α to be lower (Fig. 3). The

opposite is also true, the lower the tgθ, the higher is the α value [6, 7, 10].

1.3 Computational methods used in pan-genomics
Computational methods to find more efficient data structures, algorithms, and statistical

methods to perform bioinformatics analyses of pan-genomes have been studied because it

is known that in a pan-genome analysis the greater the number of genomes taken to the

analysis the greater will be the computational costs, that is, the discovery of a pan-genome

content is an NP-hard problem because comparisons between all sets of genes are nec-

essary to solve the task. Furthermore, in an effort to compute standardized pan-genome

analysis and minimize computational challenges, several online tools and software suites
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have been developed. Examples of such applications are: PGAP [14], one of the most

complete profile available for performing five analysis modules, but the runtime of the

analysis grow approximately quadratically with the size of input data and are computa-

tionally infeasible with large datasets. The software Roary [15] and BPGA [16] was

created to address the computational issues related to performance and execution time.

Roary performs a rapid clustering of highly similar sequences, which can reduce the

runtime of BLAST. BPGA is an ultrafast computational pipeline with seven functional

modules for comprehensive pan-genome studies and downstream analyses. Pan-genome

analysis can be applied in many different application domains, such as microbes, meta-

genomics, viruses, plants, cancer, and others [17]. Nowadays, the processes of similarity

search and pan-genome visualization are two of the wide variety of particular computa-

tional challenges that need to be considered. For this, novel different computational

methods and paradigms are needed over the years, making the computational pan-

genomics a subarea of research in rapid extension. Furthermore, new technologies that

are emerging in rapid development allow to infer the pan-genome with three-

dimensional conformation, which means that possibly in the future three-dimensional

pan-genomes will not only represent all sequence variation of the species or genus,

but will also encode their spatial organization, as well as their mutual relationships in

this regard.

1.4 Applications of pan-genomics in evolutionary studies
The manifestation of rich genetic diversity in the form of a pan-genome in a species is an

evolutionary puzzle. These three distinct parts of a pan-genome (core, shared, and sin-

gletons) of a particular species may undergo different evolutionary trajectories under the

differential influence of evolutionary forces. An ideal pan-genome is expected to be very

complete, comprehensive, efficient, and stable [18]. The pan-genome of a species has

some evolutionary signatures in the form of gene content and single nucleotide

a < 1 ® Open
pan-genome

a > 1 ® Closed
pan-genome

Open pan-genome
tg(q) = 69±9

Closed pan-genome

tg(q) = 4±1.5

0 0

0 0

Fig. 3 The concept of open and close pan-genome.
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polymorphism (SNP). These evolutionary signatures are useful in inferring the phyloge-

netic relationship among different strains of a species based on the pan-genome.

An evolutionary pan-genomic study of microbes provides a holistic picture of all the

genomic variations of a species. These genomic variations endow the bacteria with their

unique pathogenic properties and subsequent development of resistance to various anti-

biotics. Thus, a complete mechanistic detail of the processes involved in the pathogenesis

and frequent antibiotic resistance in a bacterium will further pave the way for better

detection methods and effective control strategies for the pathogen. In addition, evolu-

tionary pan-genomics of a useful bacterium will help us in exploiting maximally the full

potential of themicrobe in enhancing industrial productivity. In fact, it will be a boom for

the industries actively involved in the production of pharmaceuticals and dairy products

using microbial cultures. Eukaryotes including crop plants and farm animals have abun-

dant genomic variations in the form of SNP, copy number variants (CNVs), and pres-

ence/absence variants (PAVs). The discovery of SNPs associated with productivity or

disease resistance in a crop or a farm animal will be much more efficient with the avail-

ability of a complete pan-genome of the species [19].

In a recent past, a work published by Benevides et al. [20] utilized 16S rRNA gene

phylogeny, whole-genome multilocus sequence typing (wgMLST), phylogenomics,

gene synteny, average nucleotide identity (ANI), and pan-genome to explain the phy-

logenetic relationships in a better way among strains of Faecalibacterium. For this, they used

12 newly sequenced, assembled, and curated genomes of Faecalibacterium prausnitzii,

which were isolated from the feces of healthy volunteers from France and Australia,

and combined these with five strains already published, which were downloaded from

public databases. The phylogenetic analysis of the 16S rRNA along with the wgMLST

profile and the phylogenetic tree based on the comparison of the similarity of genome

supports the grouping of Faecalibacterium strains in different genospecies [20].

In another work published by Chen et al. [21], the comparison of whole genome and

core genome multilocus sequence typing (MLST) and SNP analyses were carried out to

show the maximum biased power achieved by using multiple analyses. It was required to

differentiate isolates associated with outbreak from a pulsed-field gel electrophoresis

(PFGE)-indistinguishable isolate collected in 2012 from a nonimplicated food source.

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) has been proven as a powerful subtyping tool for bac-

teria like L. monocytogenes, a foodborne pathogen [21]. A company produced an environ-

mental isolate that was highly similar to all outbreak isolates. The difference observed

between unrelated isolates and outbreak isolates was only 7–14 SNPs; consequently,

the minimum spanning tree from the analyses of whole genome, phylogenetic algorithm,

and usual variant calling approach for core genome-based analyses could not offer the

difference between unrelated isolates. This also suggested that the SNP/allele counts

should always be pooled with WGS clustering analysis produced by phylogenetically

meaningful algorithms on an adequate number of isolates, and the SNP/allele
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onset alone does not provide enough evidence to demarcate an outbreak [21]. Hence, it

was proposed that the comparison of pan-genome subcategories and their related α value

may be utilized as an alternate approach, along with ANI, in the in silico cataloging of

new species [20, 22]. We hope that the ever-expanding pan-genome across different spe-

cies and genera will give impetus to a better data structure of the pan-genome and novel

computational methods for a robust evolutionary pan-genomic analysis in near future.

2 Applications of Pan-genomics in Bacteria
2.1 Applications of pan-genomics in model bacteria
Advancement in sequencing technologies and development in sophisticated bioinfor-

matics tools created an overwhelming number of microbial genomic data and allowed

the scientific community to estimate the pan-genome of a species. Identification of novel

dispensable genes has applications in characterizing novel metabolic pathways, virulence

determinants, and molecular fingerprinting targets for epidemiological studies and core

genes can be used to predict the evolutionary history of the organism [9]. Therefore, pan-

genome analyses are now considered the indispensable and gold standard for bacterial

genome comparisons, evolution, and diversity. It is also useful to develop a vaccine

against the pathogens of epidemic diseases by filtering different functional genes in the

core genome using reverse vaccinology approaches [23].

There are a number of freely accessible tools, pipelines, and web-servers available to

estimate the microbial pan-genome including Roary, BPGA, PGAP, PGAPx, Panseq,

PanOCT, etc. [16]. A number of model bacterial species pan-genome is determined

by researchers and a vast majority of those human pathogens exhibit an open pan-

genome, as they colonize multiple environments that facilitate them to exchange genetic

materials. These organisms include Escherichia coli, Meningococci, Streptococci, Salmonellae,

Helicobacter pylori, etc. [24]. Therefore, in dealing with such species a reasonable number

of genomes is usually required to define the complete gene repertoire of these species. On

the other hand, species living in isolated (close) habitats having less possibility to exchange

genetic material tend to have closed pan-genome, for example,Mycobacterium tuberculosis,

B. anthracis, andChlamydia trachomatis [25]. Hence, pan-genome analyses serve as a frame-

work to determine and understand the genomic diversity in bacterial species. In

Chapter 17, we have discussed the bacterial pan-genome analysis performed till date with

specific examples from model organisms along with studying approaches, technical

implementations, and their outcome.

2.2 Applications of pan-genomics in Corynebacterium diphtheriae and
Corynebacterium ulcerans
The development of diphtheria toxoid vaccines in the 1920s, the start of mass immuni-

zation in the 1940s, and the global introduction of the Expanded Program on
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Immunization (EPI) by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1974 led to a dra-

matic decrease of diphtheria cases, both in industrialized and developing countries

[26]. However, despite this tremendous success story, diphtheria has not been eradicated

yet. This has been illustrated dramatically by a diphtheria pandemic connected to the

breakdown of the former Union of Socialist Soviet Republics with more than

157,000 cases and more than 5000 deaths reported between 1990 and 1998. Even after

the pandemic has finally stopped, local breakouts have been observed constantly during

the last years and the reported global cases increased from about 7000 in 2016 to almost

9000 in 2017 with a focus on countries with limited or lacking public health systems, for

example India, Indonesia, Nepal, Pakistan, Venezuela, and Yemen. Consequently,Cory-

nebacterium diphtheriae, the etiological agent of respiratory and cutaneous diphtheria, is still

present on the list of the most important global pathogens [27]. Furthermore, the fre-

quency of human diphtheria-like infections associated with Corynebacterium ulcerans

appears to be increasing [28]. This species, which was recognized before as a commensal

of a large number of animal species, is closely related toC. diphtheriae and recognized as an

emerging pathogen today [28, 29].

The need of fast and unequivocal identification of especially pathogenicC. diphtheriae

led to the early development of a number of different methods such as biovar discrim-

ination based on different biochemical reactions, Elek’s test to immunologically distin-

guish between toxigenic and nontoxigenic strains, restriction fragment length

polymorphism (RFLP), single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP), phage-

typing, spoligotyping, ribotyping, MLST and others. This plethora of methods was sig-

nificantly improved when next-generation sequencing was introduced. The first genome

sequence ofC. diphtheriaewas published in 2003 and showed the presence of the tox gene

on a bacteriophage in addition to a number of other horizontally acquired virulence-

associated genes [30]. Subsequent pan-genome studies allowed unraveling the extent

of genomic diversity within C. diphtheriae and the role of HGT as a source of variation

between strains. Furthermore, pan-genomics of C. ulcerans helped to estimate the viru-

lence potential of different strains and to verify zoonotic transmission from animals to

patients. Today, pan-genomics of C. diphtheriae and C. ulcerans allow elucidating global

transmission traits and local adaptations of pathogenic corynebacteria and, hopefully, a

better understanding of population dynamics and strain evolution will help combat diph-

theria and other Corynebacterium-associated diseases in future.

2.3 Applications of pan-genomics in multidrug-resistant human
pathogenic bacteria and pan-resistome
The pan-genome will probably be the largest molecular evolutionary history of the

organism ever written. This will integrate all the pan-phenotypes existing on Earth, such

as the pan-proteome, the pan-transcriptome, and especially, a portion of pan-genome

that has made the organisms successful on Earth: the pan-resistome. The pan-genome
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represents the set of all current genes in the genomes of a group of organisms. The basic

genome common to all bacteria contains about 250 gene families in the extended

core, the specific niche adaptive genome of about 8000 gene families in the

character gene pool, and the pan-genomic diversity (accessory genes) of more than

139,000 rare gene families scattered throughout the bacterial genomes [31]. The pan-

genome analysis, whereby the size of the gene repertoire accessible to any given species

is characterized along with an estimate of the number of whole genome sequences

required to proper analysis, and currently it is increasing 10years after Tettelin et al.

[6] publication. Different current models for the pan-genome analysis, accuracy, and

applicability depend on the case at hand [32]. The NCBI, EMBL, KEEG, PATRIC,

MBGD, ENSEMBL, and JGI-IMG/M databases provide complete downloadable geno-

mics information, which can be analyzed for intraspecies diversity, and determine the

pan-genome using software tools, currently developed to perform via a personal server

[32], or even online resources. The pan-genomics is now a cutting edge of computational

genomics field. Pan-genomics is a subarea of computational biology [17]. Therefore, the

notion of computational pan-genomics intentionally passes through many other

bioinformatics-related disciplines.

The resistome, a term coined by Wright [33], comprises all the genes and their prod-

ucts that contribute to resist whatever environment, substance, or some extreme grow

factor. Updated data will close to the metadata available for establishing what part of resis-

tome traits belong both to core-genome as accessory genome inside all bacterial species as

well as will offer a broader perspective of bacterial antibiotic resistance. TheWHO sum-

marizes antimicrobial resistance (AMR) as the resistance of a microorganism to an anti-

microbial drug that was originally effective for the treatment of infections caused by

themselves. An adequate approach to solving major questions about the resistome inside

of the bacterial genome [34] is to perform a pan-genomics analysis. The updated pan-

genome data will be close to the metadata available for establishing the part of resistome

traits that belong both to core-genome as accessory genome in bacterial species; as well as

a broader perspective of antibiotic resistance in bacteria. The emergent antibiotic-

resistant pathogenic bacteria are a current menacing concern. Pseudomonas aeruginosa,Aci-

netobacter baumannii, and coliform bacteria are the new emergent antibiotic-resistant bac-

teria according to theWHO. Pan-genomics has tackled some important concerns, which

would be impossible to solve using classical molecular biology or descriptive genomics: it

is very important to define the core and accessory genome for establishing the plasticity of

resistome. Thousands of unknown bacteria and microorganisms are exposed to manufac-

tured antibiotics, leading us to assume that there are no means to prevent this catastrophe.

In opposition, pan-genomics is a powerful approach to prevent such disaster. We must

move toward sequencing of known and unknown species, classify them, and establishing

its antibiotic-resistant status, their pan-genome, and come out with new alternatives for

reducing antibiotic consumption nowadays.
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2.4 Applications of pan-genomics in veterinary pathogens
Following the development of NGS, the number of sequenced genomes filed exponen-

tially [35]. Thus, projects aimed at studying groups of organisms became viable, and thus,

several studies appeared that are calledOmics studies. The studies involving pan-genomes

are exposing important information on the differences and similarity between organisms

of the same or between species. For concept purposes, we have the Pan-genome as a set

of genes in a given group of individuals [10]. This information is being explored and

applied by several scientific fronts, for example, in bacteria that infect animals and

humans. The main applications of these studies are in the development of prophylactic

and diagnostic methods in less time and with less cost, more precise taxonomic studies,

studies on genetic variations, and pathogenesis [17]. In this chapter, we describe more

recent research involving pan-genomics of the pathogenic bacteria that cause veterinary

diseases, including some responsible for zoonoses, they are: Corynebacterium pseudotuber-

culosis; Corynebacterium ulcerans; Streptococcus suis; Brachyspira hyodysenteriae;Moraxella bovo-

culi; Pasteurella multocida; Mannheimia haemolytica; Clostridium botulinum; Campylobacter;

Streptococcus agalactiae; Francisella tularensis;Corynebacterium diphtheriae; Brucella spp. Finally,

it is worth highlighting that the influence of the approaches with big data and artificial

intelligence are increasing and the influences of these in Pan-genomic studies will bring a

new era of studies and discoveries.

2.5 Applications of pan-genomics in aquatic pathogenic bacteria
The sustainability of aquaculture industry is critical both for global food security and

economic welfare. However, the massive wealth of pathogenic bacteria poses a key

challenge to the development of a sustainable biocontrol method. Recent advances

in genome sequencing study combined with pan-genome analysis can be an efficacious

management applied to numerous aquatic pathogens [36]. Thus, routine pan genome

analyses of genomic-derived aquatic pathogens will deduce the phylogenomic diversity

and possible evolutionary trends of aquatic bacterial pathogen strains, elucidate the

mechanisms of pathogenesis, as well as estimate patterns of pathogen transmission across

epidemiological scales. The whole genome sequencing data is the opportunity to rev-

olutionize the molecular epidemiology of aquaculture pathogens as it has for those

pathogens of relevance to public health [37]. Challenges of aquaculture disease man-

agement are the biological diversity of pathogens, host-pathogen interactions (e.g., dif-

ferent modes of adaptation and transmission), and shifting environmental pressures, in

particular climate change. Hence, analysis of pathogenic phenotype combined with

genotype derived from the full potential of genome sequencing data is critical to recon-

struct pathogen transmission routes on local and global scales, as well as mitigate disease

emergence and spread.
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Comparative pan-genome analyses are an effective tool which could possibly be

extended to the analysis of aquatic microorganisms and to dynamic characteristics and

adaptation to a broad range of their hosts and environmental niches. Conspicuously,

our previous pan-genome analysis [38] showed that strainWFLU12 isolated frommarine

fish exhibited niche-specific characteristics of energy production and conversion, and

carbohydrate transport and metabolism by exploring genes in the gene repertoire of

strains. Based on the pan-genome categories, the functional annotations of selected genes

can be reanalyzed with the Virulence Factors Database (VFDB), Clusters of Orthologous

Groups (COG), Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), and Antibiotic

Resistance Genes Database (ARDB). Also, comparative pan-genome has advanced to

the point when genes are predicted as belonging to cell surface-exposed proteins

(SEPs) from important pathogens, including outer membrane proteins, and extracellular

proteins. These predicted genes are serving as vaccine candidates in an animal model

called Reversed Vaccinology (RV) [39]. In aquaculture, SEPs from pathogens include

several important virulence factors that play key roles in bacterial pathogenesis and host

immune responses. For example, the expression of esa1 from Edwardsiella tarda, a D15-

like surface antigen, in the Japanese flounder model induced the expression of a broad

spectrum of genes possibly involved in both innate and adaptive immunity, as well as

a high level of fish survival and produced specific serum antibodies [40]. Vaccination

using SEPs results in the development of protective effects against Aeromonas hydrophila

infection, Flavobacterium columnare infection, Pseudomonas putida infection, and Edward-

siellosis [as in the review of Abdelgayed [41]]. A recent study [42] has successfully imple-

mented a pan-genome analysis to screen SEPs from 17 representative Leptospira interrogans

strains covering multiepidemic serovars from around the world, and 118 new candidate

antigens were identified in addition to several known outer membrane proteins and lipo-

proteins.We highly consider that the rapid increase in the number of genome sequencing

of aquatic pathogens will allow us to develop a rapid-response infection control proto-

cols, but also be a potential trend for studying aquatic pathogenic bacteria to improve the

cross-serotype efficacy of vaccines in farmed fish and stem the disease outbreak when

implementing pan-genome analysis (using RV strategy). In the chapter “Pan-genomics

of aquatic animal pathogens and its applications,” we reviewed comparative pan-genome

analysis with a particular focus on controlling aquatic diseases and give real-world exam-

ples by analyzing genome sequencing data derived from aquatic bacterial isolates.

2.6 Pan-genomics applications for therapeutics
The emergence of bacterial resistance is occurring, threatening the ability of antibiotics

that have transformedmedicine and saved millions of lives around the globe [43, 44]. The

occurrence of bacterial resistance has been identified since the beginning of the antibiotic

era but the emergence of most dangerous and easily communicated strains has been
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reported in past two decades [45, 46]. After several years of the first patient treated with

antibiotics, bacterial infections became a threat for society once again. This situation is

mainly because of the misuse and/or overuse of antibiotics as well as the inefficiency

of pharmaceutical companies for not producing advanced drugs, once economic invest-

ments have been reduced [44]. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

has categorized several bacterial strains as an alarming threat that need serious consider-

ation for proper treatment and are already responsible for putting significant burden on

the health-care system in the United States (US), ultimately, affecting patients and their

families [43, 47, 48]. The infections caused by antibiotic-resistant strains of bacteria are

pervasive worldwide [43, 44]. A national survey of infectious-disease specialists led by the

IDSA Emerging Infections Network in 2011 found that about two-third (2/3) of the

participants had seen a pan-resistant and deadly bacterial infection within the past few

years [49]. The rapid emergence of resistant bacteria has been described as a nightmare

by several public health organizations that could have disastrous results [50]. The WHO

cautioned in 2014 that the disaster of antibiotic resistance is becoming dreadful [51].

Among Gram-positive pathogens, a universal endemic of resistant S. aureus and Entero-

coccus species are presently the biggest intimidation [48]. Vancomycin-resistant entero-

cocci (VRE) and additional emergent pathogens are evolving resistance to numerous

antibiotics used commonly [43]. The worldwide distribution of common respiratory

pathogens includes Streptococcus pneumoniae and Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which are

reported as epidemic [48]. Gram-negative pathogens are in general more troublesome

because of the fact that they are becoming more resistant to almost all the available ther-

apeutics, making the conditions evocative to the preantibiotic era [44]. The occurrence

of multidrug resistant (MDR) Gram-negative bacilli has outdated all the practice in field

of medicine [43]. The most common infections caused by Gram-negative bacteria in

health-care settings are usually by Enterobacteriaceae (mostly Klebsiella pneumoniae), Acine-

tobacter, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa [43, 44]. The evolution of bacterial strains and devel-

opment of antibiotic-resistant genes through HGT make it necessary to look for novel

and advanced strategies to cope with the infections [52].

The in silico approaches like pan-genome, pan-modelome, subtractive genomics, and

reverse vaccinology are playing vital roles in rapid identification of new therapeutic tar-

gets in the postgenomic era [53–55]. Comparative microbial genomics approach along

with statistical analysis are useful tools for the identification of essential genetic contents

commonly present in all pathogenic isolates, based on sequence similarity. In addition to

essential genetic contents, it also helps to identify subset of genes encoding virulence and

novel functions as the variable genome [56]. A pan-genome is usually divided into three

parts, that is, core genes, accessory genes, and strain-specific genes. In the drug and

vaccine discovery process, the very first step is always the identification of a suitable

target. Subtractive genomics is a widely used process in this regard. In recent past, work-

ing with pathogenic bacteria, using computational approaches, a large number of novel
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therapeutic targets has been identified, which are either resistant to drugs or no appro-

priate vaccine is available for these targets [54, 57]. The most popular approach for rapid

identification of novel vaccine targets in postgenomic era is reverse vaccinology [54].

Strategies such as comparative genomics, subtractive genomics, and differential genome

analyses are being broadly utilized for the identification of targets in several human and

animal pathogens (Table 1), that includes Mycobacterium tuberculosis [62], Treponema palli-

dum [54],Corynebacterium diphtheriae [53, 64],Hemophilus ducreyi [52],Neisseria gonorrhoeae

[59], and Salmonella typhi [63]. The basic principle of these approaches is the identification

of genes/proteins that are not homologous to gene/protein of the host but are essential

for the survival of the pathogen. However, the identified targets might be slightly homol-

ogous to host gene/protein but still can be selected for structure-based selective inhibitor

development as a supplementary molecular target [54, 64–66].

2.7 Pan-genomics applications for probiotics
The term probiotic has become highlighted in the last few years, but few know that its use

is already registered as fermented foods in books such as: the Holy Bible and sacred books

of Hinduism [67, 68]. Probiotics are live microorganisms that may provide health to the

host [69].

Table 1 Pan-genome studies in bacterial pathogens

Name
Strain/no of
strains

No of genes/
proteins Host

Therapeutic drug/
vaccine targets References

Treponema

pallidum

13 837 Human 15 vaccine/6 drug [54]

Haemophilus

ducreyi

28 1257 Human 13 vaccine/3 drug [52]

Chlamydia

trachomatis

NC_010287.1 934 Human 63 drug [58]

Neisseria

gonorrhoeae

FA 1090 Human 67 drug [59]

Ureaplasma

urealyticum

ATCC 33699 646 Human 2 drug [60]

Corynebacterium

diphtheriae

13 Not mentioned Animal 8 drug [53]

Helicobacter

pylori

39 59,958 Human 28 vaccine [61]

Mycobacterium

tuberculosis

H37Rv

genome

3989 Human 135 drug [62]

Salmonella typhi 4718 Human 149 [63]
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Its importance gained pace in the medical and biotechnological fields with the results

found not only related with inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs) [70, 71], but also with

diabetes [72], multiple sclerosis [73], dermatitis [74], and in the production of heterolo-

gous proteins [75]. Many species play a role as probiotic andmuchmore are in the process

of testing (Table 2).

Table 2 Probiotics and their effects

Name Strain Status Effect References

Acinetobacter sp. BR-12 R Plant phosphate supply [76]

Acinetobacter sp. BR-12 R Plant phosphate supply [77]

Acinetobacter sp. WR922 R Plant growth [78]

Bacillus

amyloliquefaciens

G1 R Bacterial infections in animals [79]

Bacillus

amyloliquefaciens

SC06 R Bacterial infections in animals [80]

Bacillus clausii UBBC 07 C Acute diarrhea [81]

Bacillus coagulans – M Irritable bowel syndrome

(IBS)

[82]

Bacillus coagulans – C Antibiotic-induced diarrhea [83]

Bacillus

licheniformis

2336 M Acute enteric infections [84]

Bacillus

licheniformis

26L-10/3RA M Bacterial infections in animals [85]

Bacillus

licheniformis

8-37-0-1 M Maintenance of aquatic

conditions for animals;

Heavy metal accumulation

[86]

Bacillus subtilis E20 M Immuno-protection for

animals

[87]

Bacteroides fragilis – R Autism spectrum disorders

(ASD)

[88]

Bifidobacterium

animalis subsp.

lactis

BB-12 M Reduces the risk of infections

in early childhood

[89]

Bifidobacterium

animalis subsp.

lactis

Bb-12 M H. pylori related [90]

Bifidobacterium

animalis subsp.

lactis

Bb-12 C Atopic dermatitis [91]

Enterococcus faecalis

(Streptococcus

faecalis)

SL-5 C Acne vulgaris [92]

Enterococcus faecium

(Streptococcus

faecium)

CTC492 R Antilisteral effect [93]
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The Omics studies allowed an advance in the elucidation and characterization of the

properties of these organisms, opening a vast field of application, besides providing new

ways to access the information about their genomes. Following the pan-genomic

approach, the pan-probiosis analysis consists in comparison of two ormore strains, aiming

to identify some points in the organism genome that differs or presents similarities related

with probiotic characteristics, such as genes coding for adhesion.

Table 2 Probiotics and their effects—cont’d

Name Strain Status Effect References

Escherichia coli M-17 R Pouchitis [94]

Escherichia coli Nissle 1917 C Ulcerative colitis; Crohn’s

disease; Inflammatory

bowel disease (IBD)

[95–97]

Lactobacillus

acidophilus

L-92 C Atopic dermatitis [98]

Lactobacillus

acidophilus

LA-02 (DSM

21717)

C Vulvovaginal candidiasis [99]

Lactobacillus brevis D7 M Antioxidation process in

animals

[100, 101]

Lactobacillus

buchneri

P2 R Cholesterol removal [102]

Lactobacillus casei DN-114001 C Immune modulation [103]

Lactobacillus casei F-19 M Food digestion [104]

Lactobacillus

crispatus

CTV-05 C Urinary tract infection [105]

Lactobacillus

delbrueckii

subsp. bulgaricus

OLL1073R-

1

C Reduces the risk of infection

in the elderly

[106]

Lactobacillus

rhamnosus

CGMCC

1.3724

C Obesity [107]

Lactobacillus

rhamnosus

JCM1136 M Immuno-protection for

animals

[108]

Lactococcus lactis

subsp. cremoris

IBB SC1 R Immunomodulation [109]

Oxalobacter

formigenes

OxCC13 R Calcium oxalate stone disease [110]

Propionibacterium

freudenreichii

subsp. shermanii

– C Liver cancer [111]

Streptococcus

salivarius

K12 R Halitosis [112]

Weissella koreensis OK1–6 R Antiobesity [113, 114]

R¼ research; C¼Clinical trial; M¼Marketed.
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In comparative genomics, for example, it is possible to retrieve a high number of

genome information in silico—an attractive and cheap way [115]. There are some

requirements that are important for an organism to be considered as probiotic which

is determined through some mechanisms of action, like surviving to gastric acidity

and bile salts [116], competing with other organisms via exclusion mechanisms and anti-

microbial activity [117], and modulating the immune system [118], and these features

may be used to gather the genome information in silico.

A comparative analysis with L. lactis subsp. lactisNCDO 2118 was performed aiming

to find the potential probiotic characteristics of this strain. The authors found, through

comparative genomics, phage regions, GEIs (metabolic and symbiotic), bacteriocins of

three different classes, bile salts, and acid stress resistance genes found in other L. lactis,

adhesion-related, and antibiotic-resistant genes. Besides that, comparing in vitro data

of the aforementioned strain with another species, already described as nonprobiotic,

they could identify genes encoding proteins (secreted and expressed) that are exclusive

of NCDO 2118 [119].

Using a pan-genome microarray with probiotic E. coli isolates, Willenbrock and

coauthors could characterize the pan-genome of 32 species based in two-control strain:

E. coli K-12 and O157:H7. Despite they observed different sizes of genomes within the

species, they believe they achieved the expected results, one of them being the charac-

terization of the core genome with around 1560 essential genes [120].

Pan-genome approach was also used to discover probiotic characteristics of L. lactis

WFLU12 [38] that showed resistance against streptococcal infection and improved

the growth in olive flounder [121]. They identified some data that supported their pre-

vious work, like the identification of bacteriocins and genes involved in stress response.

Comparing WFLU12 with other L. lactis, there are genes and gene clusters for specific

niches based on carbohydrate metabolism, defense mechanisms, and envelope

biogenesis [38].

Following the idea about niche-specific, Kant and coauthors worked with 13 Lacto-

bacillus rhamnosus from different origins with the pan-genomic analysis. They used

L. rhamnosusGG as reference, focusing in SEPs that may play a role in niche adaptability.

The interesting thing was, they could find uncommon information in lactic acid bacteria,

a spaCBA operon. This operon may be related with the origin of these strains, maybe of a

similar microhabitat, for example [122].

Another species used as probiotic was analyzed via pan-genomics in the study by

Smokvina and coauthors, in which 34 different Lactobacillus paracasei strains were studied

using comparative genomics and pan-genomics. They identified 1800 orthologous

groups representing the core genome and these genes were related with cell envelope,

pili, hydrolases, or the production of branched short-chain fatty acid (SCFAs). About

this, they found genes that encode these SCFAs: bdkABCD, only found in Lactobacillus

until this date [123].
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Nowadays, we have a lot of information about potential probiotic organisms, beyond

those whose are commonly known in the market, but there is no database concentrating

all the information about them, like genes related with bile juice and gastric acid resis-

tance, genes coding adhesion, or secret proteins. A database with those information about

known probiotic organism could help in future analysis be them in silico, in vivo, and

in vitro. Finally, the comparative and pan-genomic analyses have an important role in

the most diverse organism analyses and in the case of probiotic ones, it could be very

helpful and elucidating in the precision to characterize new potential probiotics. The

diversity inside the genomes may be observed and with this information it is possible

to have a better idea of how many genomes will be necessary to characterize fully the

organisms in these studies.

3 Pan-genomics of virus and its applications

Advances in DNA sequencing technology have ushered in a new era of pan-genomics

and genomic surveillance, in which traditional molecular diagnostics and genotyping

methods are being enhanced and even replaced by genomic-based methods to aid epi-

demiologic investigations of communicable diseases [124]. The ability to compare and

analyze entire pathogen’s genomes has allowed unprecedented resolution into how

and why infectious diseases spread. The rapid development of sequencing technologies

has made sequencing routine of viral genomes possible [125]. As these genomic-based

methods continue to improve regarding speed, costs, and accuracy, they will increasingly

be used to inform and guide infection control and public health practices [125a].

There are currently two major ways in which high-throughput sequencing technol-

ogies are used in public health and diagnostic applications: (i) to track outbreaks and epi-

demics in order to call public health responses and (ii) to characterize individual infections

to tailor treatment decisions [126, 127].

Focusing on these aims, genome sequencing has been successfully used to describe

unique and detailed insights into the transmission, biology, and epidemiology of many

health-care-associated viral pathogens. Considering the improvements on portability

and quality of sequencing, and the acceleration and standardization of analytical pipelines,

the applicable routine of genome sequencing may soon become the common de facto

method for infectious diseases control. Using genomic analysis tools to complement

existing genotyping and epidemiologic methods, the future of infection control and pre-

vention will lead to more targeted and successful interventions for outbreaks, which will

ultimately result in the reduction of infectious diseases impact.

Next-generation sequencing techniques have transformed genomic studies from the

analysis of single or few genomes to an ever-increasing amount of genomic data, bringing

with it the need to develop novel techniques to treat efficiently, novel tools to assemble,

analyze, and derive useful information from overwhelmingly large datasets. The analysis
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of pan-genomes can uncover significant information regarding the genomes of interest.

According to Guimaraes et al. [128], pan-genomic studies can help understand pathogen

evolution, niche adaptation, population structure, and host interaction. Furthermore, it

can help in vaccine and drug design, as well as in the identification of virulence genes.

In the context of virus investigations, pan-genomics and bioinformatics in general

face great challenges. Rapid extraction of genomic features with an evolutionary signal

will facilitate evolutionary analyses ranging from the reconstruction of species phyloge-

nies to tracing epidemic outbreaks. Improvements on genome assembly using machine

learning techniques are proposed by Padovani De Souza et al. [129]. Finally, in order to

better use all the information acquired by high-throughput real-time sequencing and its

analysis, text mining and knowledge discovery techniques, integrated with medical and

scientific literature and gene family andmetabolic pathway databases, could help generate

new insights and speed up discoveries. High-throughput real-time next-generation

sequencing projects have transformed the field of bioinformatics from single-genome

studies to pan-genome analyses. The limiting factor now is no longer data rarity, but

immense data availability and dimensionality. In this new context, bottom-up analyses

stemming from big data provide great challenges and also great rewards.

4 Pan-genomics of plants and its applications

The plants genomes are highly dynamic as compared to many higher eukaryotes due to

the presence of transposable elements and frequent genome duplication events [130].

Thus, the identification of such structural variations and dynamics in plant genomes is

a prerequisite for subsequent understanding and their applications based on the

sequence-trait associations. Several plant genomes were sequenced during the sequenc-

ing initiative in 2000 allowing an assembly of their reference genomes [131]. These ref-

erence genomes were mainly used to compare genomes of different plant species and to

identify the SNPs across populations [132]. These studies increased our understanding

regarding the allelic variations associated with phenotypic outcomes in general. How-

ever, such studies were not able to capture fully the diversity of sequence variations in

plant genomes being themselves dependent on large genetic variations within strains/

species. To this end, the advent of high throughput sequencing has played a major role

in examining the genetic variations including SNPs, CNV, and presence/absence vari-

ations (PAV) comprehensively. The reduced costs of high-throughput sequencing

methods have now revolutionized the ways being used for the analyses of plant genomes

previously and for asking relevant biological questions. It has made it possible to easily

sequence and compare the whole genomes of many individuals of same plants species

and thus capturing the interspecies genetic diversity. Accordingly, the full genome

content capturing the interspecies genomic diversity is termed as pan-genome [133].

The pan-genome approach allows to predict the number of additional genome sequences
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that are necessary to characterize fully the genomic diversity of a species [133]. Analyses of

pangenomes of several plants have now revealed the role of structural variations in dif-

ferent plant phenotypes such as flowering times, different stress-resistant mechanisms, etc.

[134]. These studies have enhanced our understanding of the diverse applications of these

genotypic to phenotypic association such as for increasing the crop production of better

varieties in terms of size and flavors, increasing the abiotic stress and pathogens/disease

resistances among many others reviewed in this chapter. The pan-genome approach is

especially suitable for plant-breeding applications in contrast to the single liner reference

genomes because of reduced sampling biases along with the comprehensive representa-

tion of genetic diversity [133]. The field of pan-genomics is rapidly evolving based on the

underlying sequencing paradigms and the analytical pipelines, tools, and algorithms for

sequencing data. The current pangenome assembly approaches can be categorized into a

k-mer-based approach, comparative de-novo assembly approach, and iterative assembly

approach. One of the challenges associated with the analysis of pan-genome data is related

to requiring the increase in precision of the underlying genome assembly approaches.

This review chapter aims to describe comprehensively the structural variations in plants

genomes, explain the concept of pangenome, and its characterization along with the

applications, methods, and approaches to conduct pan-genome analyses for a wide range

of plant species.

4.1 Applications of pan-genomics in plant pathogens
The knowledge of plant diseases and host-pathogen interactions is one of the fundamen-

tal and active areas of genetic research with a wide array of applications [135]. Previously,

linear reference genomes have been widely used for the subsequent analyses of phyloge-

netic relationships, identification of casual agents, virulence factors, host specificity asso-

ciations, and pathogenic mechanisms [136]. These studies aided better disease

management for economically important crops and plants by counteracting the stress-

based resistance factors and better vaccine development. However, there is increasing

evidence that the single reference genomes are insufficient in capturing the entire genetic

diversity of the strains and subsequent delineation of principles governing the adaptive

success of plant pathogens along with the determination of pathogenicity factors

[137]. Accordingly, the concept of pan-genome emerged to cater to the interstrain

genetic diversity based on different structural variations including CNV, presence/

absence variations (PAV), and other allelic transformations. Pan-genome approach is

now emerging as an analytical approach for analyzing the genetic diversity of genomes

at an unprecedented level of details in contrast to the single reference genome. The strain-

specific genome content is especially beneficial for gaining insights into the pathogenic

mechanisms of plant pathogens as most of the pathogenic determinants are often strain

specific and highly variable. Moreover, the pan-genome analysis allows determining the
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genome plasticity through studying the evolutionary impact of HGT. As of yet, pan-

genome analyses have already been used to identify and detect new strains along with

development of vaccines against many plant pathogens [138]. Several computational

pipelines based on tools and software especially designed to conduct a pan-genome anal-

ysis are available now. These tools can perform several functions including homologous

gene clustering, SNPs identification, pan-genomic profiles visualization, phylogenetic

analysis based on orthologous genes or gene families based information, pan-genome

visualization, curation, and function-based searching. Most of the established pan-

genome analysis methods were initially developed to deal with smaller prokaryotic

genomes and thus are beneficial in analyzing most of the plant pathogens including bac-

teria and fungi. However, there are still certain challenges in assembling and analyzing the

pangenomes of the species with complex genome structures [32]. Despite this, the pan-

genome analyses is emerging as an important research tool to enhance our understanding

about host-pathogen interactions and to develop universal vaccines. Since this approach

has a potential for organizing pathogenic diversity, integrating pan-genomics with phy-

logeny and phylogenomics will be an interesting viewpoint for the future. Overall, we

have comprehensively reviewed the studies conducted to assemble the pan-genomes of

plant pathogens, its applications, available methods, and tools to conduct a pan-genome

analysis in our chapter.

5 Genomics of algae and its applications

Genome sequencing unveils the basis of various fundamental processes and origin as well

as the evolution of the organism. Advancement in whole-genome sequencing in the field

of algal biomass has answered our queries of ecological and economic importance

extending from the adaptation of organisms in diverse environments to synthesizing

abundant metabolites of vast economical future. WGS of diverse algal genome has been

performed using sequencing approaches ranging from shortgun to high throughput.

Shortgun approach includes cloning 1–10kbg-DNA fragments into pUC18 or pBlue-

script II KS (Stratagene). Plasmids have been sequenced using PE BigDye Terminator/

ET DYEnamic terminator kit. Sequences have been resolved using PE 377 Automated

DNA Sequencers and assembled from end sequences using PHRAP (P. Green) and

Consed. Primer walking has been used for gap filling. Glimmer, GeneMarks, and Critica

have been used to identify ORFs in the genome. High-throughput sequencing technol-

ogies include Illumina HiSeq 2000 technology, Illumina GA II x and Solexa Genome

Analyzer (Illumina) and paired reads have been assembled using a DeBruijn method

or CLC Genomics Workbench tools.

This development has also initiated metagenomics and metatranscriptomics, maneu-

vering the expression analysis and functional assays to study intraspecies and interspecies

variability among nonmodel and complex biological communities of worth.
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Comparative genomics is another approach to identify the essential mechanisms of origin

and evolution. Genome analysis showed that a cyanobacterium Synechococcus sp. strain

WH8102 is nutritionally more adaptable as it has acquired more sodium-dependent

transporters for the uptake of organic nitrogen and phosphorus. Reduced gene comple-

ment in marine cyanobacterium P. marinus SS120 is consistent with the fact that the oli-

gotrophic marine environment where it preferentially thrives is much more stable than

freshwaters [139]. There are also examples from other algal genome analysis that unveiled

the adaptation strategies to thrive under harsh conditions such asOstreococcus tauri that has

adapted costly C4 photosynthetic pathway to acquire critical ecological advantage in the

CO2-limiting conditions of phytoplankton blooms, green alga Chloroidium sp. UTEX

3007 is able to survive high temperatures in deserts by accumulation of thermostable pal-

mitic acid [140]. Also, an acidophilic green alga Chlamydomonas eustigmaNIES-2499 has

acquired phytochelatin synthase genes providing it tolerance to toxic metal ions such as

cadmium [141].Galdieria sulphuraria andC. merolae belong to the Cyanidiophyceae group

but at the same time possess many contrasting features. The foremost is the ability of

G. sulphuraria to adapt to extreme acidic thermophilic environments. It is the only alga

in this group with an adaptation of the heterotrophic mode of nutrition with multiple

substrates, which indicates how it survives in harsh environments [142]. In the process

of evolution of ancestral lineages of red algae, the role of HGT is undeniable. This

was indicated in the genome of other red algae, Porphyridium purpureum. Along with that,

several light-harvesting complexes (LHC) were identified. Genomic analysis revealed

evidence for sexual reproduction [143]. To cope with ecological stress, the genome of

P. umbilicalis reveals the presence of genes coding for high-affinity iron transport complex

necessary for the iron uptake processes to obtain nutrients during stressful high tides

[144]. The study of gene sequences has also thrown light on the conservation of certain

key enzymes such as GDP-mannose 6-dehydrogenase (GMD) required in the process of

synthesis of alginates in brown algae Cladosiphon okamuranus. Also, C. okamuranus holds

significant commercial importance as it is cultivated for fucoidan, which is a sulfated poly-

saccharide, a kind of Japanese seaweed [145]. The information on genomics has opened

doors to various other research fields like proteomics, expression analysis, structural biol-

ogy, metabolomics, etc.

6 Pan-metagenomics and human microbiome

Pan-metagenome is the collective study of all or several metagenomes from all possible

units belonging to a particular type of ecosystem or host.

In the past decade, most of the metagenomic studies have aimed at understanding the

microbial community from a relatively small set of samples. Such studies could miss out

important rare taxa. However, the reduction in cost of gigabyte of NGS data has made

the NGS application affordable and widespread [146]. This has given rise to an enormous
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amount of publicly accessible data from various types of samples. The application of pan-

metagenome ranges from the mosquito gut microbiome [147] to human gut microbiome

[148], including various ecosystems [149, 150]. Pan-metagenome primarily aims to

explore and redefine the microbial community at a global scale. This will help to capture

all the taxonomical variations between samples and understand the shifts in microbial

community on a larger scale.

A pan-metagenome comprising thousands of samples pertaining to an ecosystem or

host from multiple locations and studies at global level collaborations could be used as a

standard reference. Such a reference-based pan-metagenome could serve as a guideline to

answer several questions: What types of ecosystems are most vulnerable to global warm-

ing? Are rare taxa distributed based on geography?

7 Pan-proteomics and its applications

In the proteomic approach it is possible to identify and quantify a set of proteins synthe-

tized by a determined cell, tissue, or microorganism [151] when exposed to different

experimental conditions (such as temperature, osmolarity, antibiotics, nitric oxide,

and others), or different steps of the cell growth, or during infection process

[151–153]. At a specific condition, the identified proteins from the complex protein mix-

tures may be characterized in relation to their expression, cellular localization, structure,

biological functions, and interactions with other proteins, posttranslation modifications,

and metabolic pathways. In this way, proteomic studies contribute to understanding

about cellular adaptation in response to external changes, metabolic stresses, or infection,

and this response can vary according to time and environment [154], The proteomic

analysis have been considered the most relevant approach to describe a biological

system [151].

Proteomic approach in eukaryotic cells is relatively complex due to posttranslational

modification, like phosphorylation of proteins, which is involved in protein signaling in

different cellular pathways [155]. In humans, datasets from proteome studies have

allowed to evaluate the potential methods in diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment for some

diseases, including cancer [156]. On the other hand, in prokaryotes the proteomic assays

have enabled the investigation of physiological behaviors, mutations, adaptability to dif-

ferent environmental conditions, presence of proteins involved in virulence, and the

identification of putative immunogenic proteins [157].

The protein synthesis in eukaryotic and prokaryotic calls can be evaluated by different

technologies, such as chromatography-based methods, enzyme-linked immunosorbent

assay (ELISA), Western blotting, protein separation using gel-based approaches, espe-

cially two-dimensional (2D) polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, or through the identi-

fication and sequencing of polypeptides through mass spectrometry technologies [151].

In chromatography-based techniques, the proteins can be obtained from separation based
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on their charge nature and charge strength (ion exchange chromatography), molecular

size (size exclusion chromatography), or specificity (affinity chromatography) [158].

On the other hand, ELISA uses antibodies or antigens on the solid surface to detect

specific peptides or enzymes from the biological sample, forming enzyme-conjugated anti-

bodies which allow to measure the enzyme activity or protein concentration [159]. Last,

Western blotting enables the identification of low abundance proteins after electrophoresis

separation, transfer onto nitrocellulose membrane, and detection by enzyme-conjugated

antibodies [160]. Nevertheless, these three methodologies allow to evaluate few proteins,

and they are unable to determine protein expression level [151]. 2D gel electrophoresis is an

efficient and widely used technique in proteomic studies to analyze complex protein mix-

tures extracted especially from bacterial cells. This methodology involves separation of pro-

teins by isoelectric focusing (proteins with different isoelectric points) and by molecular

weight (in polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis). Each spot in a 2D matrix corresponds to

a single protein in the sample evaluated. In this way, 2D gel electrophoresis allows to obtain

information of several proteins simultaneously as apparent molecular weight, isoelectric

point, and quantity of each one [161]. And, mass spectrometry can be defined as the

study of matter through the formation of ions in the gas phase and their characterization

by mass, charge, structure, or physicochemical properties, using mass spectrometer that

measures m/z values and abundance of ions [162].

The association between 2D gel electrophoresis and mass spectrometry was already

considered the most appropriate method to recognize and identify proteins from path-

ogenic microorganisms [163] for being a methodology used for the construction of pro-

teomic databases, due to its greater efficiency and high resolution to investigate the

complex mixtures of proteins present in cell or tissues [164]. Nevertheless, with the tech-

nical advances achieved in recent years, such as solubilization of complex samples, pH

gradient, and detection of proteins present in small quantities, the technique of liquid

chromatography associated with mass spectrometry (LC-MS) started to be used and

allowed the analysis of complex mixtures of proteins by tryptic digestion without prior

gel separation [165]. This technique had the advantage of having a low detection limit for

peptides and proteins, capability to identify hundreds to thousands of proteins in a simple

experiment as well as allowing the study of membrane proteins, poorly accessible by

other methods [166].

LC-MS is divided into two approaches: stable isotopic labeling [167] and label-free

quantification [168]. In the first, two solutions containing the proteins to be analyzed are

labeled with different molecular mass isotopes, and are mixed, trypsin-digested to obtain

peptides and submitted to the LC-MS system [169]. The molecular weight difference

allows the identification and quantification of peptides of both samples tested [170],

but the labeling occurs after the extraction step, which can lead to a reduction in the pre-

cision of the quantification method [171]. Alternatively, label-free quantification allows

the evaluation of numerous samples at the same time within the LC-MS system, with
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data-independent acquisition, and the concentration of a given peptide is proportional to

its chromatographic area [172].

Among the strategies used in proteomic studies in prokaryotic cells surfome and

secretome analyses stand out. The bacterial surface has been considered of great impor-

tance for understanding the pathogenesis of an infectious disease. On the surface, it can be

found that proteins are associated with mechanisms of defense and virulence factors,

which can promote adhesion and cellular invasion, culminating consequently in the

appearance of clinical signs in an infected host [173]. Therefore, surfome is a

proteome-based method, in which allows the identification of bacterial surface proteins

[174]. Apart from surface proteins, extracellular and secreted proteins are important in

bacterial pathogenesis, since they also mediate the interaction of the bacterium with

the host and by stimulating the immune response. Therefore, the secretome has been

associated with adhesion, invasion, immune evasion, and spread of bacterium in host tis-

sues. In addition, these proteins can also be used for the development of antibiotics and

vaccines [175]. Besides these two methods, comparative proteome analysis has been used

for both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. This method has also been used to identify vir-

ulence factors and to obtain information on physiological and environmental adaptations

in different pathogens [176], as well as to compare cells, tissues, and organs from the

eukaryotic host in normal and pathological (inflammation, infection, and cancer)

conditions [156].

In this context, pan-proteomics is also an approach with characterizes and compares

the qualitative and quantitative proteome; however, the comparison occurs across

organisms inside a species, with genetic variation and phenotype [177]. Pan-proteomics

can be performed using 2D gel electrophoresis or LC-MS; nevertheless, LC-MS by

bottom-up/shotgun techniques, from our expertise, is recommended for this type of

study, otherwise, we will always have only part of the proteome and not the whole

proteome.

Conceptually, pan-proteome refers to the proteins identified from a whole set of sam-

ples/strains tested, which are usually more than two samples, under the same experimen-

tal conditions. The analysis of two samples is equivalent to comparative proteomic

methodology. Pan-proteome can be divided into core proteome, accessory proteome,

and orphan (or unique) proteome [177]. The core proteome represents the subset of

identified proteins simultaneously in all samples, whereas accessory proteome represents

the detected proteins shared by at least two samples, and orphan proteome represents pro-

teins identified exclusively in a single sample.

In the microbiological field, the genetic variation among isolates has been implicated

with virulence factors, drug resistance, and environmental adaptation [178]. In this way,

understanding about these mechanisms needs the evaluation of several proteomes and not

from single proteome analysis [177]. Thus, pan-proteomic analysis may increase knowl-

edge about the adaptation and pathogenicity of a given microorganism, independent of
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the genotype. Besides that, this approach can be used to classify bacterial strains in types

[179], identify putative vaccine targets from conserved proteins among isolates [178], as

well as, to determine drug targets and drug mode of action in analysis with multiple

strains [177].

The term pan-proteome and core proteome have been used in different studies of

protein identification and quantitation. In this type of study, pan-proteome and core pro-

teome were referenced in the first time from analysis of four epidemic Salmonella Para-

typhi A strains, with different PFGE types, using 2D gel electrophoresis [180]. From this

analysis, the authors verified a high covered (over than 81%) of core proteome among the

isolates tested, regardless of the range of pH applied, suggesting a high similarity in protein

expression. Proteins involved in metabolic pathways and survival of the bacterium were

the most identified within the core proteome. Moreover, the proteome comparison

among isolates suggest a geospatial and temporal differentiation of expressed protein

profile (spots).

The conserved core proteome was also observed in other works, where this category

represented approximately 92% of pan-proteome of five fish-adapted Streptococcus agalac-

tiae strains, which belonged to three MLST profiles. This study was performed using a

label-free proteomic analysis [178]. The authors suggest that the identified proteins reflect

an adaptation to an aquatic environment and fish-pathogen interaction. In addition, in

the same study, conserved antigenic proteins were identified and suggested as targets in

vaccine design, seeing that the high degree of conservation of these proteins among the

isolates would suggest the production of a monovalent vaccine effective against all genetic

variants tested.

Another study, despite the conservation of proteins identified simultaneously in avir-

ulent, virulent, and two clinical strains ofMycobacterium tuberculosis, the quantitative pro-

tein expression profiling revealed a strain-specific variation in proteome patterns of

isolates [181]. This study was also performed using label-free analysis, being identified

257 differentially expressed proteins. The differences in virulence among four isolates

were suggested to a two-component system, oxidative stress, ribosome biogenesis,

energy generation, and transcriptional regulator proteins.

The pan-proteomic analysis of four biotechnological Lactococcus lactis strains was per-

formed using label-free analysis and showed a conservation of 52% of core proteome.

The identified proteins contribute to physiological adaptation of bacteria, metabolic

pathways, microbial metabolism in diverse environment, and proteins involved in post-

translational modification, which enable maintenance of cellular integrity and physiolog-

ical process bacterial during adverse environmental conditions, like temperature and

oxidative stress. In this way, the authors suggested that with the results found it would

be possible to increase the biotechnological potential of L. lactis [182].

On the other hand, in eukaryotic cells, the term pan and core proteome was used in a

comparative proteomic analysis of Gammarus female reproductive systems (ovaries).
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Nevertheless, in this study the authors verified a core proteome relatively low among the

three amphipods belonging to Gammarus genus [183], identifying proteins involved in

cellular process, localization, catalytic activity, and binding. Nevertheless, proteins

involved in reproductive process were little found due to the absence of their sequences

in the database used.

For the success of pan-proteomic experiments, it is necessary to be attentive as to:

sample preparation, being important an optimization of the protocols of protein extrac-

tion from themultistrain or multiclinical samples; types of data acquisition from gel-based

or gel-free methods; construction of pan-proteome database containing all possible pro-

teins, including the same protein but with sequence variation, to use during searching for

peptide identification; and better understand the biological functions of the identified

proteins through bioinformatics analysis. All these points were extensively revised in a

previous study [177].

8 Pan-transcriptomics and its applications

Transcriptome profiling is a powerful approach to identify and quantify the entire rep-

ertoire of transcripts in a cell, including mRNAs, noncoding RNAs, and small RNAs,

during specific developmental stages or conditions [184]. Transcriptome analysis has

enabled the study of the functional elements of the genome, increasing our understanding

of the transcriptional dynamics of biological processes and disease development [185].

Among the various technologies that have been developed for high-throughput tran-

scriptome analyses, microarray and RNA-seq are at the forefront of large-scale genome

transcriptome profiling [186]. Microarray is a hybridization-based approach developed in

the mid-1990s that measure the abundance of a known set of genes using an array of com-

plementary probes. Microarray is a cost-effective, easy to analyze approach that remains

the most extensively used methodology in the scientific community. RNA microarrays

are generated using complementary DNA (cDNA) immobilized on a glass slide, where

each cDNA fragment represents an individual gene of interest. RNA arrays have been

used to identify regulated genes, pathways, networks, biological mechanisms, and pro-

cesses in a variety of biological conditions [187].

However, since its commercial availability, RNA-seq has been widely applied to iden-

tify genes within a genome or to measure the expression of transcripts in an organism in

different tissues, conditions, and time points [188]. RNA-seq has many advantages over

array-based technology, including a high level of data reproducibility, detection of low

abundant transcripts, and identification of isoforms over a wider dynamic range.Moreover,

the technology does not depend on existing genome data or annotation, allowing the iden-

tification and quantification of novel transcripts [189]. Generating data on RNA transcripts

require RNA to be first isolated from the experimental organism, following synthesis of

cDNA, PCR amplification of cDNA transcripts, and deep sequencing [188].
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Following the increased number of high-throughput RNA data, a wide range of

strategies for transcriptome analysis has emerged, ranging from single cell to comparative

pan-transcriptomic analysis. The pan-transcriptomics analysis consists of a comparison

between complete sets of RNA transcripts, under specific circumstances, aiming to iden-

tify genes that are differentially expressed in distinct or related populations, or in response

to different treatments to better understand the functional and structural aspect of genes.

The integration and collective analysis of transcriptome data has enabled the identifica-

tion of core and distinct molecular responses that functionally reflect the phenotypical

diversity of a specific group or condition including patterns of expression associated with

parasitism [190], construction of co-expression networks of differentially expressed genes

encoding virulence factors [191], the identification of universal biomarkers of cellular

senescence [192], comprehensive analysis of molecular alterations across multiple cancer

types [193], and the characterization of tissue-specific expression of long noncoding

RNAs (lncRNAs) [194]. Pan-transcriptome analysis is particularly applicable in prokary-

otes and has been proven valuable in shedding light on gene expression and transcriptome

organization among bacterial groups where the difference in phenotypes cannot be

explained by the genome sequences alone [195] (Table 3). Moreover, a comparative

approach using high-throughput studies can also show the molecular basis of pathoge-

nicity, orthologous biological features, virulence factors, and signaling pathways respon-

sible for stress tolerance and pathogen resistance of related surrogate bacterial species as

well as within larger groups of the bacterial domain (Table 3). In addition, integrated

analysis can aid the search for potential targets that can be used in the development of

therapeutic strategies against relevant pathogens.

Table 3 Pan-transcriptome studies in prokaryotes

Species Strains/isolates Approach Conditions/remarks References

Mycobacterium

tuberculosis and

Mycobacterium

bovis

Mtb H37Rv

Mtb H37Rv

Mtb H37Rv

Mbovis

AF2122/97

Mbovis

AF2122/97

Mtb H37Rv

Microarray Bacterial response to

aerobic chemostat,

low oxygen

chemostat—0.2%

DOT, aerobic

rolling, batch

culture, aerobic

chemostat, aerobic

rolling batch culture,

harvested from

macrophages

[196]

Bacillus subtilis BR16

BR17

16BCE

Microarray Bacterial stringent

response by

mimicking

isoleucine and

leucine starvation

[197]

Continued
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Table 3 Pan-transcriptome studies in prokaryotes—cont’d

Species Strains/isolates Approach Conditions/remarks References

Acinetobacter

baumannii

RNA-seq Dynamics of gene

expression in the

transcriptomic

response of drug

resistance

multidrug-resistant

strains and sensitive

strains

[198]

Campylobacter

jejuni

NCTC11168

81–176
81,116

RM1221

RNA-seq Comparative analysis

of regulatory

elements between

four isolates

[195]

Pseudomonas

aeruginosa

PA14 RNA-seq Identification of

phenotypic

variability among

bacteria dependent

on gene expression

in response to

different

environments

including growth

within biofilms, at

various

temperatures,

growth phases,

osmolarities,

phosphate, and iron

concentrations,

under anaerobic

conditions, attached

to a surface, and

conditions

encountered within

the eukaryotic host

[199]

Mycobacterium

tuberculosis

TKK-01-0084

TKK-01-0025

TKK-01-0033

TKK-01-0040

RNA-seq Identification of novel

transcriptional

mechanisms of drug

resistance in Mtb

strains

[200]

Escherichia coli EPEC1

EPEC5

EPEC7

RNA-seq Investigate the global

transcriptional

responses of the

enteropathogenic

E. coli (EPEC) and

enterotoxigenic

E. coli (ETEC) using

7 isolates

[201]



9 Pan-cancer analysis and its applications

Pan-cancer analysis has enabled in identifying the molecular aspects underlying cancer

thereby benefiting diagnosis, prevention, and therapy for patients. One of the major appli-

cations of the pan-cancer data is for drug development by ranking drug targets that can be

further exploited to develop targeted therapies for cancer. Further analysis of the data is

needed for understanding gene-gene interactions and roles of genetic variants affecting

pathways. Extensive research has been done to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of

cancer occurrence and progression [202–204]. However, most of the studies are conducted

independently on smaller sample sizes, thereby limiting the essence of information that

needs to come out of such studies. The numerous projects involved in pan-cancer analysis

generated huge volumes of data using various technologies including high-end molecular

genetics and cytogenetics techniques. Various web tools have been developed and used to

interpret the large amount of data generated by the pan-cancer projects [205]. The Inter-

national Cancer Genome Consortium hence made a group of researchers conducting such

cancer analysis across various tumor types in order to generate a pan-cancer atlas [206]. Data

generated through these projects will enable in understanding the molecular aspects of can-

cer occurrence and further help in cancer prevention and designing cancer therapeutics.

There are certain challenges that need to be overcome for the development of clinical trial

strategies to connect tumor subsets from diverse tissue types [207].

10 Conclusions

The emergence of NGS technologies and the use of the data generated by these technol-

ogies for comparative genomics is a major advancement in understanding the diversity of

genomes. There are effective examples of pan-genomic studies in various fields of research.

The concept of pan-genomics is so deep that it has been perfectly applied in the studies of

several organisms and diseases, for example, in the study of dynamics of biological processes

and disease development, identification of therapeutic targets against deadly and emerging

pathogens, and in the development of new probiotics. It has great potential, which may

bring a closer understanding and help combat prokaryotic and eukaryotic diseases in a bet-

ter way. Finally, several other fields of research that use pan-genomic idea exist, such as pan-

cancer, pan-genomics of plants, virus and fungi, pan-metabolomics, and others. All those

fields will be further discussed in the following chapters.
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III.2.2. Conclusion, Chapter 2. 

The concept of pan-genomics is so deep that it has been perfectly applied in the studies of several 

organisms and diseases. In the study of dynamics of biological processes and disease development, 

identification of therapeutics targets against deadly and emerging pathogens and in the development 

of new probiotics. It has great potential which may bring a closer understanding and combating with 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic diseases. 
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Chapter 3. 

III.3.1. Research Article 

The pan-genome of Treponema pallidum reveals differences in genome 

plasticity between subspecies related to venereal and non-venereal 

syphilis.  
Arun Kumar Jaiswal, Sandeep Tiwari, Syed Babar Jamal, Letícia de Castro 

Oliveira, Leandro Gomes Alves, Vasco Azevedo, Preetam Ghosh, Carlo Jose Freira 

Oliveira, Siomar C. Soares.   

 

BMC Genomics, 2020, 21:33; 
 

Spirochaetal organisms of the Treponema genus are responsible for causing Treponematoses. 

Pathogenic treponemes cause multi-stage infections like endemic syphilis, venereal syphilis, yaws 

and pinta. These infections have many similarities, but they can be differentiated based on 

epidemiological, clinical and geographical criteria. Treponema pallidum subsp. endemicum (TEN) 

responsible for bejel (endemic syphilis); T. pallidum subsp. pallidum (TPA) responsible for venereal 

syphilis; T. pallidum subsp. pertenue (TPE) causes yaws; and T. pallidum subp. carateum causes 

pinta. Out of these four high morbidity diseases, venereal syphilis is mediated by sexual contact; the 

other three diseases are transmitted by close personal contact. Because of re-emergence, the global 

distribution of syphilis is alarming and there is an increasing need of proper treatment and 

preventive measures. Unfortunately, effective measures are limited.  

In this work, our contribution includes the understanding between venereal and non-venereal 

syphilis of Treponema pallidum based on subspecies level. We have used pan-genomics approach to 

find the number of pan-genome, core genome and singletons for subsp. pallidum, pertenue and 

endemicum. Further we used GIPSy (a tool for pathogenicity and genomic island prediction 

software) for the identification of presence and absence of genomic and pathogenicity island in 

subsp. pallidum (reference strain Nichols), pertenue (reference strain SamoaD) and endemicum 

(reference strain BosniaA). The findings of this analysis are very important, as it can help in the 

understanding of molecular basis of infections from T. pallidum subspecies.  
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Background: Spirochetal organisms of the Treponema genus are responsible for causing Treponematoses.
Pathogenic treponemes is a Gram-negative, motile, spirochete pathogen that causes syphilis in human. Treponema
pallidum subsp. endemicum (TEN) causes endemic syphilis (bejel); T. pallidum subsp. pallidum (TPA) causes venereal
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four high morbidity diseases, venereal syphilis is mediated by sexual contact; the other three diseases are
transmitted by close personal contact. The global distribution of syphilis is alarming and there is an increasing need
of proper treatment and preventive measures. Unfortunately, effective measures are limited.

Results: Here, the genome sequences of 53 T. pallidum strains isolated from different parts of the world and a
diverse range of hosts were comparatively analysed using pan-genomic strategy. Phylogenomic, pan-genomic, core
genomic and singleton analysis disclosed the close connection among all strains of the pathogen T. pallidum, its
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(GIs) on subsp.-based study.
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Background
Spirochetal organisms of the Treponema genus are re-
sponsible for causing Treponematoses. Pathogenic trep-
onemes cause multi-stage infections like endemic
syphilis, venereal syphilis, yaws and pinta. These infec-
tions have many similarities, but they can be differenti-
ated based on epidemiological, clinical and geographical
criteria [1–3]. Primarily, the pathogenic treponemes can
be classified based on the clinical symptoms of the re-
spective disease they cause. Treponema pallidum subsp.
endemicum causes endemic syphilis; T. pallidum subsp.
pallidum causes venereal syphilis; T. pallidum subsp.
pertenue causes yaws; and T. pallidum subsp. carateum
causes pinta. Out of these four high morbidity diseases,
venereal syphilis is only transmitted by sexual contact;
the other three diseases are transmitted by close per-
sonal contact [2].
It is estimated by the World Health Organization

(WHO) that there are 12 million new cases of syphilis
annually and the aggregated cases of yaws, bejel, and
pinta (the endemic treponematoses) are approximately
2.5 million globally, although good surveillance data is
not available. The infections caused by T. pallidum are
characterized by periods of active clinical disease inter-
rupted by episodes of asymptomatic latent infection and
may cause life-long infections in untreated individuals
[4, 5]. Treponema pallidum is a Gram-negative, motile,
spirochete human pathogen. Syphilis is a multistage in-
fectious disease that can be communicated between sex-
ual partners through active lesions or from an infected
woman to her fetus during pregnancy [6, 7]. Syphilis has
a worldwide distribution (e.g. Africa has a high inci-
dence), affecting every country and continent except
perhaps Antarctica [8–12]. The stages of syphilis have
been divided on the basis of clinical findings that lead to
treatment and follow-up. Syphilis chancres may go un-
noticed primarily due to their well-documented painless
nature and if they are present in those parts of the body
that are difficult to visualize (e.g. cervix, throat or anus/
rectum) [13]. Furthermore, due to pleomorphic appear-
ance and lack of physician familiarity with the expres-
sions of syphilis, their lesions may be misdiagnosed.
Secondary, syphilis may manifest itself through severe
rashes that may go unobserved by the patient or may
mimic an extensive condition [8]. T. pallidum is com-
pletely sensitive to penicillin treatment, despite the use
of this antibiotic for seven decades in treating syphilis
infections. Standard treatment of uncomplicated syphilis
with parenteral Benzathine penicillin G is highly effect-
ive at all stages. Many antibiotics’ resistance (e.g Macro-
lide and Clindamycin resistance) has been reported in
several countries [6]. The ongoing high rate of syphilis
worldwide, despite the availability of inexpensive and ef-
fective treatment, presents the most convincing

argument for the need of developing new and potent
vaccine against syphilis [14]. Despite the WHO’s Initia-
tive for the Global Elimination of Congenital Syphilis, an
intensive syphilis-targeted public health control has been
undertaken to reduce the incidence; however, it has not
been achieved yet [14]. Specifically, the reasons for fail-
ure are multifactorial; some of the responsibility can be
attributed to the difficulty in the diagnosis of syphilis
and treatment, and lack of access or use of prenatal
screening programs [15]. The advancement in the field
of genomics and cost-effective sequencing technologies
has transformed the human bacterial pathogens study
and helped in the improvement of vaccine designing
technologies. A new and emerging methodology to get
deep insight of the genome of a species or genus is the
pan-genomics approach, which was introduced by Tette-
lin and collaborators in 2005 working with Streptococcus
agalactiae [16]. Pan-genome provides us with the
complete and non-redundant collection of genes from a
species or genus and is composed of three subsets (core
genome, shared genome and singletons): the core gen-
ome, which is the collection of all the genes commonly
shared between all the genomes used as dataset; the
shared genome, which contains only the genes shared
between two or more strains, which are not present in
all strains of the dataset; and, the singletons, which are
present only in one strain and are referred to as strain-
specific genes.
The first genome of T. pallidum subsp. pallidum

(strain Nichols) was sequenced in 1998. The organism
has a comparatively small genome and only 55% of T.
pallidum’s 1041 open reading frames are recognized to
have a biological function, which indicates that it uses
host biosynthesis to complete some of its metabolic
needs [3]. The DNA-DNA hybridization studies showed
homology between DNA of venereal syphilis spirochete
and DNA of culturable treponemes (T. phagedenis and
its biotypes Reiter and Kazan) was less than 5% identical,
but was indistinguishable from DNA of the yaws spiro-
chete T. pallidum [3, 17, 18]. This study led to the re-
classification of the agents of endemic syphilis, venereal
syphilis and yaws as T. pallidum subsp. endemicum,
Treponema pallidum subsp. pallidum and T. pallidum
subsp. pertenue, respectively. Genomic sequencing has
recognized these subspecies as clonal, but forming dis-
tinct genetic clusters [2, 3].
In this work, we perform a pan-genome approach to

better understand the differences of Treponema palli-
dum infections in the broad spectrum and how genome
plasticity is related to the symptom patterns. For pan-
genomic comparative analyses, we used 53 T. pallidum
strains. We present phylo-genomic correlations between
all T. pallidum strains. Furthermore, we describe the
“pan-genome”, which is the complete inventory of genes
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found in any member of the species; the “core genome”,
which is important for basic life processes; and the “sin-
gletons”, which are normally related to environmental
fitness and adaptation to host. Finally, we provide in-
sights into the specific subsets (singletons and the pan-
and core genomes) of 53 genomes of T pallidum strains
and correlate these subsets with the plasticity of patho-
genicity islands and virulence genes.

Results
Phylogenomics study of Treponema pallidum strains
The phylogenomics relationships between T. pallidum
strains were determined using Gegenees [19]. Further-
more, all genome sequences were cross-compared to
generate a phylogenomic tree and to plot a heatmap. Ac-
cording to the generated phylogenomic tree, closely re-
lated strains appeared in the same cluster. The
subspecies responsible for non-venereal syphilis is
Treponema pallidum subsp. endemicum (TEN) and T.
pallidum subsp. pertenue (TPE) strains appeared in
closely related clusters (Fig. 1). The T. pallidum subspe-
cies strains responsible for venereal syphilis formed dif-
ferent clusters. Additionally, T. pallidum strain BosniaA
(subsp. endemicum) was positioned between the clusters
of Treponema pallidum subsp. Pertenue and venereal
syphilis (Treponema pallidum subsp. pallidum). Accord-
ing to the heatmap, the non-venereal isolates are 100%
similar to each other and many of the venereal isolates
are 100% similar to each other, but the two groups show
some difference (Additional file 1: Figure S2). Moreover,
the heatmap indicated the clonal-like behavior of T. pal-
lidum subsp., compared with the isolates other than
genital, anal or Neurosyphilitic samples, which showed
similarities ranging from 97 to 100%.

The Pan-genome, Core genome and singletons of
Treponema pallidum
The main goal of the pan-genome is the comparison of
different strains of the same species or even genus at the
genomic level. The resulting pan-genome of Pan All
(Fig. 2A1-A3), Pan Subsp_pallidum (Fig. 3B1-B3), and
Pan_subsp_pertenue (Fig. 4C1-C3), of T. pallidum con-
tains a total of 2112, 982, and 1049 genes respectively.
The formula (α =1-γ) inferred that the pan-genome of
T. pallidum is increasing with an α of 0.9435. The ex-
trapolation was also separately calculated for all divided
subsets for the analysis in this work. The α value for
each subset Pan Subsp_pallidum and Pan_subsp_perte-
nue, were 0.916 and 0.999329 respectively. The α values
for all datasets used in this work are less than 1 which
indicates that all have an open pan-genome. However,
although the pan-genome is still open, it increases at a
very low rate [20, 21].

The core genome and singletons of the complete data-
set and all the subsets of T. pallidum were calculated by
the least-squares fit of the exponential regression decay
to the mean values, as represented by the formula n = k *
exp[―x/τ] + tg(θ), where n is the expected subset of
genes for a given number of genomes, x is the number
of genomes, exp is Euler’s number, and the other terms
are constants defined to fit the specific curve. The
resulting core genome of the complete dataset (Pan All),
the subsets Pan Subsp_pallidum and Pan Subsp_perte-
nue, have the following tg(θ) values, respectively: ~ 318,
~ 627, and ~ 1038. Concerning the Singletons of the
complete dataset (Pan All) and the subsets Pan Subsp_
pallidum, and Pan Subsp_pertenue, have the following
tg(θ) values, respectively: ~ 1, ~ 0.1, and ~ 0.025. Accord-
ing to the least-squares fit of the exponential regression
decay, the tg(θ) represents the point where the curve sta-
bilizes, which may be translated to the number of genes
in the core genome after stabilization and the number of
singletons that will be added to the pan-genome for each
newly sequenced genome. Considering this rule, the core
genome of the subset Subsp_pertenue have higher num-
ber of core genes (1038-number of core genes) after
stabilization, whereas, the complete dataset haS the
smallest number of core genes (318-number of core
genes). For the Singletons, the tg(θ) value for all the data-
set indicates only one gene will be added, whereas, the
subsets from Pan Subsp_pallidum and Pan Subsp_perte-
nue will have 1 and 0.025 newly added genes
respectively.
The core genes of the complete dataset, the subsets Pan

Subsp_pallidum and Pan Subsp_pertenue, of T. pallidum
were classified by COG (Cluster of Orthologous Genes)
functional category. According to the chart in Fig. 5a-c,
the core genome of all the strains had many genes related
to the “Metabolism” and “Information storage and pro-
cessing” categories. Moreover, the majority of the core
genome of all the strains were classified as “poorly charac-
terized” (Additional file 1: Table S2A-C).

Detection of PAIs in the Treponema pallidum genome
The presence of pathogenicity islands (PAIs) is generally
related to evolution in a different genomic environment
[22]. However, it may only be the effect of relaxation of
purifying selection genes involved in increasing the range
of environmental responses. Interspecies genome plasticity
may result from several events, of which horizontal gene
transfer is particularly important because it can cause the
acquisition of blocks of genes (genomic islands, or GIs),
producing evolution by quantum leaps [23]. These genes
are often flanked by transposases (insertion elements),
have altered G + C content and skew, suggesting their ac-
quisition through Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT), inter-
mediated by phages or recombination [22]. PAIs are
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important in this context because they represent a class of
GIs that carry virulence genes, i.e., factors that enable or
enhance the parasitic growth of an organism inside a host
[24]. The genome plasticity of all 53T. pallidum strains
was determined by using GIPSy (Genomic Island Predic-
tion Software) on subspecies-based study. The software
BRIG (BLAST Ring Image Generator) [25] was used for

the circular genome comparison visualization. Some of
the other strains from the representing cluster of the den-
dogram were also used for the circular genome
visualization. We found differences in the presence/ab-
sence of pathogenicity islands (PAIs) and genomic islands
(GIs) on subspecies-based study: four Pathogenicity
Islands (PAIs) eight genomic islands (GIs) in subsp.

Fig. 1 Phylogenomic tree analysis of 53 Strains of Treponema pallidum. The generated distance matrix data from Gegenees was used to generate
a phylogenomic tree with SplitsTree (version 4.14.5) using neighbour joining method to create a dendogram. The strains name in the clade
represented in red and black showed the Non-venereal and venereal strains of Treponema pallidum, respectively. Non-venereal Treponema
pallidum strains are present in same clade. The shapes (circle and triangle) next to the name of the strain indicate the subset of strains used for
Pangenome analysis according to the color of the legend respectively
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pallidum (Fig. 6); three PAIs and seven GIs in subsp.
endemicum (Fig. 7); and, three PAIs and eight GIs in
subsp. pertenue (Fig. 8).

Variations in pathogenicity and Genomic Island in
subspecies group
Regarding the presence of genes in PAIs and GIs, we
compared the genes in all the subsp. of T. pallidum to
each other. When compared to each other, we found
high similarity of the genes in all the subsp. of T. palli-
dum. The genomic region related to PAIs 2 and PAIs 3
of subsp. pertenue and endemicum (Non- venereal
subsp.) were similar to the PAIs 1 and PAIs 4 of subsp.
Pallidum. When we compared the genes related to PAIs
2 of subsp. pertenue and endemicum, there were differ-
ences of three genes found that were only present in
subsp. pertenue. Out of those three genes, two were
hypothetical proteins and one was RNA polymerase
sigma factor. Furthermore, the genes clusters related to
the PAIs 3 of subs. Pertenue and endemicum were simi-
lar to PAIs 4 of subsp. Pallidum. Interestingly, we found

the genomic region related to PAIs 1 of subsp. pertenue
and endemicum (Non- venereal subsp.) were not present
in any of the GIs or PAIs of subsp. pallidum. The list of
genes related to PAI 1 of subsp. pertenue and endemi-
cum is mentioned in Table 1.
On the other hand, we found that the genes present in

PAIs 2 of subsp. pallidum were not present in any of the
GIs or PAIs of subsp. pertenue and endemicum (Non-
venereal subsp.). This may reflect the fact that the gen-
omic signature of those regions has already adapted in
subsp. pallidum to cause different modes of transmis-
sion. The list of genes related to PAI 2 of subsp. palli-
dum is mentioned in Table 2 excluding the hypothetical
genes.
Moreover, we also compared GIs of all subspecies; as a

result, we found that the genes of some GIs which are
present in the GI2 and GI4 in pallidum subspecies and
are not reported in any of GIs of the subspecies endemi-
cum and pertenue (Table 3). Most of the genes present
in GI2 and GI4 of pallidum subspecies are hypothetical
genes but some genes are chemotaxis protein (CheA)

Fig. 2 Pan-genome, core genome and singletons of T. pallidum. A1/A2/A3, respectively, showing the pan-genome, core genome and singletons
development using 53 strains of T. pallidum
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that are associated with the transmission of sensory sig-
nals from the chemoreceptors to the flagellar motors
[26]. The mechanisms by which T. pallidum sense and
respond to nutrient gradients help in pathogenic pro-
cesses such as crossing the endothelial barrier to reach
the bloodstream.

Discussion
The subspecies T. pallidum subsp. endemicum (TEN)
and T. pallidum subsp. pertenue (TPE), are reasons for
the diseases bejel and yaws, respectively. In the last few
years, T. pallidum subsp. pallidum (TPA), has been re-
ported as a reemerging pathogen [1, 15]. These three
subsp. of Treponema pallidum are so close to each other
that they cannot be differentiated serologically, their
morphology is indistinguishable and are antigenically
cross-reactive [27, 28]. Mostly, the disease phenotype
caused by these pathogens can only be distinguished
clinically and geographically. The distribution of ven-
ereal syphilis is global, non-venereal yaws usually effect
kids in hot and/or humid regions of Africa and Asia,

endemic syphilis be in dry places like Sahelian Africa
and Saudi Arabia [27, 29]. The nature of T. pallidum is
highly invasive. It circulates through bloodstream and
lymphatics and overruns a wide-ranging of tissues and
organs. As demonstrated by the widespread clinical
manifestations related to syphilis infections, Treponema
pallidum subsp. pallidum crosses placental, endothelial
and blood-brain barriers early in infection, the incidence
of congenital syphilis and invasion of central nervous
system has been observed in almost 40% of early syphilis
patients. Though, the understanding of the mechanisms
responsible for the widespread distribution capability of
T. pallidum is still very limited [30, 31].
The transmission of yaws is characterized by direct

contact on skin and primary cutaneous lesion. It is facili-
tated by damaged skin surface. Scratching or rubbing
these damaged parts of the body can facilitate the lesions
spread across the body [28, 29]. Contrarily, endemic
syphilis is an acute infection. Primary lesions of endemic
syphilis can be seen in the children of ages between 2
and 15 years in dry and arid climates. While the mode of

Fig. 3 Pan-genome, core genome and singletons of T. pallidum Subsp_pallidum. B1/B2/B3, respectively, showing the pan-genome, core genome
and singletons development using 45 strains belonging to subspecies pallidum
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transmission is not known, it is believed that it may
occur through mucosal and skin contact, even via shared
eating utensils or drinking vessels [28, 29].
The defined relationships among the bacteria are still

argued. The expansion of next-generation sequencing
(NGS) in last few decades influences the fields of treat-
ment and prevention, especially about bacterial diseases
[32]. The ability of genomics data of T. pallidum gives
us better understanding of the biology involving its
interaction with its hosts. A comprehensive in silico
pan-genome study was carried out for 53 sequenced ge-
nomes of T. pallidum, which indicates that the pan-
genome of T. pallidum is still open; however, it is in-
creasing at a very low rate as represented by the α of
0.9435 for the Pan All and the α of 0.916 and 0.999329
for Pan Subsp_pallidum and Pan_subsp_pertenue, re-
spectively. Moreover, the α of 0.999329 indicates that
the Pan Subsp pertenue is almost closed, which is cor-
roborated by the tg(θ) of ~ 0.025.
The genome plasticity analysis reveals the differences

in the presence and absence of some genome regions

when compared at the subspecies level. Pathogenicity
islands carry the genes related to the virulence, which
are essential and characterize a class of Genomics Island
[33]. The comparative analysis of PAIs and GIs showed
the absence of genes at the subspecies level. We found
gene clusters, that are related to amino acid and lipid
biosynthesis, belonging to PAIs 2 of T. pallidum subsp.
pallidum have not been identified in any PAIs or GIs of
T. pallidum subsp. endemicum and T. pallidum subsp.
pertenue. It might be possible that these genes help bac-
teria to execute different modes of infection at subsp.
level of T. pallidum. Acyl carrier protein (ACP) synthase
(AcpS) catalyzes the transfer of the 4′-phosphopan-
tetheine moiety from coenzyme A (CoA) onto a serine
residue of apo-ACP, to convert apo-ACP to the func-
tional holo-ACP. During the biosynthesis of fatty acids
and phospholipids, the holo form of bacterial ACP plays
a vital role in mediating the transfer of acyl fatty acid.
AcpS is therefore an attractive target for therapeutic
interpolation. It has been reported that, AcpS enzymes
from Mycoplasma pneumoniae and S. pneumoniae may

Fig. 4 Pan-genome, core genome and singletons of T. pallidum Pan_subsp_pertenue. C1/C2/C3, respectively, showing the pan-genome, core
genome and singletons development using 7 strains belonging to subspecies pertenue
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play a crucial role in the acylation of fatty acids derived
from human tissues for their lipid biosynthesis, suggest-
ing that AcpS is a more striking antimicrobial target for
discovery of novel antibiotics than bacterial fatty acid
biosynthetic enzymes [34, 35].
Moreover, the presence of chemotaxis protein (CheA) in

different GIs of T. pallidum subsp. pallidum might be re-
sponsible for different molecular modes of infection as T.
pallidum genome contains two operons for the Che re-
sponse regulators [31, 36]. The bacterial transcription-
repair coupling factor (TRCF) is a large, multi-domain, SF2
ATPase that is generally conserved. It forms the dual of nu-
cleotide excision repair with transcription by dislodging

inactive RNA polymerase molecules stalled at template
DNA lesions, and by increasing the rate at which the
Uvr(A) BC exonuclease acts at these sites [37].
Pathogens are frequently using antigenic variation

mechanisms to elude the adaptive immune response that
ultimately results in persistent infection [38]. It might be
because of the variation in expression of different Tpr
proteins in the syphilis spirochete, Treponema pallidum
subsp. pallidum, that have important implications in its
ability to elude host immune detection [39]. A 12-
membered protein family Treponema pallidum repeat
(tpr) has been identified in T. pallidum subsp. Pallidum,
which may be concerned in the pathogenesis of T.

Fig. 5 Graphical representation of COG (Cluster of Orthologous Genes) functional categories of identified core genes. a, b, c showing the core
genes belonging to the Information storage and processing, cellular processing and signaling, Metabolism and poorly characterized functional
categories for complete dataset, the subsets Pan Subsp_pallidum and Pan Subsp_pertenue of T. pallidum, respectively
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pallidum [38, 40]. On the basis of amino acid homology,
these 12 Tprs are further divided into three subfamilies:
subfamily I (TprC, D, F, I), subfamily II (TprE, G, J), and
subfamily III (TprA, B, H, K, L) [40] [41].
Despite the host’s efforts to eliminate the infection,

mechanisms of T. pallidum’s persistence include resi-
dence within intracellular or immune-privileged posi-
tions to hide from the immune effectors. T. pallidum‘s
has the ability to cape its surface with host serum pro-
teins or mucopolysaccharides to dodge immune re-
sponse and immunosuppression of the host triggered by
syphilis infection [38]. Freeze-fracture electron micros-
copy of T. pallidum has revealed lack of integral mem-
brane proteins in the outer membrane (OM) of T.
pallidum, conceivably accounting for the reasonably
poor antigenicity of this spirochete’s surface [38, 42, 43].

However, as T. pallidum could be phagocytized in the
presence of opsonic antibody, antibody targets must be
present on the surface of the bacterium. Furthermore,
the treponemes harvested from the tissues of later stage
infections after the elimination of majority of trepo-
nemes are resistant to opsonophagocytosis. It raised the
likelihood of antigenic variation occurring in T. palli-
dum, but no exact variable antigen was identified [38,
44]. Following the identification and investigation of
TprK, provides the first candidate antigen of T. pallidum
that might function in fudging the immune response.
TprK vary among and within T. pallidum strains, with
diversity of sequence localized in seven distinct regions
(V1-V7) bordered by conserved domains [38, 43, 45, 46].
During experimental infection, these V regions are the
main targets of the host humoral immune response [38].

Fig. 6 Circular genomic representation of islands (PAIs and GIs) in the genomes of T. pallidum subsp. pallidum strain Nichols as a reference. All
genomes were aligned using strain Tp_Nichols as a reference. From the inner to outer circle the strains were represented in different colours. The
outer most dotted circle represents the genome of T. denticola. The figure represents the coding sequences (CDS); GIs (Genomics islands) and
PAIs (Pathogenicity Island)
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Antigenic variation of the TprK antigen has been ac-
knowledged to explain the persistence of T. pallidum in
the host.
Recent work of Dan Liu et al. [47] has recognized an im-

proved number of variants within these seven V regions of
the tprK gene in the samples of secondary syphilis. A 3-bp
changing pattern was observed in the sequences within
each V region of the protein. However, same pattern of
change was observed in variable sequences within the V
regions of tprK in the secondary syphilis. Notably, the
amino acid sequences IASDGGAIKH and IASEDG-
SAGNLKH in V1 are not only present in high proportion
in inter-strain comparison but also were found at a quite
high frequency in the populations. The alignment of all
amino acid sequences revealed some really stable pattern

within each V region of the primary and secondary syph-
ilis samples, particularly the amino acid sequences
IASDGGAIKH and IASEDGSAGNLKH in V1 region.
The highly stable peptides found in V1 region are likely
promising vaccine components. The highly heterogenetic
regions (e.g., V6) could help to understand the role of tprK
in fudging immune response. However, in our analysis, we
found that some of tpr genes (tprC, tprD,tprF,tprI, trpJ)
were present in some of PAIs or GIs T. pallidum subsp.
endemicum (TEN) and T. pallidum subsp. pertenue
(TPE). While, the GIs and PAIs related to T. pallidum
subsp. pallidum we only identified some tpr domain pro-
teins. It has been reported by Maděrankova et al. 2019, tpr
genes responsible for the adaptive evolution of the patho-
gen [48].

Fig. 7 Circular genomic representation of islands (PAIs and GIs) in the genomes of T. pallidum subsp. pertenue strain SamoaD as a reference. All
genomes were aligned using strain Tp_SamoaD as a reference. From the inner to outer circle the strains were represented in different colours.
The outer most dotted circle represents the genome of T. denticola. The figure represents the coding sequences (CDS); GIs (Genomics islands)
and PAIs (Pathogenicity Island)
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Conclusions
Apart from establishing phylogenetic relationships among
treponemal species and subspecies, the addition of com-
parative genomics was also required to illuminate the lower
degree of virulence associated with T. pallidum subsp. per-
tenue than with T. pallidum subsp. pallidum. Unlike syph-
ilis, it is said that yaws cannot be transmitted vertically or
affect the central nervous system. It is rather limited to skin,
bones, joints and soft tissues. In the 1980s, a very limited
genetic diversity between these pathogens was established
when hybridization experiments were carried out with
DNA isolated from yaws and syphilis strains [29]. Our work
also showed that genomes of syphilis, yaws, and Bejel trepo-
nemes share 97–100% overall similarity, as well as the

identical organization. This evidence proposes that small
genetic changes in key genes among these organisms could
be responsible for the reported differences in disease patho-
genesis. Considering the genes in PAIs and GIs, we identi-
fied some absence of pathogenicity islands in all subspecies.
Genes which are present in pallidum subspecies pathogen-
icity islands (PAIs) or genomic islands (GIs) are absent in
the subspecies endemicum and pertenue. The findings of
this analysis are very important, as it can help in the under-
standing of molecular basis of infections from T. pallidum
subsps. Furthermore, the core genes represent the most de-
sirable source for the selection of conserved genes; there-
fore, characterization of such poorly studied proteins helps
in understanding the cellular metabolism, mode of infection

Fig. 8 Circular genomic representation of islands (PAIs and GIs) in the genomes of T. pallidum subsp. endemicum strain BosniaA as a reference. All
genomes were aligned using strain Tp_BosniaA as a reference. From the inner to outer circle the strains were represented in different colours.
The outer most dotted circle represents the genome of T. denticola. The figure represents the coding sequences (CDS); GIs (Genomics islands)
and PAIs (Pathogenicity Island)
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and regulation of gene expression of Treponema pallidum.
Hence, this study can help to better understand the mo-
lecular modes of bacterial infection and are significance for
vaccine development for syphilis.

Methods
Genome sequences
The genome sequences of 53T. pallidum strains were re-
trieved from the NCBI (National Centre for Biotechnology

Table 1 The list of genes related to PAI 1 of subs. Pertenue and endemicum

Protein ID PAIs
Coordinates

Protein Name Functions
(MF: Molecular Function, BP: Biological Process)

WP_
012460510.1

22,054–24,
177

VWFA domain-ontaining protein –

WP_
010881470.1

25,115–2538 Hypothetical protein

WP_
014342234.1

25,459–27,
504

Hypothetical protein –

WP_
010881472.1

27,565–28,
896

Sodium-dependent tryptophan transporter MF: Neurotransmitter:sodium symporter activity
BP

WP_
010881473.1

29,076–29,
786

Potassium transporter Trk MF: Cation transmembrane transporter activity
BP: Potassium ion transport

WP_
010881474.1

29,865–32,
936

M16C subfamily peptidase MF: Catalytic activity, Metal ion binding
BP: Proteolysis

WP_
010881475.1

32,965–33,
987

Flagellar motor switch protein FliG MF: Motor activity
BP: Bacterial-type flagellum-dependent cell motility,
Chemotaxis

WP_
014342235.1

34,060–35,
433

Putative hemolysin HlyC MF: Flavin adenine dinucleotide binding
BP

WP_
010881477.1

35,447–36,
808

Putative hemolysin HlyC MF: Flavin adenine dinucleotide binding
BP

WP_
039487502.1

36,916–38,
193

UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 1-carboxyvinyltransferase –

WP_
010881479.1

38,312–39,
946

60 kDa chaperonin MF: ATP binding Source, Unfolded protein binding
BP: Protein refolding

WP_
014342237.1

40,010–40,
288

Hypothetical protein

WP_
010881481.1

40,285–41,
085

Ribosomal RNA small subunit methyltransferase E MF: Methyltransferase activity
BP: rRNA processing

WP_
014342238.1

41,082–41,
750

Hypothetical protein

WP_
039486943.1

41,794–42,
924

Zinc (Zn2+) ABC superfamily ATP binding cassettetransporter,
binding protein

MF: Metal ion binding
BP: Cell adhesion, Metal ion transport

WP_
010881484.1

42,942–43,
658

Zinc (Zn2+) ABC superfamily ATP binding cassettetransporter,
ABC protein

MF: ATPase activity, ATP binding
BP

WP_
010881485.1

43,658–44,
458

Zinc (Zn2+) ABC superfamily ATP binding cassettetransporter,
membrane protein

MF: ATPase-coupled transmembrane transporter
activity
BP:

WP_
010881486.1

44,567–45,
562

Lactate dehydrogenase MF: D-lactate dehydrogenase activity, NAD binding
BP

WP_
014342240.1

45,659–46,
711

Putative regulatory protein PfoR MF: Protein-N (PI)-phosphohistidine-sugar phospho-
transferase activity
BP: Phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent sugar phospho-
transferase system

WP_
014342241.1

46,739–46,
918

Hypothetical protein

WP_
039486948.1

46,945–49,
392

Putative methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein MF: Transmembrane signaling receptor activity
BP: Chemotaxis, Signal transduction

WP_
010881491.1

49,513–50,
445

Peptidoglycan-binding protein LysM –
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Information) database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gen-
ome/genomes/741?) (Accessed June 2018): 46 genomes of
T. pallidum subsp. pallidum were isolated from different
parts of human body, rabbits and baboons (USA, China &
Portugal). Six genomes from Africa and Australia/ Ocea-
nia continents (strain SamoaD, CDC2, Gauthier,
CDC2575, Ghana051 and LMNP-1) from subsp. pertenue
were isolated from humans, baboons and rabbits (Add-
itional file 1: Table S1). One genome of Treponema palli-
dum subsp. endemicum (strain BosniaA) was isolated in
Europe from human tongue and tonsils. The genome of
Treponema denticola strain ATCC 35405 was used as
non-pathogenic bacteria in this work. The general infor-
mation about all T. pallidum strains and the Complete
workflow applied in this work are given in Additional file
1: Table S1 and Figure S1, respectively.

Phylogenomic analysis of all Treponema pallidum strains
For phylogenomic analysis of all Treponema pallidum
strains, Gegenees (version 2.1) [19] was used. The
Gegenees software was used to perform an all-versus-all
similarity search. It divides the genomes into small se-
quences and determines the minimum content shared
by all the genomes. Subsequently, the obtained mini-
mum shared contents were subtracted from all the ge-
nomes resulting in the variable contents, which were
eventually compared with all the other strains for the
calculation of the percentages of similarity. Finally, these

percentages were plotted in a heatmap chart with a
spectrum ranging from low similarity (red) to high simi-
larity (green). The Gegenees data was exported as a dis-
tance matrix file in nexus format (.nex) and, further, the
generated distance matrix was used as an input file in
SplitsTree software (version 4.14.5) [49] using neighbour
joining method to create a dendogram [50, 51].

Prediction of Pan-genome, Core-genome and singleton
We divided 53 strains of T. pallidum in 3 subsets for
pan-genome calculation. We performed Pan All (with all
53 strains of T. pallidum), Pan Subsp_pallidum and
Pan_subsp_pertenue (based on subspecies). For the iden-
tification of core genome (commonly shared by all
strains), shared genome (genes present in two or more
than two strains but not shared by all strains) and single-
tons (strain specific genes), we used OrthoFinder [52].
Briefly, OrthoFinder uses the .faa amino acid sequence
file for each genome to perform all-vs-all BLASTp for
the Orthologous analysis. It uses MCL (Markov Cluster-
ing algorithm) program to determine the Orthologous
genes [53]. The cut-off value of 1e− 10 was used for Pan-
genome, Core-genome and singletons identification for
all the subsets. Furthermore, in-house scripts were used
to estimate the fixed parameters for Heap’s Law (pan-
genome analyses) [20, 51] and least-squares fit of the
exponential regression decay (core-genome and single-
tons). The extrapolations of the pan-genomes from the

Table 2 The list of genes related to PAI 2 of subsp. pallidum

Protein ID PAIs
Coordinates

Protein Name Functions
(MF: Molecular Function, BP: Biological Process)

WP_
010882272.1

895,372–895,
749

holo-ACP synthase MF: holo-[acyl-carrier-protein] synthase activity, magnesium ion binding.
BP: Fatty acid biosynthetic process

WP_
010882273.1

895,746–896,
630

membrane protein

WP_
010882275.1

897,479–899,
248

arginine--tRNA ligase MF: arginine-tRNA ligase activity, ATP binding
BP: arginyl-tRNA aminoacylation

WP_
010882284.1

910,864–913,
113

MFS transporter

WP_
010882286.1

914,944–915,
711

methionine aminopeptidase Aminopeptidase activity, metal ion binding, metalloexopeptidase activity

WP_
010882287.1

915,835–916,
659

Heat shock protein, putative

WP_
010882288.1

916,752–917,
804

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase

MF: glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (NAD+) phosphorylating
activity.
BP: glucose metabolic process, glycolytic process.

WP_
010882292.1

919,085–919,
453

50S ribosomal protein L20 MF: rRNA binding, structural constituent of ribosome.
BP: translation.

WP_
010882293.1

919,486–919,
686

50S ribosomal protein L35 MF: structural constituent of ribosome,
BP: translation.

WP_
010882295.1

920,441–922,
615

DUF4954 domain-containing protein

WP_
010882296.1

922,644–923,
642

prolipoprotein diacylglyceryl transferase MF: transferase activity, transferring glycosyl groups.
BP: lipoprotein biosynthetic process.
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complete dataset and all subsets were calculated based
on Heap’s Law [20, 51], which was used to calculate
whether the pan-genome was open or closed. Heap’s
Law is an empirical law represented by the formula n =
k*Nγ; it describes the number of distinct words in a
document (or set of documents) as a function of the
document length. In a genetic context, n is the expected
number of genes for a given number of genomes, N de-
termines the number of genomes, and the k and γ (α =
1-γ) are free parameters that are determined empirically.
According to Heap’s Law, when α > 1 (γ < 0), the pan-
genome is considered to be closed, and there will be no
significant increase in the number of genes with the
addition of a new genome. On the other hand, when α <
1 (0 < γ < 1), the pan-genome is open and there will be a
significant increase in the number of genes for each
newly added genome.

Genomic and Pathogenicity Islands prediction
This section describes the analyses that were performed
for the prediction of genomic and pathogenicity Islands
following three datasets based on the subspecies: A)
using T. pallidum subsp. pallidum strain Nichols as a
reference; B) using T. pallidum subsp. pertenue strain
SamoaD as a reference; and C) using T. pallidum subsp.
endemicum strain BosniaA as a reference. The islands
predictions for three datasets were determined by using
GIPSy (Genomic Island Prediction Software) [33]. GIPSy
is a multi-step approach that predicts Genomic islands
(GIs) and Pathogenicity islands (PAIs). PAIs and GIs
predictions are based on commonly shared features such
as genomic signature deviation (anomalous G + C con-
tent and codon usage deviation), presence of transposase
genes; metabolism, virulence, antibiotic resistance, or
symbiosis-related genes; flanking tRNA genes; and

Table 3 The list of genes related to GI 2 and GI 4 of subsp. pallidum. The table shows the list of proteins excluding the hypothetical
proteins

Protein ID GI 2 and GI 4
Coordinates

Protein Name Functions
(MF: Molecular Function, BP: Biological Process)

WP_
010881790.1

365,067–365,
627

cytidylate kinase MF: ATP binding, cytidylate kinase activity
BP: pyrimidine nucleotide metabolic process.

WP_
010881791.1

365,621–366,
454

adenine glycosylase MF: catalytic activity. DNA binding.
BP: base-excision repair.

WP_
010881792.1

366,459–369,
881

transcription-repair coupling
factor

MF: ATP binding, damaged DNA binding, hydrolase activity.
BP: regulation of transcription, DNA-template, transcription-coupled nucleotide-
excision repair.

WP_
010881793.1

370,034–371,
125

phospho-N-acetylmuramoyl-
pentapeptide- transferase

MF: phospho-N-acetylmuramoyl-pentapeptide-transferase activity, UDP-N-
acetylmuramoyl-L-alanyl-D-glutamyl-meso-2, transferase activity.
BP:cell cycle, cell divisio, cell wall organization.

WP_
010881797.1

373,895–374,
425

FKBP-type peptidyl-prolyl cis-
trans isomerase

MF: Metal ion binding, peptidyl-prolyl sis-trans isomerase activity.
BP: protein refolding

WP_
010881798.1

374,639–375,
925

gamma-glutamyl-phosphate
reductase

MF: glutamate-5semialdehyde dehydrogenase activity.
BP: L-proline biosynthetic process.

WP_
010881799.1

375,922–376,
812

glutamate 5-kinase MF: ATP-binding
BP: L-proline biosynthetic process.

WP_
010881801.1

377,198–377,
707

ribonuclease H MF: Metal-ion binding, nucleic acid binding

WP_
010881802.1

377,970–378,
596

thymidylate kinase MF: ATP binding, thymidylate kinase activity.
BP: dTDP biosynthetic process

WP_
010881806.1

377,970–378,
596

glycosyl hydrolase MF: catalytic activity.
BP: carbohydrate metabolic process.

WP_
014342391.1

382,926–383,
729

lysophosphatidic acid
acyltransferase

MF: transferase activity.
BP: metabolic process

WP_
014505476.1

384,584–387,
016

chemotaxis protein CheA MF: ATP bindinf, phosphorelay sensor kinase activity
BP: chemotaxis.

WP_
010881907.1

488,333–488,
911

SMC-Scp complex subunit ScpB BP: cell division, chromosome separation

WP_
014342436.1

488,928–489,
725

RsuA family pseudouridine
synthase

MF: pseudouridine synthase activity, RNA binding.

WP_
010881910.1

490,476–490,
835

transcriptional regulator

WP_
010881913.1

492,278–493,
030

tRNA (guanine-N(7)-
)-methyltransferase

MF: tRNA (guanine-N7-)-methyltransferase activity.
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absence in other organisms of the same genus or closely
related species [33]. T. denticola strain ATCC 35405 was
used as a non-pathogenic species from the same Trepo-
nema genus for GIs and PAIs prediction [54]. The sizes
of the islands were compared with all the other strains
via ACT (Artemis Comparison Tool) software [55]. PAIs
regions were plotted using the software BRIG [25]. Fol-
lowing the curation of the PAIs, the genes of all the
islands in each strain were assessed for their presence/
absence in all the other strains.

Supplementary information
Supplementary information accompanies this paper at https://doi.org/10.
1186/s12864-019-6430-6.

Additional file 1: Table S1. General information about 53 Treponema
pallidum Strains used in this work. List of all Treponema pallidum strains
(with features) retrieved from the NCBI (National Center for
Biotechnology Information) database. Table S2A. The COG functional
categories with detailed description of Core genes: The table showing
the number of core genes of the complete dataset were classified by
COG (Cluster of Orthologous Genes) functional category. Table S2B. The
COG functional categories with detailed description of Core genes: The
table showing the number of core genes of the Pan Subsp_pallidum
dataset were classified by COG (Cluster of Orthologous Genes) functional
category. Table S2C. The COG functional categories with detailed
description of Core genes: The table showing the number of core genes
of the Pan Subsp_pertenue dataset were classified by COG (Cluster of
Orthologous Genes) functional category. Figure S1. The Complete
workflow applied in this work. The figure represent the methodology and
software were used in this analysis. Figure S2. The heatmap analysis of
53 Strains of Treponema pallidum.The figure represents the comparison
between the variable content of all strains. The percentages were plotted
in the heatmap with a spectrum ranging from red (low similarity) to
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Additional file 1  

Table S1: General information about 53 Treponema pallidum Strains used in this work. List of all 

Treponema pallidum strains (with features) retrieved from the NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology 

Information) database.  

 

 

Strain 
Size(M

b) 
Subspecies Geographical Location Harvested 

GenBank 

Accession No 
GC% Gene Protein 

Tp_Nichols 1.13 pallidum Washington DC 
Human- Neurosyphilitic 

patient 
AE000520.1 52.80 1044 970 

Tp_Sea81-4 1.13 pallidum USA: Seattle. WA Human CP003679.1 52.80 1032 931 

Tp_SS14 1.13 pallidum San DiegoCA: USA Human- Skin CP004011.1 52.80 1066 1002 

Tp_Chicago 1.13 pallidum San DiegoCA: USA Rabbit- testis CP001752.1 52.80 1030 969 

Tp_SamoaD 1.13 pertenue Australia/Oceania Rabbit-testis CP002374.1 52.80 1064 1005 

Tp_CDC2 1.13 pertenue Africa Human CP002375.1 52.80 1030 973 

Tp_Gautheir 1.13 pertenue Africa Human- Skin CP002376.1 52.80 1029 971 

Tp_DAL1 1.13 pallidum Africa Human- CP003115.1 52.80 1030 969 

Tp_MexicoA 1.14 pallidum Mexico Human- Skin CP003064.1 52.80 1029 968 

Tp_Fribourg-Blanc 1.14 pertenue West Africa Baboons- Skin CP003902.1 52.80 1030 970 

Tp_Nichols(2013/06/11) 1.13 pallidum Washington DC Human- Skin CP004010.2 52.80 
1065 1004 

Tp_SS14(11.12.2013) 1.13 pallidum USA: Seattle. WA Human- Skin CP000805.1 52.80 1088 1028 

Tp_BosniaA 1.13 endemicum Europe Human-Tongue & tonsils. CP007548.1 52.80 1065 1003 

Tp_pallidum Amoy 1.13 pallidum 
China: Xiamen  Not Available CP015162.1 52.70 1033 964 

Tp_Chicago population 1.13 pallidum 
USA: Seattle 

Human-Bacteria harveste 

from rabbit testes 
CP010558.1 52.80 1034 971 

Tp_CDC-A 1.13 pallidum 
USA: Seattle 

Human-Bacteria harveste 

from rabbit testes 
CP010559.1 52.80 1033 969 

Tp_Nichols Houston, 

Clone E 
1.13 pallidum 

USA: Seattle 
Human-Bacteria harveste 

from rabbit testes 
CP010560.1 52.80 1031 966 

Tp_Nichol Houston, 

Clone J 
1.13 pallidum 

USA: Seattle 
Human-Bacteria harveste 

from rabbit testes 
CP010561.1 52.80 1031 969 

Tp_UW074B 1.13 pallidum USA: Seattle Human-Blood CP010562.1 52.80 
1033 969 

Tp_UW189B 1.13 pallidum USA: Seattle Human-Blood CP010563.1 52.80 
1033 970 

Tp_UW228B 1.13 pallidum USA: Seattle Human-Blood CP010564.1 52.80 
1034 973 

Tp_UW254B 1.13 pallidum USA: Seattle Human-Blood CP010565.1 52.80 
1033 970 



Tp_UW391B 1.13 pallidum USA: Seattle Human-Blood CP010566.1 52.80 
1025 962 

Tp_PT_SIF0697 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016045.1 52.80 
1035 970 

Tp_PT_SIF0857 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human-Oropharyngeal CP016047.1 52.80 
1035 973 

Tp_PT_SIF0908 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Vaginal CP016049.1 52.80 
1034 933 

Tp_PT_SIF0954 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Scrotum CP016050.1 52.80 
1034 970 

Tp_PT_SIF1002 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016051.1 52.80 
1033 970 

Tp_ PT_SIF1020 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016052.1 52.80 
1033 969 

Tp_ PT_SIF1063 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Anal CP016053.1 52.80 
1035 972 

Tp_ PT_SIF1127 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016054.1 52.80 
1035 917 

Tp_ PT_SIF1135 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Anal CP016055.1 52.80 
1036 972 

Tp_ PT_SIF1140 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Anal CP016056.1 52.80 
1032 863 

Tp_ PT_SIF1142 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016057.1 52.80 
1035 971 

Tp_ PT_SIF1156 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016058.1 52.80 
1035 971 

Tp_ PT_SIF1167 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016059.1 52.80 
1035 971 

Tp_ PT_SIF1183 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016060.1 52.80 
1034 971 

Tp_ PT_SIF1196 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016061.1 52.80 
1037 974 

Tp_ PT_SIF1200 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016062.1 52.80 
1035 973 

Tp_ PT_SIF1242 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016063.1 52.80 
1034 971 

Tp_ PT_SIF1252 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016064.1 52.80 
1035 972 

Tp_ PT_SIF 1261 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Anal CP016065.1 52.80 
1034 971 

Tp_ PT_SIF1278 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Anal CP016066.1 52.80 
1034 972 

Tp_ PT_SIF1280 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Anal CP016067.1 52.80 
1034 972 

Tp_ PT_SIF1299 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016068.1 52.80 
1035 972 

Tp_ PT_SIF1348 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Penile CP016069.1 52.80 
1032 967 

Tp_ PT_SIF0751 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Tongue CP016046.1 52.80 
1033 969 



Tp_ PT_SIF0877_3 1.13 pallidum Portugal Human- Tongue CP016048.1 52.80 
1034 971 

Tp_seattle Nichols 1.13 Pallidum USA Seattle WA 
Human-Bacteria harveste 

from rabbit testes 
CP010422.1 52.80 

1065 1000 

Tp_Ghana-051 1.13 
pertenue Ghana Human CP020365.1 52.80 

1067 1006 

Tp_CDC 2575 1.13 
pertenue Ghana Human CP020366.1 52.80 

1067 1006 

Tp_UZ1974 1.13 
pallidum Czeck Republic (Europe) Human CP028438.1 52.80 

1066 1000 

Tp_LMNP-1 1.13 
pertenue Tanzania Papio anubis CP021113.1 52.80 

1064 1000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table S2A: The COG functional categories with detailed description of Core genes: The 

table showing the number of core genes of the complete dataset were classified by COG (Cluster 

of Orthologous Genes) functional category. 

 

Code Description No of Genes Percentage 
Information Storage and processing 

[A] RNA processing and modification              0 0.0 
[B] Chromatin structure and dynamics              0 0.0 
[J] Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis             93 14.29 
[K] Transcription             19 2.91 
[L] Replication, recombination and repair             30 4.70 

Cellular processes and signalling 
[D] Cell cycle control, cell division, chromosome partitioning              11 1.69 
[M] Cell wall/membrane biogenesis               39 6.00 
[N] Cell motility                9 1.40 
[O] Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaperones               29 4.50 
[T] Signal transduction mechanisms              15 3.30 
[U] Intracellular trafficking and secretion                6 0.90 
[V] Defense mechanisms                5 0.80 
[W] Extracellular structures                0 0.0 
[Y] Nuclear structure                0 0.0 
[Z] Cytoskeleton               0 0.0 

Metabolism 
[C] Energy production and conversion                17 2.61 
[E] Amino acid transport and metabolism                11 1.70 
[F] Nucleotide transport and metabolism                10 1.53 
[G] Carbohydrate transport and metabolism                18 2.80 
[H] Coenzyme transport and metabolism                15 2.30 
[I] Lipid transport and metabolism                13 1.90 
[P] Inorganic ion transport and metabolism                21 3.22 
[Q] Secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport and catabolism                0 0.0 

Poorly Characterized 
[R] General function prediction only 52 8.00 
[S] Function unknown 35 5.38 
- Not in COGs 203 31.18 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table S2B: The COG functional categories with detailed description of Core genes: The 

table showing the number of core genes of the Pan Subsp_pallidum dataset were classified by 

COG (Cluster of Orthologous Genes) functional category. 

 

Code Description No of Genes Percentage 
Information Storage and processing 

[A] RNA processing and modification              0 0.0 
[B] Chromatin structure and dynamics              0 0.0 
[J] Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis             95 14.54 
[K] Transcription             24 3.67 
[L] Replication, recombination and repair             33 5.05 

Cellular processes and signalling 
[D] Cell cycle control, cell division, chromosome partitioning              11 1.68 
[M] Cell wall/membrane biogenesis               43 6.58 
[N] Cell motility               27 4.13 
[O] Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaperones               36 5.51 
[T] Signal transduction mechanisms               28 4.28 
[U] Intracellular trafficking and secretion               18 2.75 
[V] Defense mechanisms                6 0.91 
[W] Extracellular structures                0 0.0 
[Y] Nuclear structure                0 0.0 
[Z] Cytoskeleton               0 0.0 

Metabolism 
[C] Energy production and conversion                25 3.82 
[E] Amino acid transport and metabolism                15 2.29 
[F] Nucleotide transport and metabolism                13 1.99 
[G] Carbohydrate transport and metabolism                25 3.82 
[H] Coenzyme transport and metabolism                18 2.75 
[I] Lipid transport and metabolism                15 2.29 
[P] Inorganic ion transport and metabolism                24 3.67 
[Q] Secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport and catabolism                1 0.15 

Poorly Characterized 
[R] General function prediction only 61 9.34 
[S] Function unknown 36 5.51 
- Not in COGs 99 15.59 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table S2C: The COG functional categories with detailed description of Core genes: The 

table showing the number of core genes of the Pan Subsp_pertenue dataset were classified by 

COG (Cluster of Orthologous Genes) functional category. 

 

Code Description No of Genes Percentage 
Information Storage and processing 

[A] RNA processing and modification              0 0.0 
[B] Chromatin structure and dynamics              0 0.0 
[J] Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis             117 11.25 
[K] Transcription             22 2.11 
[L] Replication, recombination and repair             51 4.90 

Cellular processes and signalling 
[D] Cell cycle control, cell division, chromosome partitioning              13 1.25 
[M] Cell wall/membrane biogenesis               61 5.86 
[N] Cell motility               42 4.03 
[O] Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaperones               47 4.51 
[T] Signal transduction mechanisms              32 3.07 
[U] Intracellular trafficking and secretion                29 2.78 
[V] Defense mechanisms                7 0.67 
[W] Extracellular structures                0 0.0 
[Y] Nuclear structure                0 0.0 
[Z] Cytoskeleton               0 0.0 

Metabolism 
[C] Energy production and conversion                38 3.65 
[E] Amino acid transport and metabolism                27 2.59 
[F] Nucleotide transport and metabolism                21 2.01 
[G] Carbohydrate transport and metabolism                43 4.13 
[H] Coenzyme transport and metabolism                21 2.01 
[I] Lipid transport and metabolism                19 1.82 
[P] Inorganic ion transport and metabolism                26 2.5 
[Q] Secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport and catabolism                3 0.28 

Poorly Characterized 
[R] General function prediction only 87 8.36 
[S] Function unknown 136 13.07 
- Not in COGs 198 19.03 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure S1. The Complete workflow applied in this work. The figure represent the 

methodology and software were used in this analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure S2: The heatmap analysis of 53 Strains of Treponema pallidum. 

The figure represents the comparison between the variable content of all strains. The percentages 

were plotted in the heatmap with a spectrum ranging from red (low similarity) to green (high 

similarity). The names of the strains on the left side of the figure (vertically) are organized in the 

same order in the top part of the figure (horizontally). Once Gegenees uses the similarities in the 

variable contents, the outgroup normally presents a very small percentage of similarity to the 

other strains. 
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III.3.2. Conclusion, Chapter 3. 

The genomic information was used in this work with the aim to determine differences between the 

Treponema pallidum different strains based on their subspecies. We calculated pan-genome, core 

genome and singletons sets of each subspecies. Core genome showed the conserved genes and 

characterization of such poorly studied proteins helps in understanding the cellular metabolism, 

mode of infection and regulation of gene expression of Treponema pallidum. This study may help to 

better understand the molecular modes of bacterial infection and its persistence in the host, which 

are significant for vaccine development for syphilis. 
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Chapter 4. 

III.4.1. Research Article 

An In Silico Identification of Common Putative vaccine Candidates 

against Treponema pallidum: A Reverse vaccinology and Subtractive 

Genomics based Approach 

Arun Kumar Jaiswal, Sandeep Tiwari, Syed Babar Jamal, Debmalya Barh, Vasco 

Azevedo and Siomar C. Soares. 

  

International Journal of Molecular Science, 2017, 18(2), 402; 
 

In this study, we focus on the in silico Comparative genomics, Reverse vaccinology, Subtractive 

genomics and Molecular docking analysis for the drug and vaccine target identification. We 

compared 13 strains of Treponema pallidum for comparative analysis. We identified 837 Core-

genes and considering human as a host, 567 conserved non-host homologous proteins were 

identified. Further, using subtractive genomics and reverse vaccinology approach we identified 15 

putative antigenic proteins and 6 drug targets which were essential for the bacteria. Identified drug 

target were subjected to virtual screening using 28 Natural compounds library. This can be used as 

candidate therapeutic targets in future against syphilis. 
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Abstract: Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) are caused by a wide variety of bacteria, viruses, and
parasites that are transmitted from one person to another primarily by vaginal, anal, or oral sexual
contact. Syphilis is a serious disease caused by a sexually transmitted infection. Syphilis is caused by
the bacterium Treponema pallidum subspecies pallidum. Treponema pallidum (T. pallidum) is a motile,
gram-negative spirochete, which can be transmitted both sexually and from mother to child, and can
invade virtually any organ or structure in the human body. The current worldwide prevalence
of syphilis emphasizes the need for continued preventive measures and strategies. Unfortunately,
effective measures are limited. In this study, we focus on the identification of vaccine targets
and putative drugs against syphilis disease using reverse vaccinology and subtractive genomics.
We compared 13 strains of T. pallidum using T. pallidum Nichols as the reference genome. Using
an in silicoapproach, four pathogenic islands were detected in the genome of T. pallidum Nichols.
We identified 15 putative antigenic proteins and sixdrug targets through reverse vaccinology and
subtractive genomics, respectively, which can be used as candidate therapeutic targets in the future.

Keywords: sexually transmitted infections (STIs); drug target; vaccine target

1. Introduction

Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) are triggered by a number of bacteria, viruses, and parasites
that are transferred mainly by vaginal, anal, or oral sexual contact between people. Different STIs can
be existent or transmitted instantaneously, and such infections can trigger other STIs [1]. The World
Health Organization (WHO) has reported more than 30 different bacteria, viruses, and parasites that
are responsible for disease transmission through sexual contact.

Syphilis is among the most severe sexually transmitted infections (STIs) caused by the
Treponema pallidum subspecies pallidum, a motile, gram-negative spirochete bacterium [2]. The annual
estimated frequency of infectious syphilis is 36 million cases and over 11 million new infections; thus,
it is an important public health burden globally [3]. Furthermore, the number of cases increased 10-fold
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in the last 15 years, with 4317 newly reported infections in 2014. This number is the highest it has been
in the last 40 years and was mainly observed among men who have sex with men (MSM) [2].

If not properly treated, syphilis can cause long-term problems. It is important to screen women
for syphilis during pregnancy to provide rapid treatment and to avoid congenital infections. Syphilis
is a globally reemerging infection, as recently observed in the United States and Italy. Asian, African,
and Latin American countries have high syphilis occurrences and are motivated to control prenatal
care [4,5]. According to the Ministry of Health, in Brazil, 50,000 pregnant women are diagnosed with
syphilis annually. The prevalence ranges from 1.1% to 11.5%, depending on maternal schooling and
prenatal care. As a result, almost 12,000 infants are born with congenital syphilis each year [4]. In Brazil,
the regulation of syphilis is one of the goals of the Pact for Health project initiated by the World Health
Organization (WHO) for the elimination of congenital syphilis [4].

Despite sevendecades of penicillin use for the treatment of syphilis infections, T. pallidum exhibits
complete sensitivity to this antibiotic. An increase in treatment complexity has led to the use of
azithromycin as an oral antibiotic. However, over the last few decades, resistance against macrolides
has been reported in many countries and at present, macrolides are not recommended for the cure
or prophylaxis of syphilis [6]. The recent global prevalence of syphilis elicits a need for sustained
preventive measures and strategies. Unfortunately, effective measures are inadequate. Relevant
application of chemicals, antibiotics, lotions, creams, and thorough washing with soap and water after
sexual contact are ineffective. The development of an effective vaccination appears to be the only
alternative for the control of syphilis in the future. In spite of intense research for developing proper
syphilis treatments, restricted progress has been noticed [7]. There are recent cases of emergence
reported in several countries including Norway [8], China [9], the United States, Western Europe [10],
and Martinique [11]. Although in today’s drug discovery process, high-throughput techniques and
synthetic chemistry accelerate the process dramatically, it still takes 10–15 years to introduce a new
drug to the market and therefore, a large investment is required [12].

The first step in the drug and vaccine discovery process is target identification. With the
advent of new sequencing technologies and the deluge of genomic data, scientists are able to use
computational methods to rapidly identify new targets, which are more time and cost effective
than old approaches. Computational methods (i.e., subtractive genomics) are broadly used in this
process. Recently, working with bacterial pathogens using an in silico approach, a large number
of targets have been identified that are either resistant to drugs or for which no appropriate
vaccine is available [13]. Reverse vaccinology is a conventional and popular approach in the
post-genomic era for the prompt identification of novel vaccine targets [14,15]. Approaches, such as
comparative and subtractive genomics and differential genome analyses [16], are being widely
utilized for target identification in several human pathogens, including Mycobacterium tuberculosis [17],
Helicobacter pylori [18], Burkholderia pseudomallei [19], Pseudomonas aeruginosa [20], Salmonella typhi [21],
and Neisseria gonorrhoeae [22]. Generally, the principle behind these approaches is the identification
of gene/protein targets that are essential for the survival of the pathogen but are not homologous
to genes/proteins of the host [23]. Nevertheless, the identified targets may have a certain degree of
homology with the host protein and are essential for the survival of the pathogen; hence, they can
also be selected for structure-based selective inhibitor development as an additional molecular target.
The differences in the active sites or other pockets with suitable druggability of the pathogenic protein
could play an important role when compared to the host protein [24,25]. In this study, we mainly focus
on the in silico identification of putative vaccine and drug targets against syphilis disease using reverse
vaccinology and subtractive genomics. The goal was to identify plant-derived new lead antimicrobial
compounds, and the proposed drug molecules show favorable interactions, lowered energy values,
and high complementarity with the predicted targets.
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2. Result and Discussion

The total number of proteins described in each of the following sections and all the methodologies
used in our work are described on the workflow in Figure 1.
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2.1. Identification of Intra-Species Conserved Non-Host Homologous Proteinsand Pathogenicity Islands 

We compared 13 Treponema pallidum strains (Table 1) using Treponema pallidum Nichols as the 
reference using the orthoMCL software [26]. Coding DNA sequences (CDSs) shared by all species 
were considered a part of the core genome. Considering the human genome as the host genome, a 
set of 565 conserved non-host homologous proteins were identified. The prediction of genomic 
islands (GIs) was subsequently performed. GIs are gene clusters, usually >8 kb in size, likely 
acquired via horizontal gene transfers (HGT), and often playing a role in the environmental or host 
adaptation of bacteria. GIs significantly influence bacterial evolution and provide further insight in 

Figure 1. Complete workflow with the number of genes selected in each step and methodologies
used. The sentences in black describe the analyses made and the software used in each step.
The sentences in red represent the number of proteins selected in each step. CDS = coding DNA
sequence; MVD = Molegro Virtual Docker.

2.1. Identification of Intra-Species Conserved Non-Host Homologous Proteinsand Pathogenicity Islands

We compared 13 Treponema pallidum strains (Table 1) using Treponema pallidum Nichols as the
reference using the orthoMCL software [26]. Coding DNA sequences (CDSs) shared by all species
were considered a part of the core genome. Considering the human genome as the host genome, a set
of 565 conserved non-host homologous proteins were identified. The prediction of genomic islands
(GIs) was subsequently performed. GIs are gene clusters, usually >8 kb in size, likely acquired via
horizontal gene transfers (HGT), and often playing a role in the environmental or host adaptation of
bacteria. GIs significantly influence bacterial evolution and provide further insight in differentiating
bacterial species and strains. For T. pallidum Nichols strains, 10 putative GIs were identified through
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the Genomic Island Prediction Software (GIPSy) [27], using Treponema denticola as a closely related,
non-pathogenic organism. Of the 10 GIs, four are classified as pathogenicity islands (PAIs), i.e., they
present high concentrations of virulence factors and are absent in the aforementioned closely related
non-pathogenic organism (Figure 2).

Table 1. Genomic features of all T. pallidum (Tp) strains.

Strain Size (Mb) GC% Gene Protein

Tp_Nichols 1.13 52.80 1044 970
Tp_Sea81-4 1.13 52.80 1032 931

Tp_SS14 1.13 52.80 1042 971
Tp_Chicago 1.13 52.80 1030 969
Tp_SamoaD 1.13 52.80 1027 971

Tp_CDC2 1.13 52.80 1030 973
Tp_Gautheir 1.13 52.80 1029 971

Tp_DAL1 1.13 52.80 1030 969
Tp_MexicoA 1.14 52.80 1029 968

Tp_Fribourg-Blanc 1.14 52.80 1030 970
Tp_SS14 (14.8.2015) 1.13 52.80 1029 970

Tp_BosniaA 1.13 52.80 1027 970
Tp_pallidum 1.13 52.70 1033 964
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Figure 2. Genomic islands (GIs) of T. pallidum Nichols strains as predicted by the genomic
island prediction software (GIPSy) using Treponema denticola as a closely related non-pathogenic
organism. The outermost circle highlighted in red shows the four pathogenicity islands from 10 GIs.
Guanine-Cytosine (GC) content is shown in black.

2.2. Assessment of Essential Genes

Essentiality analysis identifies significant genes required for pathogen survival such as adhesion,
entry into the host, infection, and persistence in the host [13]. The conserved 565 non-hosts homologous
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proteins were subjected to the Database of Essential Genes (DEG) for the identification of essential
proteins, through which a final set of 268 proteins was obtained (Table S1). Essential proteins are
necessary for the survival of pathogen within the host. When these essential proteins are declared to
be virulent, they can be of vital significance to unveil novel therapeutic targets. There is a probability
of essential proteins to be conserved among various populations and species because of their vital
roles in various pathways for pathogen survival [13,28]. Virulence is the characteristic of a pathogen
responsible for causing severe human diseases. In the present study, these properties have been given
high priority to identify potential vaccine candidates computationally. Although only 268 proteins
were identified as essential by DEG, we considered all 565 proteins for our analyses.

2.3. Prediction of Candidate Vaccine Target for T. pallidum

The subcellular localization of conserved non-hosts homologous proteins of T. pallidum strains
were predicted with the SurfG+ software [29]. We classified 207 gene products as putative
surface-exposed (PSE) proteins, secreted proteins, or membrane proteins (Table 2). The proteins
predicted by SurfG+ were further analyzed with the software Vaxign [30] for antigenic properties with
adhesion probabilities greater than 0.51, resulting in the detection of three proteins in the T. pallidum
strains Nichols (Table 3). We found that out of these three proteins, Tp_Nichols141 and Tp_Nichols797
were hypothetical proteins. Tp_Nichols141 belongs to the pathogenicity island 1 (Figure 2). When
the adhesion probability threshold was >0.4, we also identified 12 more proteins that can also be
considered potential vaccine candidates against T. pallidum.

Table 2. Subcellular location of Treponema pallidum (Tp) strain proteins.

Localization Number of Proteins

Cytoplasmic Protein 358
Membrane Protein 83

PSE a 88
Secreted Protein 36

a Putative Surface Exposed.

Previous studies have shown the importance of targeting proteins involved in the capability of
T. pallidum to invade host tissues and to evade the functional immune response, contributing to its
persistence during the “latency” stage. Most of the described gene targets code for proteins responsible
for the attachment to extracellular matrix bridges (Tp0136, TP0155, Tp0483, and Tp0751), such as the
low density integral Outer Membrane Proteins (OMPs) [6]. Briefly, in our predictions of good vaccine
targets, we have identified Tp_Nichols350 and TpNichols852 with similarities to two previously
described OMPs (TP0453 and Tp_0326), along with two additional OMP domain containing proteins:
Tp_Nichols797 and Tp_Nichols141. Interestingly, both Tp_Nichols797 and Tp_Nichols141 presented
adhesion probabilities higher than 0.5 and should be given priority in in vitro assays.
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Table 3. Putative antigenic proteins of Treponema pallidum (Tp) identified using Vaxign.

Tp_Nichols Protein ID Gene Name Subcellular
Localization

SignalP Result
(Cleavage Site)

TMHMM
Result InterProScan (Domain) Gene Product Adhesion

Probability

Tp_Nichols797 WP_010882178.1 - SEC Yes
(between 25 and 26) TMH = 0

Outer membrane protein/outer
membrane enzyme PagP,

beta-barrel—IPR011250 (65–219)
Hypothetical protein 0.552

Tp_Nichols141 WP_014342713.1 - PSE No TMH = 1
Outer membrane protein/outer

membrane enzyme PagP,
beta-barrel—IPR011250 (100–225)

Hypothetical protein 0.525

Tp_Nichols466 WP_010881878.1 ntpK MEM No TMH = 4
V-ATPase proteolipid subunit

C-like domain—IPR002379
(76–138)

Two-sector ATPase,
V(0) subunit K 0.590

Tp_Nichols930 WP_010882306.1 slyD PSE No TMH = 1
Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase,

FKBP-type,
N-terminal—IPR000774 (66–143)

FKBP-type peptidyl-prolyl
cis-trans isomerase SlyD 0.488

Tp_Nichols471 WP_010881883.1 nlpE SEC Yes
(between 23 and 24) TMH = 0 No Copper resistance

lipoprotein NlpE 0.475

Tp_Nichols650 WP_010882040.1 - PSE No TMH = 2 Domain of unknown function
DUF2147—IPR019223 (71–193) Hypothetical Protein 0.474

Tp_Nichols1046 WP_010882416.1 ftr1 MEM No TMH = 6 No Conserved hypothetical integral
membrane protein 0.44

Tp_Nichols52 WP_010881498.1 TPANIC_0600 PSE No TMH = 1 Duplicated hybrid
motif—Ipr011055 (196–355) Zinc metalloprotease 0.428

Tp_Nichols610 WP_010882004.1 - SEC No TMH = 1 Zinc finger,
CHCC-type—IPR019401 (8–34) Hypothetical Protein 0.425

Tp_Nichols323 WP_010881746.1 - SEC No TMH = 1 Sporulation-related
domain—IPR007730 (172–252) Hypothetical Protein 0.41

Tp_Nichols852 WP_010882234.1 TP_0453 SEC Yes
(between 23 and 24) TMH = 0 No Outer membrane protein TP0453 0.408

Tp_Nichols350 WP_014342788.1 tp92 SEC Yes
(between 37 and 38) TMH = 1 Bacterial surface antigen

(D15)—IPR000184 (478–849)
Putative outer membrane

protein assembly factor TP_0326 0.405

Tp_Nichols98 WP_010881537.1 - PSE No TMH = 0 No Hypothetical Protein 0.401

Tp_Nichols347 WP_010881771.1 TP_0323 MEM No No
Ribose/galactose ABC
transporter, permease

protein (RbsC-2)
0.401

Tp_Nichols362 WP_010881783.1 TPANIC_0335 MEM No TMH = 2 No Putative membrane protein 0.401

SEC = secreted; PSE = Putative surface exposed; MEM = Membrane; TMH = Transmembrane Helix, TMHMM = Transmembrane Helix prediction server, based on a hidden Markov model.
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2.4. High Throughput Structural Modeling

The main focus of this study was to find candidate vaccine targets. However, according to
Caroline et al., 2014 [6], the difficulty in curing syphilis is due to the vilification of many antibiotics for
treatment or prophylaxis. Our contributionsincludetheprediction of some novel drug targets against
Treponema pallidum. For this, the identified 565 conserved non-host homologous Treponema pallidum
proteins were submitted to MHOLline [31] an online web tool, to predict the modelome. MHOLline
utilizes multi-fasta files of amino acids as an input data and then uses HMMTOP, BLAST, BATS,
MODELLER, and PROCHECK programs for the detailed analyses. The program HMMTOP detects
transmembrane regions. The BLAST algorithm is used to identify the template structure by performing
a random search against the Protein Data Bank. BATS (Blast Automatic Targeting for Structures)
carries out the refinement in the template search and it is a key step for the model construction.
BATS refinement identifies sequences that make the modeling possible by selecting a template from
a BLAST output file using their BATS scores, expectation values, identity, and sequence similarity as
criteria, as well as considering the number of gaps and the alignment coverage. BATS selects the best
template for 3D model generation and performs automated alignment using the MODELLER program.
Furthermore, it gathers all the BLAST output files into four distinctive groups (i.e., G0, G1, G2, and G3)
according to the following criteria: G0 = unaligned sequence; G1 = E-value > 10 × 10−5 or identity
<15%; G2 = E-value ≤ 10 × 10−5 and identity ≥25% AND LVI ≤ 0.7; G3 = E-value ≤ 10 × 10−5

and identity ≤15% and <25% OR LVI (Length Variation Index) >0.7. Only the first three distinct
quality G2 model groups were taken into consideration in this study; these were: 1—very high quality
model sequences (identity ≥75%) (LVI ≤ 0.1), 2—high quality model sequences (identity ≥50%) and
<75%) (LVI ≤ 0.1), and 3—good quality model sequences (identity ≥50%) (LVI > 0.1 and ≤0.3) [31]).
Therefore, all the considered protein 3D models were constructed from sequences for which their
template is available with identity ≥50%. We found 26 proteins (8 very high, 12 high, and 6 good) in
the first 3 distinct quality G2 model groups.

The membrane and cell wall associated proteins are, theoretically, more exposed as targets than
the cytoplasmic drug targets. However, membrane proteins are difficulty to purify and assay [32].
Cytoplasmic membrane proteins are also very important for the physiology of bacteria, as they are
involved in many important metabolic functions. Therefore, the membrane, putative surface exposed,
and secreted proteins are better applicable as targets for reverse vaccinology, whereas the pivotal role
of cytoplasmic proteins in maintenance of cell viability makes them more favorable as drug targets [33].
Out of the 26 proteins, only cytoplasmic proteins that were present in any GIs were selected as
candidate drug targets. Six proteins that were also present in the 268 proteins were identified as
essential in the DEG analyses and were considered for the target prioritization and docking studies
(Table 4).

The outer membrane may pose a barrier for drugs to gain access to cytoplasmic targets. However,
small molecules are able to gain access to the periplasm through porins and reach the cytoplasm.
In previous studies, it was shown that one of the pore forming OMPs, OmpF, has an exclusion limit of
600 Daltons, for example, which is used by ions, amino acids, and small sugars as a means to reach
the periplasm [34]. The molecular weight of the compounds used here varies from ~275.1 g/mol
(liriodenine) to~488.7 g/mol (jacarandic acid) and they may also be able to use porins to gain access to
the periplasm. Alternatively, the use of nanoparticles as delivery systems or a combined treatment,
such as with polymyxins and derivatives that increase the permeability of the outer membrane,
may also help in overcoming the outer membrane barrier [35].
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Table 4. Drug target prioritization parameters and functional annotation of the six non-homologous putative targets.

Locus Tag, Gene,
and Protein ID Official Full Name Mol. Wt (KDa) a Functions b Cellular

Component c Pathways d Virulence e DEG Analyses

Tp_Nichols130, uvrB,
WP_010881565.1

UvrABC system
protein B 76.19

MF: ATP (Adenosine triphosphate)
binding, DNA binding, excinuclease

ABC activity, helicase activity. BP:
nucleotide-excision repair, SOS response.

Cytoplasm Unknown Yes Essential gene

Tp_Nichols593, Pfp,
WP_010881989.1

Pyrophosphate-fructose
6-phosphate

1-phosphotransferase
62.43 – Cytoplasm Glycolysis Yes Essential gene

Tp_Nichols609, asnA,
WP_010882003.1

Aspartate-ammonia
ligase 36.86

MF: Aminoacyl-tRNA ligase activity,
aspartate-ammonia ligase activity, ATP
binding.BP: L-asparagine biosynthetic

process, tRNA aminoacylation for
protein translation.

Cytoplasm L-asparaginebiosynthesis Yes Essential gene

Tp_Nichols754, recA,
WP_010882137.1 Protein RecA 45.33

MF: ATP binding, damaged DNA binding,
DNA-dependent ATPase activity, single

stranded DNA binding.BP: DNA
recombination, DNA repair, SOS response.

Cytoplasm Unknown Yes Essential gene

Tp_Nichols990, Ndh,
WP_010882364.1

NADH (Nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide)

dehydrogenase
48.64

MF: flavin adenine dinucleotide binding,
NADH dehydrogenase activity.BP: cell

redox homeostasis.
Cytoplasmic Unknown Yes Essential gene

Tp_Nichols1011, Dxs,
WP_010882382.1

1-deoxy-D-xylulose-
5-phosphate synthase 129.82

MF: 1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-phosphate
synthase activity, magnesium ion binding,

thiamine pyrophosphate binding.BP:
1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-phosphate
biosynthetic process, terpenoid
biosynthesis process, Thiamine

biosynthesis process.

Cytoplasmic
1-deoxy-D-xylulose

5-phosphate
biosynthesis

Yes Essential gene

a Molecular weight was determined using the ProtParam tool [36]; b Molecular function (MF) and biological process (BP) for each target protein was determined using UniProt; c Cellular
localization of pathogen targets was performed using SurfG+; d KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) was used to find the role of these targets in different cellular pathways;
e PAIDB (PAthogenisity Island DataBase) and GIPSy were used to check if the putative targets are involved in pathogen virulence. DEG = Database of Essential Genes; MF = Molecular
function; BP = Biological process.
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2.5. Analyses of Non-Host Homologous Targets and Molecular Docking

In molecular docking, lower energy scores represent better protein-ligand bindings compared
to higher energy values [37]. We considered the lower MolDock score and the interaction with the
residues that were involved in the active site of the target for the prediction of therapeutic candidates.
For each target protein (uvrB, pfp, asnA, recA, ndh, and dxs), a library of 28 natural compounds were
docked to examine each molecule one-by-one for the selection of the final set of promising molecules
that showed favorable interactions with the active site residues of targets. The biological importance
for each target is described here (Table 4) along with an analysis of the predicted protein-ligand
interaction(s). The name of the molecules, MolDock scores for the selected ligands, and the number of
predicted hydrogen bonds with the active residues involved in these interactions are shown below for
each target protein (Table 5). The predicted configurations of one of the best-docked molecules are also
shown for each pathogen target in Figure 3A–F.
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Figure 3. 3D graphic representation of the docking analyses for the most druggable protein
cavity of drug target. (A) Tp_Nichols130 (uvrB, Uvr ABC system protein B) with potamogetonin
(CID 5742898); (B) Tp_Nichols593 (pfp, pyrophosphate—fructose 6-phosphate 1-phosphotransferase)
with jacarandic acid (CID 73645); (C) Tp_Nichols609 (asnA, aspartate-ammonia ligase) with
leptophyllin B (CID 10447482); (D) Tp_Nichols754 (recA, RecA protein) with dihydrochelirubine
(CID 440589); (E) Tp_Nichols9904 (ndh, NADH dehydrogenase) with leptophyllin B (CID 10447482);
(F) Tp_Nichols1011 (dxs 1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-phosphate synthase) with pinoresinol (CID 234817).

Based on a structural comparison with a crystallographic structure of the uvrB template
(2d7d, uvrB from Bacillus subtilis), the active site residues involved in H-bond interactions with the
crystallographic ligand adenosine-5′-diphosphate are Phe10, Gln11, Gln16, Gly41, Gly43, and Arg541.
One of these residues, Gly41, was predicted to make hydrogen bonds to the ligand potamogetonin
(CID 5742898) with a MolDock score of −97.81. Similarly, for the target pfp template (2F48,
Borrelia burgdorferi), the active site residues involving in H-bond interactions are Lys211, Pro210,
Asp214, Gly90, Tyr434, Arg154, Met259, Arg261, and Glu320. The residue Lys211 interacts with
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jacarandic acid (CID 73645) and pinoresinol (CID 234817) with MolDock scores of −62.15 and −112.67,
respectively. The compound leptophyllin B (CID 10447482) interacts with the identified active site
residues Ser111, Cys113, Asp115, Tyr218, and Ser251of asnA (PDB ID: 12AS from Escherichia coli) and
Leu298, Asp32, and Asn36 of ndh (PDB Template ID: 2BC0 from Streptococcus pyogenes).

Interestingly, the drug molecule pinoresinol (CID234817) was predicted to show good results
against four of our targets uvrB, pfp, asnA, and dxs. Pinoresinol is a lignan, biphenolic compound
found in Araucaria araucana and Sambucus williamsii. It possesses bactericidal and fungicidal activities
and therapeutic potential as an antifungal agent for the treatment of fungal infectious diseases in
humans [38,39]. Thus, the identification of pinoresinol in our in silico study strengthens our protocol
and can be potentially used as a new drug for the treatment of syphilis.

Table 5. The MolDock scores of natural compounds and predicted hydrogen bonds for the selected
best-ranked molecules against each drug target.

Compounds Name MolDock Score Number of H-Bond Residues Interacting

Tp_Nichols130 (UvrB, Uvr ABC System Protein B)

Diospyrin (CID 308140)
MW: ~374.3 g/mol −119.83 4 Gly506, Asp508

Pinoresinol (CID 234817)
MW: ~358.4 g/mol −114.82 2 His64, Asp508

Potamogetonin (CID 5742898)
MW: ~314.4 g/mol −97.81 4 Gly41, Lys44, Gly506, Asp508

Tp_Nichols593 (pfp, Pyrophosphate-fructose 6-phosphate 1-phosphotransferase)

Pinoresinol (CID 234817)
MW: ~358.4 g/mol −112.67 5 Ser88, Lys211, Gly260, Glu320

Jacarandic acid (CID 73645)
MW: ~488.7 g/mol −62.15 7 Ser88, Ser186, Gly183, Lys211, Glu320, Ser396

Texalin (CID 473253)
MW: ~266.3 g/mol −91.57 4 Gly90, Thr212, Ser186, Ile213

Tp_Nichols609 (asnA, Aspartate-ammonia ligase)

Leptophyllin B (CID 10447482)
MW: ~299.4 g/mol −141.21 5 Ser111, Cys113, Asp115, Tyr218, Ser251

Pinoresinol (CID 234817)
MW: ~358.4 g/mol −132.814 5 Ser49, Lys77, Ser251, Arg255

Liriodenine (CID 10144)
MW: ~275.1 g/mol −95.65 2 Lys77, Arg255

Tp_Nichols754 (recA, Protein RecA)

Dihydrochelirubine (CID 440589)
MW: ~363.4 g/mol −138.94 4 Gly84, Lys85, Ser83, Thr86

Piperine (CID 638024)
MW: ~285.3 g/mol −17.14 5 Ser83, Gly84, Lys84, Gln207, Gly279

Rhein (CID 10168)
MW: ~284.2 g/mol −96.11 7 Ser83, Gly84, Thr86, Tyr116, Asn254, Gly279

Tp_Nichols990 (ndh, NADH dehydrogenase)

Leptophyllin B (CID 10447482)
MW: ~299.4 g/mol −122.62 4 Leu298, Asp32, Asn36

Dicentrinone (CID 177744)
MW: ~335.3 g/mol −111.09 4 Arg33, Ala11

Isosakuranetin (CID 160481)
MW: ~286.3 g/mol −109.35 3 Arg33, Ala11, Cyc42

Tp_Nichols1011 (dxs, 1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-phosphate synthase)

Pinoresinol (CID 234817)
MW: ~358.4 g/mol −146.18 5 Asp978, Thr1006, Thr32, Arg115

Piperine (CID 638024)
MW: ~285.3 g/mol −131.40 3 Thr32, Arg115, Trp980

Berberine (CID 2353)
MW: ~336.4 g/mol −115.94 3 Thr32, Gly979, Asn1011

MW = molecular weight; CID = PubChem Compound Identifier.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Selection of Data

The genome sequences of all 13 strains of T. pallidum were retrieved from the NCBI
(National Center for Biotechnology Information) server [40]. For homogeneity in the functional
annotation, all genomes were annotated using the RAST server (RapidAnnotationsusing
SubsystemsTechnology) [41]. Furthermore, these annotated genome sequences were used for analysis.

3.2. Identification of Intra-Species Conserved Non-Host Homologous Proteins

In comparative genomics, the orthologous genes are clustered to obtain a framework to integrate
information from multiple genomes, highlighting the conservation and divergence of gene families
and biological processes. For pathogens, clustering orthologs can facilitate drug and/or vaccine targets
identification. We compared 13 strains of Treponema pallidum using Treponema pallidum Nichols as the
reference genome, using orthoMCL software [26] with an E-value of 1 × 10−50. CDSs shared by all
strains were considered a part of the core genome. The possible candidates for drugs and/or vaccines
should be non-homologues to human proteins; thus, autoimmunity is avoided, and an accurate
immune response is elicited against the targeted pathogen. Accordingly, these core genes were
subjected to orthoMCL software (E-value = 1 × 10−50) against the human genome for the identification
of non-host homolog targets.

3.3. Identification of Pathogenicity Islands

Knowledge about pathogenicity islands, the virulence factors they encode, their mobility, and
their structure is not only helpful in understanding the bacterial evolution and their interactions with
eukaryotic host cells, but may also facilitate in providing delivery systems for vaccination and tools
for the development of new approaches for treating bacterial infections [28]. The identification of
pathogenicity islands in the genome of T. pallidum Nichols was performed with GIPSy (Genomic Island
Prediction Software) [27] through the detection of regions presenting: deviations in genomic signature
(i.e., anomalous G+C and/or codon usage deviation); presence of transposase, virulence or flanking
tRNA genes; and absence in the non-pathogenic organism Treponema denticola.

3.4. Assessment of Essential Genes

A subtractive genomics approach was followed to identify conserved targets that were essential to
the bacteria [13]. The set of core conserved proteins of T. pallidum Nichols was subjected to the Database
of Essential Genes (DEG) [42] for homology analyses. The DEG contains experimentally validated
data from bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes that are comprised of currently reported essential genomic
elements including protein-coding genes that are indispensable to support cellular life. The cut-off
values used for BLASTp were: E-value = 0.0001, bit score =100, and identity = 25% [15,18,30].

3.5. Reverse Vaccinology Approach for Prediction of Putative T. pallidum Vaccine Targets

For potential vaccine targets, subcellular localization and the secretion of pathogenic proteins are
important factors for consideration, where secreted and membrane proteins are the first to be in contact
with the host, eliciting an immune response. Therefore, the prediction of the exoproteome or secretome,
composed of the proteins localized in the extracellular matrix or outer membrane of the organism, is
highly valuable for reverse vaccinology strategies. In combination with subtractive proteomics, reverse
vaccinology can provide a more reliable output compared to screening of the whole data set without
considering prioritizing parameters [13]. The non-host homologous conserved proteome of T. pallidum
Nichols was screened using SurfG+ software [29] to identify secreted proteins, membrane proteins,
and putative surface exposed proteins. We searched for cleavage sites and transmembrane helices in
all 15 proteins using SignalP [43] and TMHMM (Transmembrane Helix prediction server, based on
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a hidden Markov model) [44], respectively, and we also predicted the presence of functional domains
for all the 15 proteins with InterProScan, which uses several databases for domain prediction [45].
The dataset was screened by Vaxign [30] by searching for proteins with the following features: major
histocompatibility complex (MHC I) and (MHC II) binding properties, an adhesion probability greater
than 0.51, and no similarity to host proteins.

3.6. High Throughput Structural Modeling

MHOLline [31] was used to predict the modelome (complete set of protein 3D models for the
whole conserved core non-host homologous proteome). MHOLline utilizes multi-fasta files of amino
acids as input data and then uses HMMTOP, BLAST, BATS, MODELLER, and PROCHECK programs
for the detailed analyses. The program HMMTOP detects transmembrane regions [46]. The BLAST
algorithm is used to identify template structure by performing random searches against the Protein
Data Bank [47]. BATS (Blast Automatic Targeting for Structures) performs the refinement in the
template search; its use represents a key step for the model construction. BATS refinement identifies
sequences that make the modeling possible by selecting templates from the BLAST output file using
their BATS scores, expectation values, identity, and sequence similarity as criteria as well as considering
the number of gaps and the alignment coverage. BATS selects the best template for 3D model
generation and performs automated alignment used by the MODELLER program. The adopted
methodology was revised accordingly from the original work by Hassan et al. [46].

3.7. Ligand Libraries and Docking Analyses

The ligand libraries of 28 natural compounds presented by Tiwari et al., 2014 [48] were used
for the docking analysis. The 3D structures of all target proteins were carefully examined for
structural errors (wrong bonds, missing atoms, and protonation states) in the MVD (Molegro Virtual
Docker) [37]. The active side residues of the target proteins were identified by comparing its
3D structure to the respective templates. Furthermore, taking identified cavities from a template
used in a grid for molecular docking. The program includes three search algorithms for molecular
docking analyses, namely MolDock Optimizer [37], MolDock Simplex Evolution (SE), and Iterated
Simplex (IS). We employed the MolDock Optimizer search algorithm, which is based on a differential
evolutionary algorithm, using the default parameters, that are (a) population size = 50; (b) scaling
factor = 0.5; and (c) crossover rate = 0.9. The 3D poses of docked molecules were analyzed in
Chimera [49]. Molecular function (MF) and biological process (BP) for each target protein were
determined using UniProt [41]. The biochemical pathway of these proteins were checked using
KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) [50], SurfG+ software [29], and virulence using
GIPSy [31]. The final list of targets was based on 12 criteria, as described earlier in [13,46].

4. Conclusions

Here, the genomic information was used with the aim of determining the conserved proteome of
13 strains of Treponema pallidum in a search for regions of genome plasticity. Moreover, we used reverse
vaccinology and subtractive genomics to predict new antigenic/drug targets, which can be used in
the development of new vaccines and drugs for Treponema pallidum. After a detailed in silico analysis
between host and pathogen proteins, we suggest that the identified non-host homologous proteins
could be considered for prophylaxis of syphilis due to further experimental validations.

Supplementary Materials: Supplementary materials can be found at www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/18/2/402/s1.
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DEG AC Number

DEG10270504; DEG10070115; DEG10060157; DEG10140014; 

DEG10250450; DEG10350141; DEG10350142

DEG10240265; DEG10310059; DEG10350106; DEG10070101; DEG10410479; DEG10360122; DEG10400014; DEG10200445; DEG10260042; 

DEG10150183; 

DEG10030266; DEG10410274; DEG10220041; DEG10340155; DEG10230304; DEG10260026; DEG10280038; 

DEG10180477; DEG10020243; DEG10240033; DEG10020295; DEG10050416; DEG10020060; 

DEG10030043; DEG10370123; DEG10210106; DEG10410438; DEG10200343; DEG10400434; DEG10280453; DEG10070176; DEG10010106; DEG10120112; DEG10380132; DEG10170067; 

DEG10160051; DEG10030497; DEG10230118; DEG10340177; DEG10250222; DEG10190152; DEG10280461; DEG10220200; DEG10330052; DEG10300023; DEG10230314; DEG10350300; 

DEG10140080; DEG10170051; DEG10340084; DEG10200353; DEG10050446; DEG10060240; DEG10230230; DEG10220243; DEG10020053; 

DEG10340273; DEG10220094; DEG10390051; 

DEG10410333; DEG10140073; 

DEG10280307; DEG10050531; DEG10100069; DEG10410056; DEG10250105; DEG10010166; 

 DEG10080040; DEG10410465; DEG10400083; DEG10100070; 

DEG10350224; 

 DEG10180476; DEG10220248; DEG10340510; DEG10230134; DEG10390151; 

DEG10110223; DEG10300086; 

DEG10260103; DEG10300085; 

DEG10130141; DEG10280018; DEG10100054; DEG10070085; DEG10270078; DEG10250080; DEG10200388; DEG10050142; DEG10310144; DEG10410477; 

DEG10050448; DEG10060055; DEG10020228; DEG10020066; DEG10270219; 

DEG10130374; DEG10400645; 

DEG10400645; 

DEG10280385; 

DEG10410180; DEG10240229; DEG10200162; 

DEG10330271; DEG10240354; DEG10350415; DEG10150311; DEG10290352; DEG10400176; DEG10180563; DEG10320322; DEG10020115; DEG10010112; DEG10230163; DEG10270254; DEG10170136; DEG10160267; DEG10250266;

DEG10390197; DEG10240346; DEG10160263; DEG10360211; DEG10080222; DEG10330266; DEG10350412; DEG10400170; DEG10270112; DEG10290021; DEG10250122; DEG10130047; DEG10310052; DEG10030046; DEG10120340; DEG10220333; DEG10230159; DEG10200385; DEG10410420; DEG10050240; DEG10280259; DEG10340490; DEG10190275; 

DEG10170041; DEG10120338; DEG10060064; DEG10240344; DEG10410418; DEG10280261; DEG10340488; DEG10370057; DEG10290023; DEG10250124; DEG10210147; DEG10020044; DEG10130049; DEG10140007; DEG10030048; DEG10220331; DEG10230158; DEG10010025; DEG10400168; DEG10380054; DEG10360209; DEG10150031; 

DEG10170042; DEG10120337; DEG10240343; DEG10160261; DEG10410417; DEG10060295; DEG10330264; DEG10350410; DEG10180569; DEG10290024; DEG10020045; DEG10140108; DEG10320329; DEG10200082; DEG10280380; DEG10030049; DEG10250127; DEG10100090; DEG10010026; DEG10310054; DEG10210112; DEG10400167; DEG10360208; DEG10130050; DEG10190276; 

DEG10200239; DEG10350049; DEG10290076; DEG10050029; DEG10170229; DEG10240052; DEG10310167; 

DEG10200477; DEG10380087; DEG10120357; DEG10140097; DEG10360316; DEG10240272; DEG10220347; DEG10340350; DEG10230082; DEG10140165; DEG10280102; DEG10290065; DEG10120308; DEG10100196; DEG10250235; DEG10020238; DEG10270230; DEG10350110; DEG10160253; DEG10330256; DEG10140079; DEG10410077; DEG10370086; DEG10030039; DEG10320314; 

DEG10170170; DEG10120048; DEG10290176; DEG10160080; DEG10150154; DEG10130054; DEG10270493; DEG10050057; DEG10080172; DEG10330082; DEG10350296; DEG10250531; DEG10020141; DEG10410208; DEG10240207; DEG10180325; DEG10100434; DEG10010141; DEG10210216; DEG10360082; DEG10190127; DEG10380239; DEG10320177; DEG10280394; DEG10200360; DEG10140058; DEG10070243; DEG10030246; 

DEG10340398; DEG10230115; DEG10180135; DEG10310048; DEG10220461; DEG10080042; DEG10310129; 

DEG10100608; DEG10170191; DEG10380106; DEG10010155; DEG10070190; DEG10210108; DEG10220173; DEG10190177; DEG10340369; DEG10240013; DEG10270680; DEG10130266; DEG10050575; DEG10250763; DEG10350016; DEG10230097; DEG10400204; DEG10180455; DEG10160212; DEG10370102; DEG10410210; DEG10320244; DEG10110168; DEG10330215;

DEG10240406; DEG10200475; DEG10230274; DEG10270685; DEG10390016; DEG10020017; DEG10100611; DEG10250768; DEG10410075; DEG10030778; DEG10170347; DEG10350423; DEG10240364; DEG10340115; DEG10280299; DEG10220036;

DEG10200476; DEG10030779; DEG10180197; DEG10270326; DEG10260032; DEG10340116; DEG10350495; DEG10190099; DEG10100612; DEG10080211; DEG10290241; DEG10250769; DEG10250359; DEG10410076; DEG10270686; DEG10060381; DEG10100296; DEG10220037; DEG10280298; 

DEG10400418; 

DEG10400141; DEG10400602; DEG10110109; DEG10410042; 

DEG10370161; DEG10130351; DEG10200198; DEG10240027; DEG10160282; DEG10150013; DEG10400501; DEG10220340; DEG10050210; DEG10280005; DEG10290390; DEG10360016; DEG10030027; DEG10390202; DEG10070106; DEG10320302; DEG10190247; DEG10380175; DEG10330286; DEG10120179; DEG10340544; DEG10410277; DEG10170116; DEG10210059; DEG10180537; 

DEG10140113; DEG10060221; DEG10180129; DEG10140085; 

DEG10350322; DEG10410550; DEG10030351; DEG10030188; DEG10270161; 

DEG10290066; DEG10130055; DEG10150266; DEG10390179; DEG10010210; DEG10170251; DEG10210144; DEG10360246; DEG10220306; DEG10080143; 

DEG10060096; 

DEG10390232; DEG10290055; DEG10370222; DEG10140283; DEG10230143; DEG10060252; DEG10400379; DEG10250677; DEG10030513; DEG10020203; DEG10160324; DEG10350395; DEG10190206; DEG10410223; DEG10100547; DEG10240314; DEG10200336; DEG10130409; DEG10010215; DEG10330328; DEG10120077; DEG10050287; DEG10210213; DEG10340456; DEG10360188; DEG10270606; DEG10380231; DEG10280132; DEG10220395; DEG10320266; DEG10170258; 

DEG10060096; 

DEG10400239; DEG10390027; DEG10350253; DEG10120316; DEG10290158; DEG10190036; DEG10160041; DEG10240241; DEG10320040; DEG10360142; DEG10230236; DEG10150100; DEG10110020; DEG10030442; DEG10220052; DEG10180046; DEG10410328; DEG10330042; DEG10200256; DEG10280066; DEG10130201; 

http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10150183&db=p
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DEG10190184; DEG10400074; DEG10080192; DEG10390002; DEG10120163; DEG10200390; DEG10100569; DEG10360272; DEG10330229; DEG10140307; DEG10410199; DEG10160226; DEG10380004; DEG10110173; DEG10290109; DEG10240299; DEG10340120; DEG10130342; DEG10350095; DEG10350460; DEG10250704; DEG10400244; DEG10370004; DEG10220007; DEG10230277; DEG10020038; DEG10060369; DEG10030130; 

DEG10360085; DEG10150148; 

DEG10200112; 

DEG10060176; DEG10050080; DEG10050199; DEG10340089; DEG10180012; DEG10260015; DEG10050020; DEG10080123; DEG10050140; DEG10250308; DEG10180402; DEG10270289; DEG10390086; DEG10080162; DEG10140111; DEG10220151; 

DEG10290363; DEG10330019; DEG10030478; DEG10050409; DEG10290366; DEG10230206; DEG10190015; DEG10050055; DEG10410439; DEG10380041; DEG10230209; DEG10130482; DEG10320019; DEG10100324; DEG10170261; DEG10380174; DEG10240111; DEG10120133; DEG10010217; DEG10400435; DEG10340062; DEG10340060; DEG10010104; DEG10310136; DEG10220122; DEG10160018; DEG10150250; DEG10280455; DEG10270375; DEG10070186; DEG10360222; DEG10180020; DEG10370046; DEG10200344; DEG10070140; DEG10210060; DEG10250406; DEG10370160; DEG10110010; DEG10020208; DEG10210157; DEG10290323; 

DEG10130456; DEG10290367; DEG10330015; DEG10240107; DEG10010244; DEG10400038; DEG10190011; DEG10210168; DEG10280457; DEG10370172; DEG10220118; DEG10380186; DEG10020107; DEG10250410; DEG10320015; DEG10100328; DEG10170127; DEG10070014; DEG10400066; DEG10120138; DEG10030481; DEG10340063; DEG10410442; DEG10150253; DEG10270379; DEG10010103; DEG10270233; DEG10160014; DEG10250239; DEG10200348; DEG10230210; DEG10360226; DEG10380033; DEG10370040; DEG10350383; DEG10170069; 

DEG10180514; DEG10030148; DEG10310010; DEG10150269; 

DEG10130307; DEG10410038; DEG10400544; DEG10240123; DEG10100390; DEG10280435; DEG10250475; DEG10350372; DEG10270445; 

DEG10250599; DEG10270549; DEG10100493; 

DEG10110115; DEG10300014; 

DEG10350262; DEG10020122; DEG10070066; DEG10140282; DEG10240232; DEG10010121; DEG10410529; 

DEG10150282; DEG10160086; DEG10400078; DEG10010011; DEG10230027; DEG10350026; DEG10120025; DEG10360259; DEG10330088; DEG10280476; DEG10200164; DEG10250187; DEG10100152; DEG10240030; DEG10270184; DEG10030425; DEG10220218; DEG10050577; DEG10340305; DEG10180205; DEG10320164; DEG10190102; DEG10290329; 

DEG10390023; DEG10170028; DEG10250189; DEG10340167; DEG10220047; 

DEG10130378; DEG10340189; DEG10030433; DEG10010016; DEG10380003; DEG10200391; DEG10160048; DEG10410198; DEG10230081; DEG10210005; DEG10360135; DEG10310193; DEG10330049; DEG10180053; DEG10390263; DEG10290165; DEG10400286; DEG10170031; DEG10150106; DEG10100571; DEG10250706; DEG10120282; DEG10370003; DEG10320047; DEG10350269; DEG10220438; DEG10240224; DEG10020037; DEG10190043; 

DEG10400071; DEG10260035; DEG10390172; DEG10270340; DEG10030473; DEG10270575; DEG10150247; DEG10120164; DEG10230302; DEG10360217; DEG10160023; DEG10250638; DEG10370198; DEG10200375; DEG10130107; DEG10170070; DEG10140027; DEG10020064; DEG10060054; DEG10330024; DEG10290357; DEG10240117; DEG10100514; DEG10010243; DEG10250368; DEG10380210; DEG10220292; DEG10190021; DEG10180026; DEG10020297; DEG10320024; DEG10410125; DEG10210052; 

DEG10140046; DEG10380036; DEG10060261; 

DEG10060188; DEG10340068; DEG10330009; DEG10160008; DEG10250416; DEG10140189; DEG10100333; 

DEG10130457; DEG10380166; DEG10340078; DEG10330014; DEG10290368; DEG10290369; DEG10240106; DEG10330013; DEG10220249; DEG10010070; DEG10400378; DEG10190009; DEG10230225; DEG10220247; DEG10020229; DEG10190010; DEG10220117; DEG10150255; DEG10280458; DEG10180016; DEG10200350; DEG10370152; DEG10320013; DEG10320014; DEG10250411; DEG10250412; DEG10100329; DEG10210067; DEG10030482; DEG10340064; DEG10120135; DEG10230282; DEG10410443; DEG10150254; DEG10410444; DEG10010102; DEG10160012; DEG10160013; DEG10200349; DEG10360227; DEG10230211; DEG10110006; DEG10080121; DEG10360228; DEG10400459; DEG10070206; DEG10280459; DEG10350384; DEG10170291; DEG10390067; 

DEG10290361; DEG10400077; DEG10030476; DEG10340058; DEG10350377; DEG10310087; DEG10280450; DEG10230204; DEG10410436; DEG10160020; DEG10230243; DEG10110012; DEG10340449; DEG10150249; DEG10390105; DEG10370158; DEG10390072; DEG10020109; DEG10380171; DEG10200186; DEG10330021; DEG10240114; DEG10050412; DEG10220183; DEG10120031; DEG10010108; DEG10360221; DEG10190017; DEG10200340; DEG10180023; DEG10070205; DEG10220124; DEG10130479; DEG10320021; DEG10010198; DEG10170130; DEG10280075; 

DEG10340057; DEG10290360; DEG10400616; DEG10350376; DEG10030475; DEG10070204; DEG10310088; DEG10140186; DEG10230203; DEG10410435; DEG10160021; DEG10190018; DEG10110013; DEG10200339; DEG10370157; DEG10100322; DEG10210062; DEG10380170; DEG10330022; DEG10240115; DEG10050413; DEG10120032; DEG10010109; DEG10080167; DEG10360220; DEG10060191; DEG10180024; DEG10280449; DEG10130478; DEG10250404; DEG10020110; DEG10320022; DEG10170131; 

DEG10080058; DEG10320221; 

DEG10350013; DEG10180554; DEG10100295; 

DEG10270526; DEG10240293; DEG10100470; DEG10030353; DEG10350216; DEG10250570; 

DEG10400612; DEG10010201; DEG10270244; DEG10160266; DEG10340092; DEG10170123; DEG10320323; DEG10180565; DEG10380043; DEG10030020; DEG10020105; DEG10250249; DEG10150278; DEG10130441; DEG10120263; DEG10230235; DEG10310212; DEG10330270; DEG10370048; DEG10280419; DEG10070223; DEG10290016; DEG10210156; DEG10190271;

DEG10330129; DEG10320102; DEG10020122; DEG10160127; DEG10060185; DEG10010121; 

DEG10130097; DEG10170232; DEG10270478; DEG10050106; DEG10150077; DEG10270477; DEG10390219; DEG10240149; DEG10130098; DEG10400035; DEG10400036; DEG10310147; DEG10200292; DEG10200291; DEG10220367; DEG10410306; DEG10320051; DEG10320052; DEG10410305; DEG10180073; DEG10180074; DEG10110030; DEG10160171; DEG10160172; DEG10240150; DEG10290273; DEG10120246; DEG10120245; DEG10280196; DEG10280197; DEG10190048; DEG10250508; DEG10250509; DEG10350349; DEG10190047; DEG10140255; DEG10330174; DEG10330175; DEG10360166; 

DEG10130097; DEG10170232; DEG10190048; DEG10270477; DEG10180074; DEG10050106; DEG10250508; DEG10150077; DEG10110030; DEG10390219; DEG10220367; DEG10240149; DEG10410305; DEG10400035; DEG10320052; DEG10120245; DEG10140255; DEG10160171; DEG10330174; DEG10280197; DEG10200291; 

 DEG10170303; DEG10370121; DEG10380128; DEG10270603; DEG10160225; DEG10360270; DEG10320250; DEG10100543; DEG10250671; DEG10290111; DEG10010066; DEG10110172; DEG10330228; DEG10050536; DEG10220246; DEG10130474; 

DEG10110061; DEG10050085; 

DEG10290292; DEG10390008; DEG10340117; DEG10220025; 

DEG10050119; 

DEG10050061; DEG10030729; 

DEG10030559; DEG10380085; DEG10200418; DEG10380087; DEG10060328; DEG10150334; DEG10200416; DEG10080206; DEG10120357; DEG10120359; DEG10210080; DEG10130026; DEG10410045; DEG10350417; DEG10310006; DEG10290397; DEG10290395; DEG10130028; DEG10400094; DEG10250245; DEG10140165; DEG10400598; DEG10280104; DEG10280102; DEG10410043; DEG10240358; DEG10240356; DEG10250243; DEG10100205; DEG10100207; DEG10060330; DEG10270239; DEG10030561; DEG10070182; DEG10370084; DEG10070184; DEG10360329; DEG10360331; DEG10140095; DEG10140097; DEG10140079; DEG10270237; DEG10370086; DEG10210078; DEG10140273; DEG10350419; 

DEG10030559; DEG10380085; DEG10200418; DEG10380087; DEG10060328; DEG10150334; DEG10200416; DEG10360331; DEG10120357; DEG10120359; DEG10210080; DEG10130026; DEG10250245; DEG10350417; DEG10310006; DEG10290397; DEG10350419; DEG10130028; DEG10400094; DEG10410045; DEG10140165; DEG10400598; DEG10280104; DEG10280102; DEG10250243; DEG10100207; DEG10240356; DEG10410043; DEG10100205; DEG10210078; DEG10240358; DEG10060330; DEG10270239; DEG10030561; DEG10070182; DEG10270237; DEG10070184; DEG10360329; DEG10080206; DEG10140095; DEG10140079; DEG10140097; DEG10370086; DEG10370084; DEG10140273; DEG10290395; 

DEG10220316; DEG10240021; DEG10390185; DEG10340150; DEG10150029; DEG10400453; DEG10360213; DEG10200268; DEG10130129; DEG10230303; DEG10350021; 

DEG10060159; DEG10070076; DEG10270505; DEG10390149; DEG10140198; DEG10170007; DEG10340403; DEG10060304; DEG10250547; DEG10210155; DEG10140272; DEG10220244; DEG10100448; 

DEG10120306; DEG10030174; DEG10280205; DEG10320219; DEG10160185; DEG10230262; DEG10250356; DEG10170103; DEG10330187; DEG10290142; DEG10310078; DEG10240154; DEG10070061; DEG10130261; DEG10340416; DEG10380134; DEG10220140; DEG10210118; DEG10370125; DEG10360109; DEG10100292; DEG10350348; DEG10180410; DEG10390081; DEG10190160; DEG10010092; 

DEG10070066; 

DEG10130094; DEG10400193; DEG10270515; DEG10010176; DEG10310085; DEG10220209; DEG10240275; DEG10340514; DEG10250555; DEG10390125; DEG10230133; DEG10030163; DEG10330060; DEG10290283; DEG10320200; DEG10120242; DEG10150083; DEG10350114; DEG10160059; DEG10190145; DEG10200113; DEG10410126; DEG10180382; DEG10360161;

DEG10060021; DEG10020233; DEG10400425; DEG10140121; 

DEG10010033; DEG10130313; DEG10340492; DEG10230160; DEG10060366; DEG10170048; DEG10170049; DEG10050638; DEG10020086; DEG10020099; DEG10030135; DEG10360266; DEG10220422; DEG10010032; DEG10410411; DEG10110190; DEG10280185; DEG10100449; DEG10350413; DEG10270119; DEG10180509; DEG10150286; DEG10130146; DEG10370036; DEG10340483; DEG10390199; DEG10200009; DEG10140160; DEG10350405; DEG10070012; DEG10330302; DEG10320291; DEG10390163; DEG10300067; DEG10270506; DEG10060071; DEG10120051; DEG10290087; DEG10220335; DEG10120365; DEG10230154; DEG10160298; DEG10210198; DEG10100099; DEG10220276; DEG10050188; DEG10200381; DEG10380031; DEG10350406; DEG10360202; DEG10190231; DEG10260053; DEG10400224; DEG10140071; DEG10250132; DEG10390253; DEG10290030; DEG10140150; DEG10130059; DEG10250549; DEG10020051; DEG10020174; DEG10020052; 

DEG10010167; DEG10140034; 

DEG10050444; DEG10220254; DEG10270327; DEG10100297; DEG10250360; DEG10230257; DEG10180218; DEG10340427; DEG10390153; 

 DEG10270034; DEG10250032; DEG10100016; DEG10030084; DEG10060285; 

DEG10060174; DEG10100231; DEG10250271; DEG10020104; DEG10270258; DEG10180295; 

http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10200112&db=p
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10050119&db=p
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10070066&db=p


DEG10140081; DEG10060294; DEG10180359; DEG10030589; DEG10220242; DEG10020202; 

DEG10080094; DEG10220077; DEG10410367; DEG10250500; DEG10290246; 

 DEG10120215; DEG10130353; DEG10240367; DEG10100370; DEG10010179; DEG10210086; DEG10060211; DEG10230266; DEG10320247; DEG10170208; DEG10140167; DEG10200373; DEG10370090; DEG10250453; DEG10380091; DEG10050169; DEG10270420; DEG10220377; DEG10400324; DEG10180456; DEG10360024; DEG10160216; DEG10020170; DEG10070161; DEG10410216; DEG10290119; DEG10330219; 

DEG10220437; DEG10230042; 

DEG10200186; DEG10340449; DEG10160241; DEG10400077; DEG10060246; DEG10330244; DEG10190198; DEG10290351; DEG10150262; DEG10180486; DEG10350009; DEG10230243; DEG10360243; DEG10390105; DEG10210188; DEG10220183; DEG10010198; DEG10030073; DEG10310027; DEG10280075; DEG10240007; 

DEG10400076; DEG10200187; DEG10190197; DEG10240006; DEG10160240; DEG10290350; DEG10340448; DEG10180485; DEG10330243; DEG10010197; DEG10360242; DEG10220184; DEG10050016; DEG10230244; DEG10280076; 

DEG10400655; DEG10300030; 

DEG10250692; DEG10200090; DEG10280383; 

DEG10260067; DEG10050201; DEG10120193; DEG10300004; DEG10380035; 

DEG10020250; DEG10380237; DEG10120209; DEG10360106; DEG10370225; DEG10060151; DEG10350194; DEG10060341; DEG10150123; DEG10020222; DEG10230224; DEG10200440; DEG10020067; 

DEG10160121; DEG10200017; DEG10190085; DEG10350053; DEG10150272; DEG10290308; DEG10270682; DEG10130011; DEG10250765; DEG10320109; DEG10410478; DEG10330123; DEG10360251; DEG10400515; DEG10110070; DEG10180175; DEG10030145; 

 DEG10250511; DEG10310228; DEG10290232; DEG10400206; DEG10180312; 

DEG10170140; 

 DEG10200087; DEG10300095; DEG10200130; DEG10300076; DEG10200128; DEG10200422; DEG10170010; DEG10400235; DEG10110029; DEG10350488; DEG10340402; DEG10400403; DEG10350451; DEG10010262; DEG10410096; DEG10130463; DEG10260096; DEG10410472; DEG10250729; 

DEG10170021; DEG10160163; DEG10380161; DEG10030223; DEG10220190; DEG10320058; DEG10140019; DEG10400233; DEG10270651; DEG10210104; DEG10360058; DEG10240256; DEG10020026; DEG10070050; DEG10190054; DEG10410135; DEG10330166; DEG10290186; DEG10390111; DEG10250726; DEG10010009; DEG10180088; DEG10010007; DEG10120034; DEG10030388; DEG10200037; DEG10280012; DEG10290244; DEG10070046; DEG10370147; DEG10230084; DEG10280073; DEG10210151; DEG10100587; 

DEG10330018; DEG10290364; DEG10030479; DEG10120272; DEG10050408; DEG10270376; DEG10230207; DEG10190014; DEG10130483; DEG10320018; DEG10370159; DEG10100325; DEG10210061; DEG10180019; DEG10400595; DEG10380173; DEG10240110; DEG10170183; DEG10340061; DEG10010105; DEG10150251; DEG10390070; DEG10160017; DEG10360223; DEG10410440; DEG10220121; DEG10110009; DEG10200345; DEG10070141; DEG10250407; DEG10350380; DEG10020154;

DEG10220359; DEG10390216; 

DEG10140194; DEG10350297; DEG10290217; DEG10180585; DEG10410268; DEG10270470; DEG10200101; DEG10060017; DEG10100408; DEG10400665; DEG10240206; DEG10020167; DEG10120006; DEG10030245; DEG10250496; DEG10170204; DEG10070028; 

DEG10400199; 

DEG10400534; 

DEG10200195; DEG10410374; DEG10030494; DEG10170210; DEG10130096; DEG10170194; DEG10390005; DEG10060007; DEG10100373; DEG10280349; DEG10150241; DEG10400402; DEG10120258; DEG10310082; DEG10070211; DEG10130311; DEG10350005; DEG10230249; DEG10340440; DEG10410037; DEG10360036; DEG10240278; DEG10140144; DEG10380040; DEG10220019; DEG10220018; DEG10180396; DEG10360159; DEG10170349; DEG10180380; DEG10050356; DEG10020161; DEG10010182; DEG10250457; DEG10320198; DEG10060268; DEG10400041; DEG10290279; DEG10010162; DEG10110143; DEG10160061; DEG10340439; DEG10270425; DEG10210158; DEG10050005; DEG10260085; DEG10180543; DEG10160053; DEG10100299; DEG10320205; DEG10150084; DEG10230250; DEG10380059; DEG10250362; DEG10370045; DEG10190143; DEG10200205; DEG10240204; DEG10140023; DEG10330062; DEG10190149; DEG10330054; DEG10290131; DEG10380130;

DEG10070151; DEG10380154; DEG10010211; DEG10340339; DEG10170253; DEG10370140; DEG10210089; DEG10050344; DEG10020197; DEG10230009; DEG10140243; 

DEG10350352; DEG10170234; DEG10220179; DEG10030355; DEG10410191; DEG10390102; DEG10300026; DEG10070007;

DEG10080174; DEG10190195; DEG10270215; DEG10380241; DEG10180482; DEG10160238; DEG10290343; DEG10250223; DEG10330241; DEG10100181; DEG10030114; DEG10290342; 

DEG10290304; DEG10280274; DEG10230107; DEG10190003; DEG10150268; DEG10130450; DEG10200408; DEG10250208; DEG10310114; DEG10330005; DEG10050358; DEG10340387; DEG10030149; DEG10270197; DEG10360247; DEG10320007; DEG10010177; DEG10160005; DEG10220132; DEG10120094; DEG10180008; 

DEG10050140; DEG10260015; 

DEG10310181; 

DEG10050178; 

DEG10060305; DEG10140285; 

DEG10220343; DEG10390204; 

DEG10170091;

DEG10240141; 

DEG10290256; DEG10180128; 

DEG10220344; DEG10390205;

DEG10340132; DEG10160089; DEG10230286; DEG10340070; DEG10400547; DEG10370126; DEG10010242; DEG10100500; DEG10050564; DEG10270559; DEG10170297; DEG10250614; DEG10130286; DEG10200238; DEG10220263; DEG10350279; DEG10320232; DEG10060216; DEG10330201; DEG10070056; DEG10030423; DEG10370075; DEG10170071; DEG10140028; DEG10070038; DEG10020065; DEG10410133; DEG10360152; DEG10150279; DEG10100198; DEG10120325; DEG10210114; DEG10380135; DEG10290326; DEG10230217; DEG10020235; DEG10010255; DEG10270231; DEG10120035; DEG10400107; DEG10210093; DEG10160198; DEG10360257; DEG10200114; DEG10190105; DEG10410257; DEG10380074; DEG10320161; DEG10220446; DEG10240308; DEG10280423; DEG10330091; DEG10110165; DEG10130472; DEG10250236; DEG10390270;

DEG10230049; DEG10210115; DEG10390019; DEG10240026; DEG10330294; DEG10280268; DEG10060239; DEG10070070; DEG10400440; DEG10350024; DEG10110193; DEG10200459; DEG10280321; DEG10020124; DEG10350369; DEG10370131; DEG10080130; DEG10020123; DEG10160183; DEG10340351; DEG10380066; DEG10230083; DEG10170147; DEG10240125; DEG10210140; DEG10180523; DEG10180407; DEG10320298; DEG10190240; DEG10120191; DEG10140264; DEG10130268; DEG10270524; DEG10170146; DEG10330185; DEG10340288; DEG10120343; DEG10010122; DEG10010123; DEG10400644; DEG10160290; DEG10190158; DEG10380142; DEG10100467; DEG10060035; DEG10050261; DEG10320217; DEG10220251; DEG10290384; DEG10290133; DEG10220042; DEG10070065; DEG10410057; DEG10250568; DEG10410065; DEG10030018; DEG10370067; DEG10390152; DEG10140132; DEG10030109; DEG10200455; DEG10250567; 

DEG10110050; 

DEG10170216; 

DEG10280042; DEG10240032; DEG10060067; DEG10380067; DEG10020068; DEG10140279; DEG10370068; DEG10350027; DEG10170072; 

DEG10100608; DEG10170191; DEG10380106; DEG10010155; DEG10070190; DEG10210108; DEG10220173; DEG10190177; DEG10350016; DEG10240013; DEG10270680; DEG10130266; DEG10050575; DEG10250763; DEG10340369; DEG10230097; DEG10400204; DEG10180455; DEG10160212; DEG10370102; DEG10410210; DEG10320244; DEG10110168; DEG10330215;

DEG10350254; DEG10290157; DEG10300060; DEG10190035; DEG10160040; DEG10100455; DEG10030443; DEG10410329; DEG10250556; DEG10340371; DEG10330041; 

DEG10330038; DEG10120317; DEG10270516; DEG10010133; DEG10320037; DEG10050291; DEG10290156; DEG10350255; DEG10150099; DEG10340372; DEG10190032; DEG10250557; DEG10200257; DEG10280065; DEG10130200; DEG10390142; DEG10310179; DEG10030444; DEG10400387; DEG10220234; DEG10160037; DEG10240240; DEG10360143; DEG10410330; DEG10180043; 

DEG10290155; DEG10340119; DEG10270517; DEG10390001; DEG10130199; DEG10120046; DEG10010132; DEG10110019; DEG10320039; DEG10100456; DEG10150098; DEG10190034; DEG10380221; DEG10200258; DEG10250558; DEG10020133; DEG10240239; DEG10330040; DEG10170160; DEG10370211; DEG10030445; DEG10350256; DEG10210194; DEG10220006; DEG10230276; DEG10280064; DEG10160039; DEG10140177; DEG10310180; DEG10360144; DEG10180045; 

DEG10030734; DEG10100215; DEG10340077; DEG10330114; DEG10210103; DEG10050394; DEG10020083; DEG10350028; DEG10220139; DEG10270222; DEG10400139; DEG10350153; DEG10360293; DEG10130324; DEG10300045; DEG10120209; DEG10350194; DEG10280318; DEG10280312; DEG10050262; DEG10260086; DEG10180475; DEG10050060; DEG10320118; DEG10020078; DEG10170084; DEG10030320; DEG10340052; DEG10060049; DEG10270247; DEG10370038; DEG10370226; DEG10370225; DEG10200234; DEG10020061; DEG10120195; DEG10250284; DEG10200440; DEG10150305; DEG10330141; DEG10390033; DEG10240034; DEG10360240; DEG10350225; DEG10030508; DEG10180300; DEG10230197; DEG10050366; DEG10160112; DEG10390080; DEG10020057; DEG10330238; DEG10020298; DEG10290348; DEG10290264; DEG10030366; DEG10400541; DEG10320087; DEG10230224; DEG10050425; DEG10050424; DEG10300071; DEG10410262; DEG10300105; DEG10020287; DEG10100243; DEG10010236; DEG10150163; DEG10150164; DEG10060150; DEG10060151; DEG10180323; DEG10270271; DEG10160138; DEG10220062; DEG10160235; DEG10250253; DEG10050585; DEG1007014

DEG10340054; DEG10360165; DEG10030158; DEG10060277; DEG10350470; DEG10250595; DEG10050462; DEG10220155; DEG10020180; DEG10410264; DEG10350293; DEG10200232; DEG10270654; DEG10020079; DEG10240212; DEG10250285; DEG10100244; DEG10100490; DEG10320201; DEG10010234; DEG10100590; DEG10170226; DEG10400433; DEG10130211; DEG10290203; DEG10380133; DEG10270547; DEG10120177; DEG10280316; DEG10370124; DEG10210119; DEG10080067; DEG10250730; DEG10180388; DEG10160058; DEG10230199; DEG10350281; DEG10330059; DEG10070166; DEG10170086; DEG10390088; DEG10400485; DEG10110161; DEG10140059; DEG10010191; 

http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10170140&db=p
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10400199&db=p
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10400534&db=p
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10310181&db=p
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10050178&db=p
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10170091&db=p
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10240141&db=p
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10110050&db=p
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10170216&db=p


DEG10170087; DEG10100245; DEG10010233; DEG10400446; DEG10250286; 

DEG10220021; 

DEG10410550; DEG10030188; DEG10270161; 

DEG10060185; 

DEG10170233; DEG10410192; DEG10160083; DEG10350353; DEG10250510; DEG10070009; DEG10330085; DEG10210007; DEG10340021; DEG10080186; DEG10110113; DEG10300027; DEG10220302; 

DEG10380081; DEG10230046; DEG10030205; DEG10100488; DEG10290269; DEG10250593; DEG10400065; DEG10050398; DEG10060214; DEG10410432; DEG10110138; DEG10140149; DEG10160066; DEG10220280; DEG10190139; DEG10240233; DEG10280518; DEG10200184; DEG10360057; DEG10330067; DEG10010081; DEG10390166; DEG10120301; DEG10340285; DEG10320193; DEG10020218; DEG10150213; DEG10180367; DEG10350260; DEG10140148; DEG10130131; DEG10070167; DEG10210131; DEG10170277; DEG10370080; 

DEG10010135; DEG10060022; DEG10200003; DEG10130165; DEG10220382; DEG10360078; DEG10370209; DEG10140265; DEG10180057; DEG10170162; DEG10160176; DEG10120228; DEG10230071; DEG10350091; DEG10210192; DEG10380219; DEG10320049; DEG10020135; DEG10150187; DEG10050066; DEG10330179; DEG10290240; DEG10240305; 

DEG10280390; DEG10200022; DEG10410536; 

DEG10350155;

DEG10350141; DEG10140158; DEG10060031; DEG10060030; DEG10180247; 

DEG10270436; DEG10410115; DEG10050061; DEG10400633; DEG10140157; DEG10100383; DEG10060031; DEG10030729; DEG10250469; DEG10270435; DEG10180247; DEG10100382; DEG10350141; DEG10180248; DEG10350142; DEG10180188; DEG10250468; 

DEG10180187; DEG10050163; 

DEG10130236; DEG10210186; DEG10170299; DEG10150018; DEG10250065; DEG10230088; DEG10160202; DEG10320236; DEG10370206; DEG10070138; DEG10310075; DEG10330205; DEG10240050; DEG10060015; DEG10010257; DEG10020239; DEG10030089; DEG10400366; DEG10290094; DEG10360022; DEG10180436; DEG10380216; DEG10140030; DEG10190169;

DEG10400250; DEG10060314;

DEG10020135; DEG10120128; DEG10230121; DEG10210088; DEG10400545; DEG10130253; DEG10060218; DEG10030435; DEG10330047; DEG10020201; DEG10140286; DEG10050250; DEG10400154; DEG10160046; DEG10360137; DEG10180051; DEG10380155; DEG10140265; DEG10240076; DEG10290164; DEG10410335; DEG10380219; DEG10010214; DEG10010135; DEG10340106; DEG10280230; DEG10210192; DEG10150104; DEG10220005; DEG10320045; DEG10190041; DEG10350070; DEG10170162; DEG10370209; DEG10250309; DEG10370141; DEG10200264; DEG10170256; DEG10270290; DEG10100255; DEG10070048; 

DEG10030734; DEG10100216; DEG10270457; DEG10340077; DEG10330114; DEG10180114; DEG10050394; DEG10350028; DEG10050540; DEG10270222; DEG10250225; DEG10250335; DEG10360055; DEG10120209; DEG10130277; DEG10350194; DEG10150123; DEG10180246; DEG10280312; DEG10180475; DEG10100446; DEG10360106; DEG10050060; DEG10400349; DEG10320118; DEG10410486; DEG10060049; DEG10350332; DEG10250613; DEG10080223; DEG10340219; DEG10190094; DEG10200440; DEG10330141; DEG10120347; DEG10240034; DEG10360240; DEG10030508; DEG10410541; DEG10050366; DEG10160112; DEG10050047; DEG10350071; DEG10070103; DEG10180185; DEG10130213; DEG10330238; DEG10020298; DEG10290348; DEG10030363; DEG10290264; DEG10400541; DEG10320087; DEG10350210; DEG10350143; DEG10300070; DEG10300071; DEG10410170; DEG10300105; DEG10050217; DEG10190072; DEG10020286; DEG10190077; DEG10200318; DEG10150163; DEG10150164; DEG10060150; DEG10400417; DEG10250487; DEG10250467; DEG10160138; DEG10300045; DEG10100399; DEG10160235; DEG10060095; DEG10050585; DEG10180596; DEG10020014; DEG1041045

 DEG10070209; DEG10030067; DEG10380208; DEG10010072; DEG10080161; DEG10270600; DEG10330338; DEG10230282; DEG10100540; DEG10400546; DEG10290334; DEG10250669; DEG10050568; DEG10210054; DEG10220247; 

DEG10130096; DEG10400041; DEG10380059; DEG10030494; DEG10130311; DEG10150286; DEG10200195; DEG10170194; DEG10390005; DEG10100373; DEG10120258; DEG10010182; DEG10150241; DEG10400402; DEG10350216; DEG10280349; DEG10310082; DEG10220018; DEG10050356; DEG10350005; DEG10230249; DEG10060268; DEG10360036; DEG10240278; DEG10160061; DEG10380040; DEG10220019; DEG10070211; DEG10180396; DEG10140009; DEG10360159; DEG10170349; DEG10070035; DEG10140144; DEG10240204; DEG10020161; DEG10140023; DEG10250457; DEG10400606; DEG10320198; DEG10330062; DEG10020128; DEG10240293; DEG10120365; DEG10290279; DEG10060007; DEG10010162; DEG10170152; DEG10170210; DEG10340439; DEG10270425; DEG10120110; DEG10360266; DEG10060274; DEG10050005; DEG10260085; DEG10180543; DEG10160053; DEG10100299; DEG10320205; DEG10340440; DEG10150084; DEG10230250; DEG10410374; DEG10250362; DEG10370045; DEG10190143; DEG10200205; DEG10180380; DEG10210158; DEG10110143; DEG10190149; DEG10330054; DEG10290131; DEG10380130; 

DEG10140033; DEG10010168; DEG10410311; DEG10350064; 

DEG10340109; DEG10230120; 

DEG10160189; DEG10400097; DEG10330191; DEG10280079; DEG10020142; DEG10080023; 

DEG10180134; DEG10250527; 

DEG10200177; 

DEG10170188; DEG10340270; DEG10220170; DEG10080098; DEG10410256; DEG10370167; DEG10410234; DEG10230032; DEG10050632; DEG10310062; DEG10050303; DEG10250014; DEG10390098; DEG10380182; 

DEG10230049; DEG10350369; DEG10170147; DEG10380142; DEG10330294; DEG10210115; DEG10280268; DEG10060239; DEG10230083; DEG10400440; DEG10350024; DEG10110193; DEG10320217; DEG10280321; DEG10020124; DEG10370131; DEG10080130; DEG10020123; DEG10160183; DEG10380066; DEG10070070; DEG10240125; DEG10210140; DEG10180523; DEG10180407; DEG10330185; DEG10190240; DEG10120191; DEG10030109; DEG10130268; DEG10390019; DEG10170146; DEG10320298; DEG10340288; DEG10120343; DEG10010122; DEG10010123; DEG10400644; DEG10160290; DEG10190158; DEG10240026; DEG10050261; DEG10220251; DEG10290384; DEG10220042; DEG10250568; DEG10070065; DEG10410057; DEG10200459; DEG10410065; DEG10030018; DEG10370067; DEG10390152; DEG10140132; DEG10140264; DEG10290133; DEG10270524; 

DEG10350484; 

DEG10320139; 

DEG10290275; DEG10030408; DEG10180329; 

DEG10310012; DEG10120127; DEG10320030; DEG10180035; DEG10370055; DEG10290125; 

DEG10030188; DEG10270161; 

DEG10180321; 

DEG10380239; DEG10250369; DEG10270341; 

DEG10190187; DEG10220350; DEG10160230; DEG10280432; DEG10320252; DEG10130364; DEG10170238; DEG10100393; DEG10240120; DEG10060197; DEG10400303; DEG10340142; DEG10390209; DEG10200050; DEG10330233; DEG10120165; DEG10010196; DEG10020185; DEG10030076; DEG10290320; DEG10140127; 

DEG10140244; DEG10020092; DEG10060348; DEG10200181; 

DEG10310176; 

DEG10020060; DEG10180477; DEG10020295; DEG10050416; 

DEG10240003; DEG10330331; DEG10060300; DEG10350179; DEG10010113; DEG10340404; DEG10400531; DEG10270171; DEG10050569; DEG10320263; DEG10310005; DEG10370165; DEG10230268; DEG10380180; DEG10070214; DEG10160327; DEG10250267; DEG10290009; DEG10190203; DEG10030007; DEG10070114; DEG10410137; DEG10210163; DEG10290147; DEG10390262; DEG10180489; DEG10100227; DEG10150004; DEG10020090; DEG10140017; DEG10230170; DEG10270255; DEG10050518; DEG10220436; DEG10240263; DEG10250176; DEG10180208; DEG10280463; DEG10360007; DEG10130497; DEG10170137; DEG10120183; 

DEG10050207; 

DEG10070241; 

DEG10050153; 

DEG10050590; 

DEG10240075; DEG10270444; DEG10340344; DEG10130350; DEG10390169; DEG10220285; DEG10400025; DEG10230005; DEG10250474; DEG10200449; DEG10280263; DEG10410240; DEG10310106; DEG10350068; DEG10100389; 

DEG10030734; DEG10320118; DEG10330114; DEG10330295; DEG10100381; DEG10050394; DEG10350028; DEG10220139; DEG10250225; DEG10400139; DEG10130324; DEG10120209; DEG10150123; DEG10180246; DEG10300009; DEG10260086; DEG10180475; DEG10100446; DEG10050060; DEG10400349; DEG10190094; DEG10020078; DEG10170084; DEG10350332; DEG10250613; DEG10370038; DEG10370226; DEG10370225; DEG10210103; DEG10200045; DEG10140106; DEG10320297; DEG10070110; DEG10200440; DEG10240034; DEG10160291; DEG10280312; DEG10030508; DEG10410541; DEG10160112; DEG10050047; DEG10350505; DEG10390080; DEG10360240; DEG10330238; DEG10290348; DEG10400541; DEG10050616; DEG10350210; DEG10350143; DEG10230224; DEG10050424; DEG10220079; DEG10220073; DEG10020286; DEG10150163; DEG10150164; DEG10060150; DEG10400417; DEG10170283; DEG10180323; DEG10210094; DEG10250467; DEG10300045; DEG10160235; DEG10060095; DEG10270643; DEG10070144; DEG10020013; DEG10060009; DEG10390040; DEG10180596; DEG10410457; DEG10270434; DEG10180214; DEG10070090; DEG10140305; DEG10350123; DEG1032025

DEG10270081; DEG10250086; DEG10100060; 

DEG10220354; DEG10350126; DEG10050077; 
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DEG10410383; DEG10280071; 

DEG10110224; DEG10240131; 

DEG10370073; DEG10170181; DEG10380072; 

DEG10050100; DEG10400449; DEG10030542; 

DEG10270431; 

DEG10240051; DEG10290010; DEG10200410; DEG10350047; 

DEG10020025; DEG10020076; 

DEG10350118; 

DEG10160166; DEG10170174; DEG10130437; DEG10240365; DEG10220460; DEG10100424; DEG10020094; DEG10400115; DEG10010170; DEG10320057; DEG10410175; DEG10330169; DEG10010146; DEG10110031; DEG10190052; DEG10020164; DEG10020147; DEG10050524; DEG10290144; DEG10120207; DEG10030185; DEG10270463; DEG10340128; DEG10390280; DEG10280198; DEG10150062; DEG10250489; DEG10360181; DEG10230281; DEG10180080; DEG10270486; DEG10250522; DEG10200302; 

DEG10370120; DEG10140152; DEG10390053; DEG10170304; DEG10220098; DEG10380127; DEG10340080; DEG10070191; DEG10060086; DEG10230227; 

DEG10200194; DEG10030493; DEG10320204; DEG10160054; DEG10070210; DEG10180394; DEG10010071; DEG10280427; DEG10190148; DEG10330055; DEG10170290; DEG10210053; 

DEG10060046; DEG10220298; DEG10340345; DEG10410283; DEG10300083; DEG10170083; DEG10140135; DEG10400451; DEG10050343; DEG10020075; 

DEG10120310; DEG10170097; 

DEG10060168; DEG10390221; DEG10310159; DEG10100040; DEG10170213; DEG10100375; DEG10020172; DEG10240158; DEG10380202; DEG10250458; DEG10210187; DEG10250062; DEG10400670; DEG10060011; DEG10140291; DEG10370192; DEG10400448; DEG10220371; DEG10290097; 

DEG10030595; DEG10100277; DEG10060164; DEG10010207; DEG10220197; DEG10400013; DEG10380102; DEG10360093; DEG10080017; DEG10170246; DEG10200124; DEG10340212; DEG10130386; DEG10070155; DEG10280284; DEG10390115; DEG10160094; DEG10290211; DEG10230016; DEG10140092; DEG10050473; DEG10120269; DEG10020191; DEG10190120; DEG10410014; DEG10210135; DEG10330096; DEG10180288; DEG10250342; DEG10320128; 

DEG10390230; DEG10220393; 

DEG10230179; DEG10340546; DEG10120279; DEG10100270; DEG10160196; DEG10180429; DEG10320230; DEG10050325; DEG10220176; DEG10130089; DEG10270309; DEG10250332; DEG10410509; DEG10360013; DEG10030142; DEG10330199; DEG10290126; DEG10280140; DEG10240069; DEG10190168; DEG10200081; 

DEG10400645; 

DEG10030719; DEG10260104; DEG10280426; 

DEG10100461; DEG10250563; DEG10050403; DEG10270521; 

DEG10130279; DEG10030055; DEG10120082; DEG10200432; DEG10190289; DEG10010073; DEG10310084; DEG10160341; DEG10080116; DEG10220220; DEG10320345; DEG10340108; DEG10180588; DEG10330346; DEG10100539; DEG10110222; DEG10170289; DEG10350050; DEG10410030; DEG10140037; DEG10390130; DEG10290075; 

DEG10240228; DEG10380213; DEG10320168; DEG10160084; DEG10150091; DEG10030387; DEG10330086; DEG10360150; DEG10010074; DEG10110106; DEG10410113; DEG10200015; DEG10180306; DEG10290242; DEG10070117; DEG10190124;

DEG10220128; DEG10400138; DEG10390076; 

DEG10290307; DEG10240063; DEG10220205; DEG10360250; DEG10160002; DEG10120109; DEG10370137; DEG10400132; DEG10130007; DEG10210100; DEG10280410; DEG10030146; DEG10390121; DEG10330002; DEG10170167; DEG10230136; DEG10270501; DEG10380150; DEG10100439; DEG10190001; DEG10340505; DEG10200098; DEG10180005; DEG10250541; DEG10320004; 

DEG10020138; DEG10130060; DEG10160221; DEG10330224; DEG10120364; DEG10030136; 

DEG10190183; DEG10130058; DEG10010136; DEG10350217; DEG10080305; DEG10370178; DEG10330226; DEG10160223; DEG10110171; DEG10410111; DEG10070137; DEG10250550; DEG10170163; DEG10340048; DEG10270507; DEG10220059; DEG10240294; DEG10060112; DEG10100450; DEG10120366; DEG10360267; DEG10200010; DEG10230194; DEG10020136; DEG10380191; DEG10140070; DEG10290113; DEG10310049; DEG10030134;

DEG10050580; DEG10140109; DEG10140292; 

DEG10240108; DEG10290366; DEG10330016; DEG10400420; DEG10200347; DEG10050407; DEG10190012; DEG10220119; DEG10230209; DEG10130040; DEG10180017; DEG10320016; DEG10170128; DEG10210060; DEG10350382; DEG10120139; DEG10380174; DEG10340062; DEG10010104; DEG10150255; DEG10160015; DEG10360225; DEG10110007; DEG10360228; DEG10070140; DEG10370160; DEG10390068; DEG10020108;

DEG10100464; DEG10060361; DEG10130447; DEG10380105; DEG10320214; DEG10330182; DEG10160180; DEG10020126; DEG10240191; DEG10210126; DEG10190156; DEG10180404; DEG10110150; DEG10010125; DEG10120328; DEG10270523; DEG10410064; DEG10400577; DEG10350309; DEG10370101; DEG10030112; DEG10140173; DEG10070040; DEG10290136; DEG10170150; DEG10250565; 

DEG10340104; 

DEG10390012; DEG10140153; DEG10400314; DEG10100183; DEG10200313; DEG10220030; 

DEG10140010; DEG10100061; DEG10120319; DEG10050440; DEG10100453; DEG10270511; DEG10250657; DEG10260099; DEG10160027; DEG10270085; DEG10110014; DEG10410047; DEG10180527; DEG10020166; DEG10350496; DEG10330028; DEG10290067; DEG10250088; DEG10240290; DEG10200427; DEG10140297; DEG10020096; DEG10060228; DEG10180029; DEG10270145; DEG10410239; DEG10400301; DEG10300048; DEG10200055; DEG10320027; DEG10120189; DEG10360065;

DEG10230242; DEG10340451; DEG10220045; 

DEG10350299; DEG10160052; DEG10030495; DEG10320207; DEG10230190; DEG10190151; DEG10240203; DEG10290129; DEG10330053; DEG10120310; DEG10180398; 

DEG10240108; DEG10290369; DEG10240105; DEG10130458; DEG10220249; DEG10400378; DEG10190009; DEG10230225; DEG10220117; DEG10280459; DEG10070075; DEG10200350; DEG10180016; DEG10320013; DEG10170105; DEG10250412; DEG10210060; DEG10030482; DEG10120133; DEG10340064; DEG10150255; DEG10410444; DEG10010102; DEG10210154; DEG10160012; DEG10370049; DEG10230211; DEG10110006; DEG10360228; DEG10330013; DEG10380045; DEG10350385; DEG10350382; DEG10390067;

DEG10270192; DEG10250198; 

DEG10340195; DEG10390037; DEG10110045; DEG10180408; DEG10220068; DEG10110108; 

DEG10270450; DEG10250480; 

DEG10360198; DEG10030531; DEG10150038; DEG10060128; DEG10400569; DEG10050271; DEG10080260; DEG10160306; DEG10370014; DEG10190223; DEG10390247; DEG10200141; DEG10280177; DEG10130426; DEG10240331; DEG10120059; DEG10010041; DEG10170328; DEG10230150; DEG10380012; DEG10250139; DEG10340475; DEG10350401; DEG10270127; DEG10410403; DEG10020272; DEG10220414; DEG10140235; DEG10210016; DEG10330310; DEG10320283; DEG10290038; DEG10100109; 

DEG10020299; 

DEG10070107; 

DEG10240349; DEG10310124; DEG10360335; DEG10120008; DEG10230024; DEG10050355; DEG10170293; DEG10350004; DEG10250770; DEG10220286; DEG10200106; DEG10380042; DEG10030001; DEG10270687; DEG10100613; DEG10400414; DEG10340307; DEG10160272; DEG10070108; DEG10110202; DEG10330276; DEG10080290; DEG10370047; DEG10190258; DEG10290001; DEG10410142; DEG10320311; 

DEG10110186; DEG10290039; DEG10360197; DEG10120060; DEG10150039; DEG10030530; DEG10050272; DEG10400568; DEG10370015; DEG10160307; DEG10250140; DEG10200142; DEG10060129; DEG10190222; DEG10390246; DEG10100110; DEG10170327; DEG10240330; DEG10130425; DEG10010042; DEG10020271; DEG10380013; DEG10220413; DEG10340474; DEG10410402; DEG10270128; DEG10140234; DEG10210017; DEG10280176; DEG10320282; DEG10330311; 

DEG10350155; 

DEG10050371; 
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DEG10020030; DEG10300079; DEG10050604; DEG10190180; 

DEG10100254; DEG10120107; DEG10250307; 

DEG10410169; DEG10350500; DEG10130392; DEG10170068; DEG10270248; DEG10350034; 

DEG10390109; DEG10220188; 

DEG10080230; 

DEG10080322; DEG10150265; DEG10050013; 

DEG10340360; DEG10050610; DEG10220143; DEG10390083; DEG10200118; 

DEG10240326; DEG10410397; DEG10150044; DEG10120065; DEG10400563; DEG10360196; DEG10050277; DEG10230149; DEG10020266; DEG10210020; DEG10340469; DEG10290044; DEG10200147; DEG10390243; DEG10320277; DEG10100115; DEG10140229; DEG10130420; DEG10170322; DEG10010047; DEG10060134; DEG10110185; DEG10030525; DEG10350400; DEG10080256; DEG10160312; DEG10190217; DEG10280171; DEG10220409; DEG10330316; 

DEG10110061; DEG10050085; 

DEG10320089; DEG10250414; DEG10270494; DEG10250047; DEG10130148; DEG10190073; DEG10370056; DEG10250533; DEG10230298; DEG10200461; DEG10330140; DEG10220084; DEG10030370; DEG10270381; DEG10100436; DEG10340146; DEG10360086; DEG10270051; DEG10270333; DEG10380053; DEG10270604; DEG10280400; DEG10250365; DEG10410070; DEG10100024; DEG10100331; 

DEG10220282; DEG10400340; 

 DEG10240325; DEG10130418; DEG10410395; DEG10180497; DEG10120067; DEG10360195; DEG10400562; DEG10050279; DEG10020264; DEG10290046; DEG10340467; DEG10220407; DEG10210021; DEG10270130; DEG10140227; DEG10280169; DEG10320275; DEG10100116; DEG10200149; DEG10010049; DEG10170320; DEG10060136; DEG10250142; DEG10310217; DEG10030523; DEG10160314; DEG10190215; DEG10330318; 

DEG10240028; DEG10130358; DEG10120234; DEG10150283; DEG10060065; DEG10400054; DEG10050135; DEG10220046; DEG10010014; DEG10280188; DEG10380002; DEG10080301; DEG10140309; DEG10210003; DEG10290108; DEG10170029; DEG10310030; DEG10100153; DEG10250188; DEG10340166; DEG10410508; DEG10270186; DEG10230315; DEG10360261; DEG10180202; DEG10320166; DEG10390022; DEG10190100; DEG10020035; DEG10070002; DEG10200078; 

DEG10310037; DEG10290301; DEG10280285; DEG10150059; DEG10320055; DEG10220178; DEG10340168; DEG10160168; DEG10240168; DEG10360183; DEG10400643; DEG10200169; DEG10330171; DEG10100407; DEG10070027; DEG10180077;

 DEG10240324; DEG10170319; DEG10130417; DEG10010050; DEG10360194; DEG10400561; DEG10230148; DEG10020263; DEG10120068; DEG10110184; DEG10340466; DEG10220406; DEG10370016; DEG10210022; DEG10270131; DEG10140226; DEG10320274; DEG10280168; DEG10100117; DEG10410394; DEG10350399; DEG10150046; DEG10290047; DEG10390241; DEG10060137; DEG10050280; DEG10180496; DEG10030522; DEG10380015; DEG10250143; DEG10160315; DEG10200150; DEG10190214; DEG10330319; 

DEG10010142; DEG10080128; DEG10220323; DEG10060105; 

DEG10160164; DEG10050571; DEG10410354; DEG10330167; 

DEG10050485; DEG10070194; 

DEG10380047; DEG10250484; DEG10270453; DEG10350099; DEG10410356; DEG10250483; DEG10050238; DEG10100398; DEG10270454; DEG10280090; DEG10400397; DEG10200285; DEG10400659; DEG10310021; DEG10170075; DEG10400658;

DEG10340394; DEG10170001; DEG10270001; DEG10050351; DEG10060380; DEG10020001; DEG10120001; DEG10400277; DEG10200005; DEG10180542; DEG10350003; DEG10280001; DEG10320309; DEG10250001; DEG10210001; DEG10140001; DEG10290004; DEG10030003; DEG10410001; DEG10240351; DEG10150001; DEG10230112; DEG10160275; DEG10010001; DEG10220001; DEG10370001; DEG10330279; DEG10190255; DEG10360001; DEG10100001; 

 DEG10170002; DEG10270002; DEG10380001; DEG10050350; DEG10120002; DEG10410002; DEG10200029; DEG10350002; DEG10130001; DEG10320308; DEG10250002; DEG10220383; DEG10210002; DEG10140002; DEG10290005; DEG10240352; DEG10390225; DEG10330280; DEG10230072; DEG10080082; DEG10160276; DEG10010002; DEG10340327; DEG10370002; DEG10360002; DEG10280290; DEG10190254; 

DEG10340135; DEG10270003; DEG10020002; DEG10110201; 

DEG10060003; DEG10390044; DEG10200196; DEG10290228; DEG10320187; DEG10170177; DEG10120126; DEG10230048; DEG10170005; DEG10330078; DEG10200197; DEG10270005; DEG10150117; DEG10180351; DEG10160208; DEG10190132; DEG10180449; DEG10020004; DEG10140142; DEG10370111; DEG10110131; DEG10280495; DEG10280027; DEG10210120; DEG10210122; DEG10250004; DEG10290331; DEG10390108; DEG10130327; DEG10140048; DEG10060172; DEG10330211; DEG10340287; DEG10030489; DEG10150298; DEG10410286; DEG10220082; DEG10350321; DEG10020150; DEG10380137; DEG10220187; DEG10010004; DEG10410276; DEG10130032; DEG10230219; DEG10370127; DEG10010149; DEG10160075; DEG10120318; DEG10240181; DEG10320241; DEG10400056; DEG10380117; DEG10360286; DEG10360128; 

DEG10390237; DEG10170315; DEG10240320; DEG10010054; DEG10180493; DEG10410390; DEG10060140; DEG10360192; DEG10030518; DEG10230146; DEG10340462; DEG10220402; DEG10320270; DEG10350397; DEG10140223; DEG10280164; DEG10330323; DEG10150049; DEG10120072; DEG10050284; DEG10110181; DEG10160319; DEG10020259; DEG10200153; DEG10190210;

DEG10050478; DEG10410354; 

DEG10170220; DEG10250200; DEG10050182; DEG10070073; DEG10140210; DEG10310029; DEG10020176; DEG10080151; DEG10060232; 

DEG10290052; DEG10170314; DEG10390236; DEG10130412; DEG10180492; DEG10010055; DEG10060141; DEG10360191; DEG10230145; DEG10030517; DEG10220401; DEG10340461; DEG10250145; DEG10160320; DEG10210025; DEG10270133; DEG10350396; DEG10140222; DEG10240319; DEG10190209; DEG10280163; DEG10330324; DEG10400558; DEG10410389; DEG10120073; DEG10380016; DEG10110180; DEG10080252; DEG10020258; DEG10370019; DEG10200154; DEG10320269; DEG10100121; 

DEG10400194; DEG10230099; DEG10400055; DEG10290344; DEG10190189; DEG10410533; DEG10320254; DEG10170295; DEG10270240; DEG10360236; DEG10340375; DEG10250246; DEG10070059; DEG10390144; DEG10100209; DEG10020231; DEG10010252; DEG10030507; DEG10120111; DEG10220236; DEG10160232; DEG10130110; DEG10080106; DEG10330235; DEG10200328; DEG10280119; 

DEG10150316; DEG10300090; 
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http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10030373&db=p
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/deg/information.php?ac=DEG10290284&db=p
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III.4.2. Conclusion, Chapter 4. 

The genomic information was used with the aim of determining the conserved core proteome data 

of 13 strains of Treponema pallidum, together with the 3D structural information. Reverse 

vaccinology and Subtractive genomic based approach was used for the identification of vaccine and 

drug targets against the syphilis disease. The analysis of protein models used in this study was 

carried out very carefully. The data presented here can effectively contribute to future research for 

the development of drugs and vaccines. The measurement for the target selection in T. pallidum was 

kept strict, resulting in a small set of prioritized putative drug/vaccine targets. After the detailed 

structural comparison between host and pathogen proteins, we suggested 15 non host homologous 

proteins and 6 non-host homologous proteins for vaccine and drug targets, respectively. We expect 

that the in silico computational approaches adopted in this study might aid in the development of 

novel therapeutic targets against T. pallidum which can be used as candidate in future for the 

treatment of syphilis disease. 
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Chapter 5. 

III.5.1. General Conclusion 

A bacterium, Treponema pallidum, which is responsible for a sexually transmitted infection called 

syphilis, has affected humans throughout history, which is endemic in low-income countries and at 

low rates in middle-income and high-income countries. Every year, an estimated more than 6 

million new cases of syphilis occur in the 15-49 age group globally, especially in men who have sex 

with men (MSM) and also increase the risk of HIV infection. Syphilis is responsible for more than 3 

hundred thousand fatal and new-born mortality and also for more than 2 hundred thousand infants' 

risk of early death due to congenital syphilis. The disease occurs basically in three stages, primary 

secondary and tertiary with latent stage (early and late). The average incubation period of syphilis 

(from the beginning of exposure to the primary stage) is 3 weeks, but it can be long as a month and 

short to 9-10 days. It can also have possibilities to do not show any clinical manifestations and 

symptoms during the latent stages and may develop many asymptomatic infections and other 

complications. Available treatment with the antibiotic penicillin in the mid-twentieth century, 

infection rates got decreased dramatically. But unfortunately, the disease has been re-emerging 

globally in last few decades. The re-emergence of new cases of syphilis has concerned the scientific 

community to rethink the currently available treatments and to develop novel drugs and vaccine 

targets to cure the disease. Many research works are continuing to understand the biology of T. 

pallidum and host response to infection as part of efforts to develop new drugs and vaccines to stop 

syphilis. The availability of genomic data provides means to better understanding the molecular and 

genetic basis of virulence of this bacterium, enabling a detailed investigation of T. pallidum. In the 

long run, providing a new gateway for development and/or improvement of a potent vaccine.  

In this study, the genomic information of T. pallidum was used with aim to perform pan-genome 

analysis based on subspecies level to distinguish the differences and presence or absence of 

genomic islands between venereal and non-venereal syphilis and also to calculate pan-genome, core 

genome and singletons data of subsp. pallidum, pertenue and endemicum.  

Furthermore we extrapolated our work determining the conserved core proteome data of 13 strains 

of T. pallidum, together with the 3D structural information. we used reverse vaccinology and 

subtractive genomics and molecular modelling and docking based approach for the identification of 

vaccine and drug targets against the syphilis disease. The analysis of protein models used in this 

study was carried out very carefully. The data presented here can effectively contribute to future 

research for the development of drugs and vaccines. After the detailed structural comparison 

between host and pathogen proteins, we suggested that 15 non-host homologous proteins and 6 non-

host homologous proteins as vaccine candidates and drug targets. We expect that the in silico 
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computational approaches adopted in this study might aid in the development of novel therapeutic 

targets against T. pallidum which can be used as candidate in future for the treatment of syphilis 

disease. 

 

III.5.2. Future Prospective 

The future works of this research works are: 

 An immunoinformatics based approach for multi-epitope vaccine designing with our 

identified vaccine targets.  

 Experimental validation of in silico identified drug molecules in Treponema pallidum 

infected model organism. 

 In South America, syphilis is hyper endemic especially in Brazil among men who engage in 

sexual relations with men (MSM), male-to-female transgender women and in pregnant 

women. We are also working on identification and sequencing of Treponema pallidum in 

biological samples from syphilis patients in Brazil and comparative genomic analysis. 

 Software for automatic analyses of vaccine candidates and drug targets. 
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IV. Appendix 

A. Published, Accepted, Submitted Research articles and Genome 

assembly, annotation and submission 
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Comparative genomics, In-silico Drug target identifications, 

Homology Modelling, Molecular docking and Reverse vaccinology 

(My contributions to these papers) 

Genomics is a broad discipline, which may be divided into three main areas; Structural genomics, 

Functional genomics & Comparative genomics. Structural genomics deals with the physical nature 

of genome. Its primary objective is to determine and analyze the genomic DNA sequence. 

Functional genomics is concerned with the way genome functions. That is, it examines the 

transcript produced by genome and the collection of proteins they encode. The third and relatively 

new area of genomics is comparative genomics in which genome from different organisms are 

compared to look for significant similarity and difference. This helps in the identification of the 

important, conserved portion of genome and discriminate patterns in functions, regulations and 

therapeutic target identifications. After joining the LGCM as a Ph.D. student, I experienced working 

with different projects at the same time. It was good for my learning process to relate my previous 

experiences in the scientific field with the on-going projects in LGCM and Laboratório de 

Imunologia e Bioinformática (UFTM). I contributed as a structural biologist to give flow to these 

projects by applying protein homology modeling and molecular docking approaches. 

Simultaneously, I worked with the analyzing the data and drafting the manuscript. 
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Chancroid is a sexually transmitted infection (STI) caused by the Gram-

negative bacterium Haemophilus ducreyi. The control of chancroid is difficult

and the only current available treatment is antibiotic therapy; however,

antibiotic resistance has been reported in endemic areas. Owing to recent out-

breaks of STIs worldwide, it is important to keep searching for new treatment

strategies and preventive measures. Here, we applied reverse vaccinology and

subtractive genomic approaches for the in silico prediction of potential vaccine

and drug targets against 28 strains of H. ducreyi. We identified 847 non-host

homologous proteins, being 332 exposed/secreted/membrane and 515

cytoplasmic proteins. We also checked their essentiality, functionality and viru-

lence. Altogether, we predicted 13 candidate vaccine targets and three drug

targets, where two vaccines (A01_1275, ABC transporter substrate-binding

protein; and A01_0690, Probable transmembrane protein) and three drug tar-

gets (A01_0698, Purine nucleoside phosphorylase; A01_0702, Transcription

termination factor; and A01_0677, Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase class II)

are harboured by pathogenicity islands. Finally, we applied a molecular dock-

ing approach to analyse each drug target and selected ZINC77257029,

ZINC43552589 and ZINC67912117 as promising molecules with favourable

interactions with the target active site residues. Altogether, the targets

identified here may be used in future strategies to control chancroid worldwide.

1. Introduction
Chancroid is a sexually transmitted infection (STI) caused by the bacterium

Haemophilus ducreyi. It is endemic in poor countries of Asia, Africa and Latin

America [1], indicating that there is a close relationship between the social

economic situation and the incidence of chancroid in a given population.

The World Health Organization estimated the global prevalence of the dis-

ease in around 7 million, in the 1990s. However, it is difficult to assess the

current epidemiology of chancroid because of syndromic management of geni-

tal ulcer diseases and the lack of reporting and diagnostic tools [2–4].

Haemophilus ducreyi is a fastidious non-motile Gram-negative cocobacillus,

negative catalase, D-glucose fermenter, has fine pili, and does not form endo-

spores [5]. Moreover, it does not have a known animal or environmental

reservoir and infects preferably the human mucosal epithelium, but it may

& 2018 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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Genomic Islands: an overview of current software tools 
and future improvements 

Siomar de Castro Soares1,2*, Letícia de Castro Oliveira2, Arun Kumar Jaiswal2, 
Vasco  Azevedo2 

1Department of Microbiology, Immunology and Parasitology, Institute of Biological and 
Natural Sciences, Federal University of Triângulo Mineiro, Uberaba - MG, Brazil 

2 Laboratory of Cellular and Molecular Genetics, Institute of Biological Sciences, Federal 
University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte - MG, Brazil

Summary 

Microbes are highly diverse and widely distributed organisms. They account for ~60% of 
Earth’s biomass and new predictions point for the existence of 1011 to 1012 species, which 
are constantly sharing genes through several different mechanisms. Genomic Islands (GI) 
are critical in this context, as they are large regions acquired through horizontal gene 
transfer. Also, they present common features like genomic signature deviation, 
transposase genes, flanking tRNAs and insertion sequences. GIs carry large numbers of 
genes related to specific lifestyle and are commonly classified in Pathogenicity, 
Resistance, Metabolic or Symbiotic Islands. With the advent of the next-generation 
sequencing technologies and the deluge of genomic data, many software tools have been 
developed that aim to tackle the problem of GI prediction and they are all based on the 
prediction of GI common features. However, there is still room for the development of 
new software tools that implements new approaches, such as, machine learning and pan-
genomics based analyses. Finally, GIs will always hold a potential application in every 
newly invented genomic approach as they are directly responsible for much of the 
genomic plasticity of bacteria. 

1! Living in the "Age of Bacteria" 

Stephen Jay Gould, a renowned paleontologist, once said, “We live now in the ‘Age of 
Bacteria.’ Our planet has always been in the ‘Age of Bacteria’ ever since the first fossils, 
bacteria, of course, were entombed in rocks more than three and a half billion years ago” [1]. 
Microbes are highly diverse organisms responsible for approximately 60% of the Earth's 
biomass. They were the first organisms on Earth, they are distributed worldwide, from 
volcanos to salt water, and they play a pivotal role in several medical, biotechnological and 
industrial applications. Although their importance is widely known, less than 1% of the 
previously estimated 2-3 billion microbial species are identified so far [2]. Much of this lack 
of knowledge on microbes is due to the use of culture-dependent identification and 
characterization of microbes. Microbiological culture media are usually intended for selective 
growing and, thus, the microorganisms recovered using these methods are not representative 
of the microbial community inside the sample [3]. However, with the advent of the next-
generation sequencing (NGS) technologies and the widespread of metagenomics 
methodologies, scientists are now able to determine the complete gene set off an entire 
community, transcending the idea of a single species genomics to a complete view of the 

* To whom correspondance should be addressed. Email: siomars@gmail.com
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Abstract  

Yellow fever disease is considered a re-emerging major health issue which has caused 

recent outbreaks with a high number of deaths. Tropical countries, mainly African and 

South American are the most affected by Yellow fever outbreaks. Despite the 

availability of an attenuated vaccine, its use is limited for some groups such as pregnant 

and nursing women, immunocompromised and immunosuppressed patients, elderly 

people >65 years, infants < 6 months and patients with biological disorders like thymus 

disorders. In order to achieve new preventive measures, we applied immunoinformatics 

approaches to develop a multi-epitope based subunit vaccine for Yellow fever virus. 

Different epitopes, related to humoral and cell-mediated immunity, were predicted for 

complete polyproteins of two Yellow fever strains (Asibi and 17D vaccine). Those 

epitopes common for both strains were mapped into a set of 137 sequences of Yellow 

fever virus, including 77 sequences from a recent outbreak at the state of Minas Gerais, 

southeast Brazil. Therefore, the present work uses robust bioinformatics approaches for 

the identification of a multi-epitope vaccine against the Yellow fever virus. Our results 

indicate that the identified multi-epitope vaccine might stimulate humoral and cellular 

immune responses and could be a potential vaccine candidate against Yellow fever virus 

infection. Hence, it should be subjected to further experimental validations. 

 

Keywords: Immunoinformatics, flavivirus, multi-epitope vaccine, vaccine, and Yellow 

fever virus. 

Abbreviations: AEs – adverse events, C – Capsid, E – Envelope, NHPs – Non-human 

primates, NS – Non-structural, PAHO – Pan American Health Organization, prM- 

Premembrane, SAEs – serious adverse events, YFV – Yellow fever virus.  
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Abstract 
 
Mycoplasma genitalium is a sexually transmitted pathogen characterized as a pleomorphic, flask 

shaped, slow growing and obligate intracellular bacterium. It is one of the STI (sexually transmitted 

infections) pathogens associated with non-gonococcal urethritis in men and several inflammatory 

reproductive tract syndromes in women such as cervicitis, pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) and 

infertility. Here, we applied reverse vaccinology and subtractive genomic approaches for the in 

silico prediction of potential vaccine and drug targets against five strains of M. genitalium. We 

identified 403 genes shared by all five strains, from which 104 non-host homologous proteins, 

being 44 exposed/secreted/membrane and 60 cytoplasmic proteins. We also checked their 

essentiality, functionality and structure-based binding affinity. Altogether, we predicted 19 

candidate vaccine targets – an ABC transporter permease; a PTS glucose EIICBA component; an 

adhesion P1 protein; a diacylglycerol transferase; an IgG blocking protein M; and 14 hypothetical 

proteins – and 7 drug targets – Type I restriction-modification protein (WP_009885596.1); Akyl 

hydro peroxide reductase, Ahp (WP_009885605.1); ribosome-binding factor A, RbfA 

(WP_009885829.1); 50S ribosomal protein L32 (WP_009885820.1); Class Ib ribonucleoside 

diphosphate reductase, NrdI; a DUF3217 domain containing protein (WP_009885939.1); and a 

hypothetical protein (WP_009885876.1). Furthermore, we performed a molecular docking analysis 

for each drug target against a 5008 antimicrobial natural-compounds database retrieved from Zinc 

database and selected ZINC08636510, ZINC04235924, ZINC15709489, ZINC04237087, 

ZINC04236001 and ZINC35415766 as promising molecules with favorable interactions with the 

target’s active site residues. Finally, we predicted 14 potential vaccine targets that have not yet been 

described as on its antigenic properties or biological functions, and may be used in further studies as 

novel vaccine strategies against the pathogen. Concerning our predicted drug targets, no DUF3217 

domain containing proteins regarding their potential antibiotic activity, strategical binding sites for 

compounds or signed as drug targets could be found in the literature. Hence, our study was the first 

to reveal both predicted hypothetical protein (WP_009885876.1) and DUF3217 domain containing 
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protein (WP_009885939.1) as novel putative drug targets against Mycoplasma genitalium. 

Altogether, both vaccine candidates and drug targets identified here may contribute in the future 

development of therapeutic strategies to control the spread of M. genitalium worldwide. 
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Abstract 

 
Chagas disease is a neglected tropical disease caused by the parasite Trypanosoma cruzi. Despite 

the efforts and distinct methodologies, search of antigens for diagnosis, vaccine and drug targets for 

the disease are still needed. The aim of the present study was to identify possible antigens that could 

be used for diagnosis, vaccine and drugs targets against the T. cruzi using Reverse Vaccinology and 

Molecular Docking. The genomes of 28 T. cruzi strains available in the GeneBank (NCBI) were 

used to obtain the genomic core. Then, the subtractive genomics was carried out to identify non-

homologous genes to the host in the core. A total of 2630 conserved proteins in 28 strains of T. cruzi 

were predicted using Orthofinder and Diamond software, in which 515 showed no homology to the 

human host. These proteins were evaluated for its subcellular localization, from which 214 are 

cytoplasmic, and 117 are secreted or present in the plasma membrane. To identify the antigens for 

diagnosis and vaccine targets, we used the VAXIJEN software, and it was selected 14 non-

homologous proteins showing high binding efficiency with MHC I and MHC II with potential for in 

vitro and in vivo tests. When these 14 non-homologous molecules were compared against other 

trypanosomatids it was found that the Retrotransposon Hot Spot (RHS) Protein is specific only for 

T. cruzi parasite suggesting it could be used for Chagas diagnosis. Such 14 proteins were analyzed 

using IEDB software to predict their epitopes in both B and T lymphocytes. Furthermore, molecular 

docking analysis was performed using the software MHOLline. As a result, we identified 6 possible 

T. cruzi drug targets that could interact with 4 compounds already known as antiparasitic activities. 

These 14 proteins targets, along with 6 potential drugs’ candidates can be further validated in future 

studies, in vivo, regarding Chagas disease. 
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Abstract 
 

Corynebacterium diphtheriae is the etiological agent of diphtheria, a life-threatening disease that 

was considered as main cause of child death; however, the development of the diphtheria vaccine 

ameliorates the problematic. The vaccine comprises a detoxified form of the diphtheria toxin 

absorbed into an alum adjuvant. Despite the high successful rate of the vaccine, outbreaks and 

isolated cases are still reported worldwide, especially in developing countries. This may be linked 

with poor vaccination programs, the emergence of multidrug resistant and non-toxigenic strains, 

and socioeconomic issues. The World Health Organization in association with main stakeholders 

manage programs to improve vaccine coverage and diphtheria awareness. Nonetheless, a few 

countries still hold a coverage below 50% (children immunized with tree doses of the vaccine), 

which could be associated with the underprivileged sanitation and health infrastructure conditions, 

and lack of trained medical personal. Bearing all, the development of a cutting-edge treatment could 

overcome the difficulties and decrease the number of C. diphtheriae infections. Peptide-based 

vaccine are customized hence can target different strains or microorganism life cycle (multi-

epitope), reproducible, fast, cost effective, sable under simple storage conditions (i.e. generally do 

not require ‘cold chain’), and removes problems with contamination, autoimmune and non-

allergenic responses, but the use of adjuvant/delivery system is recommended to induce a proficient 

immune reaction. Thus, we selected seven C. diphtheriae proteins relevant for the bacterium 

colonization and virulence (i.e. DIP0222, DIP0411, DIP0733, DIP1084, DIP1281, DIP2193, and 

DIP2379) and the common predicted MHC-I and MHC-II epitopes were used to construct the 

diphtheria multi-epitope vaccine. The vaccine was predicted as stable, with non-allergenic and 

antigenic properties, and predicted B cell and IFN-gamma inducing epitopes. Finally, the tertiary 

multi-epitope vaccine structure and the interaction with Toll-receptor 2 were predicted and then the 

best docking structure was considered stable with favorable interactions. The results indicated that 

the designed diphtheria multi-epitope vaccine can stimulate a humoral and cellular response and 

would be a considerable advantage against this deadly pathogen. 
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Abstract 

Clostridioides difficile is a potentially life-threatening bacillus that causes hospital and community-

acquired gastrointestinal illness. C. difficile infection (CDI) clinical symptoms range from diarrhea 

and vomiting to toxic megacolon and pseudo membrane colitis. The clostridial toxin A (TcdA or 

ToxA) and the clostridial toxin B (TcdB or ToxB) are C. difficile primary mediators of inflammation 

that triggers host cellular response. Over the past few years, C. difficile has become one of the major 

causes of nosocomial infections and the continual/misuse use of antibiotics, especially during 

hospitalization, increases the risk of CDI. The antibiotic resistance problematic and the growing 

number of CDI outbreaks and asymptomatic patients expose the need for a valid and acceptable 

alternative treatment for C. difficile. Considering these, we used 53 complete genomes of C. difficile 

for comparison taking C. difficile ATCC 9689/DSM 1296 as the reference genome to predict 

putative vaccine and drug targets against C. difficile using reverse vaccinology and subtractive 

genomics. After the detailed in silico analysis, four non-host homologous protein drug targets were 

identified. The identified vaccine targets were analyzed for multi-epitope based vaccine design 

against C. difficile. This study will facilitate future in vitro and in vivo tests for the production of a 

peptide vaccine, drugs and prophylactic targets against a bacterium with high clinical relevance. 
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(My contributions to the Genome assembly, Annotation and 

submission) 

Our research groups have an extensive involvement on ongoing genomics projects nationally and 

internationally. I have actively participated in these genomics projects and got an opportunity to 

enhance my knowledge of learning assembly and annotation of genomes. Working with genomics 

projects, I got familiar with different Next Generation Sequencing platforms and its application in 

various aspects of biological analysis. 

We sequenced multi drug-resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae strain B31 (GenBank under accession 

number CP035929) from Brazil. In work entitled “Whole-genome analyses with a novel multi 

drug resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae strain from Brazil”.  

Our group is also working on Genome assembly, annotation and submission of 69 Brazilian isolates 

of Aeromonas from aquatic and environment. The objective of this project is to carry out the 

characterization of bacterial pathogens obtained from aquatic organisms and their environment, in 

order to determine the virulence profile and sensitivity to antimicrobial drug patterns.  

I am responsible for these two isolates Aeromonas hydrophila strain 10M (Bio project number- 

PRJNA590950) and Aeromonas dhakensis strain 26M (Bio project number- PRJNA590952).  
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Abstract 

 

Klebsiella pneumoniae is one of the most important human pathogens, emerging as an agent of 

severe community infections. A comprehensive analysis of the genome of this microorganism could 

provide a better understanding of the molecular basis of its virulence and pathogenesis, contributing 

to new forms of disease control. In this study, we sequenced the genome of a multidrug resistant K. 

pneumoniae strain, herein named B31, isolated from a patient in Brazil. The genome sequencing of 

B31 resulted in a 5.27-Mb sized chromosome, one multireplicon plasmid (IncFIIk/ IncFIBk), and an 

IncI1 replicon likely to belong to another plasmid. The characterization of its genome confirmed 

that B31 is a multi-drug resistant (MDR) strain and belongs to the sequence type ST15, reported in 

Brazil for the first time in the present work. Comparative genomic analyses were conducted 

including B31 and 172 K. pneumoniae genomes from different parts of the world. We provide 

relevant information on the antibiotic resistance profiles and distribution of virulence-associated 

genetic elements in B31 and other strains. 
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IV. Appendix 
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(My contributions to the Book Chapters) 

Our research group has been invited a number of times to write book chapters for graduates and 

masters students. I actively participated in this work and collected data from authentic sources; 

finally, I have made a manuscript of the assigned theme. This activity helped me in improving data 

mining and manuscript writing skills. Furthermore, it was really useful in understanding the 

research work going on in different research areas around the world. Here I have mentioned the 

booked chapters published with different groups of publishers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 12

Pan-genomics of fungi and its
applications
Rodrigo Bentes Katoa,*, Arun Kumar Jaiswalb,*, Sandeep Tiwarib,
Debmalya Barhc, Vasco Azevedob, Aristóteles Góes-Netoa
aMolecular and Computational Biology of Fungi Laboratory, Department of Microbiology, Institute of Biological Sciences (ICB),
Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG), Belo Horizonte, Brazil
bPG Program in Bioinformatics, Institute of Biological Sciences, Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG), Belo Horizonte,
Brazil
cCentre for Genomics and Applied Gene Technology, Institute of Integrative Omics and Applied Biotechnology (IIOAB),
Purba Medinipur, India

1 Introduction

Fungi are an evolutionary lineage withinOpisthokonta, comprising one of the largest and

most diverse groups of Eukarya on planet Earth [1]. Their multicellular non-motile bod-

ies (mycelia) are constructed of apically growing, walled, and tubular cells (hyphae) or can

be unicellular in which each adult individual is a single cell. These two distinct morpho-

logical groups are the so-calledmycelial (or filamentous) fungi and yeasts, respectively [2].

The fungi are eukaryotic and chemoheterotrophic organisms, exhibiting osmotrophic

nutrition with partial external digestion [3].

Fungi play a key role in the global carbon cycle especially in terrestrial biomes [4], and

survive by using three basic trophic modes: (i) as saprotrophs, breaking down dead

organicmatter, (ii) as parasitic (and pathogens), or (iii) mutualistic symbionts with other liv-

ing organisms [5]. Fungi and their by-products have a great economic importance. Fungi

can be used to produce fermented food (e.g., beers, wines, breads, and cheeses) [6],

primary and secondary metabolites (e.g., ethanol, hydrolases, and oxidoreductases enzy-

mes, organic acids, and many vitamins, hypocholesterolemics, antineoplastics) [7], and

inoculants and biocides (for mycorrhization and as biological control agents) [8]. Further-

more, fungi can be used for bioremediation of solid residues, effluents, and gaseous

emissions [9], as well as to produce new biomaterials, such as mycocomposites [10] and

nanomycomaterials [11].

Fungi constitute one of the major clades of organisms with approximately 145,000

species already described [12], however, there must be many more species since estimates

suggest the existence of 5.1 million species, despite only about 10% were described [13].

Although there is still no consensus in the hierarchical taxonomical classification of the

* These authors contributed equally to this work.
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main groups inside of Kingdom Fungi since many recent classification schemes proposed

different number of phyla [14–16], the great majority of the species are in the well-

established and consensual phyla Ascomycota and Basidiomycota, which form the sub-

kingdom Dikarya [17].

With the advancement and the low cost of high-throughput sequencing technology,

these days leads in excess of 250,000 genome projects registered at the Genome Online

Database (GOLD) (https://gold.jgi.doe.gov/measurements) [18]. These endeavors have

made big change in the study of fungal genes and genomic association. The fungal geno-

mic datasets can be exploited for adaptive and environmental behavior study. Substantial

genomics and transcriptomics dataset of fungi have empowered the utilization of novel

strategies and molecular evolution studies of fungi [19,20]. The combinations of

experimental and computational methods have a great potential for point-by-point

investigation of the fungal evolution and its biology [20].

The pan-genomics is a comparative genomics-based methodology that identifies the

core and the dispensable genomes. The dispensable genome is composed of genes that

present in some but not in all the strains studied, as well as the strain-specific genes.

The dispensable genome helps to its fundamental way of life but rather present particular

points of interest including antifungal resistance, niche adaptation, and the capacity to

colonize new hosts [21]. As gene content and genome copy number can vary in distinct

populations of a single species, the inventory of the variation at genomic level in different

isolates is crucial to characterize the complete set of genes (core and accessory) that exists

in a fungal species [20]. In this chapter, our work aimed to perform an extensive literature

review and meta-analysis of this customized database in order to depict the state of the art

of fungal pan-genomics.

2 Application of pan-genomics of fungi based on meta-analysis

The metadata related to genomics, comparative genomics and pan-genomics analyses

on fungi, were mined through the literature. The NCBI (National Center for Biotech-

nology Information) genome and JGI (Joint Genome Institute) genome databases were

also used for the search of data related to these areas. Thereafter, abstract and full-text

level manual curations were performed. For the description of the data, histograms, and

pie charts were constructed using the R version 3.5.0 software [22] and the ggplot2

version 2.2.1 package [23]. The localization on global map was done using the GPS

Visualizer tool [24]. As a result, among the obtained 159 articles, only the most cited

articles were considered for manual text curation. From the metadata from the data-

bases, we found 97 species and 16.5% of these species has more than 16 distinct isolates

fully sequenced. Then, we used this threshold (�16%) to our analyses. The obtained

metadata related to fungal pan-genomics from published articles were divided in

four groups.
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(1) Technological: This group contains fungal isolates that are used to produce several

products related to pharmaceuticals, food, dairy products, and alcohol industries.

In our search, we found many papers using fungi to produce foods as fermented

products and alcohol beverages.

(2) Environmental: It is a collection of published research results on the study of fungal

diversity in the natural environment. We found some works that use fungi in bio-

logical process of biodegradation and biological treatment of lagoons or rivers.

Industry and biodegradation areas have interesting in fungi that act in enzyme activ-

ities. These fungi are very important in agricultural and ecological contexts because

they maintain the balance of the environment decomposing plant debris, degrade

toxic substances, help plants to grow, and protect themselves against enemies.

(3) Host pathogen: In this group, we discussed some studies on the fungal diversity in the

host-pathogen interactions. Some of these fungi contribute to pharmacy industry to

cure some disease.

(4) Laboratory: some fungi were comparable with model, laboratory strains, and then we

created this group.

Fig. 1 shows the frequency of number of works in each group.We found that most of the

works were related to the technological importance fungal group (�61%). The reason

behind the several studies in this area may be the presence of many industries, which

invest large amount of money to its research and development. On the other hand,

we found that host-pathogen related fungal research were the second bigger group with

around 30%, mainly supported by agribusiness.

This metadata analysis was done to show the impact of pan-genomics in comparative

fungal genomics. Furthermore, we found 1567 species related to 12 genera of fungi, and

Fig. 1 The pie chart demonstrates the frequency of the studied fungi from each group.
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they were distributed globally, where n means number of isolates for each country

(Fig. 2).

Among these 12 genera we found that Saccharomyces cerevisiae is the most frequently

(Fig. 3) studied genus. Around 83% of researches have been related to S. cerevisiae in the

last 2years of published research article [25].

2.1 Application of pan-genomics on advantageous fungus
The set of complete genes in all the strains of a specific species is known as pan-genome

[20]. The genus Saccharomyces is among the most important and broadly studied model

eukaryotic organisms. The fermented beverages production commonly used

S. cerevisiae yeasts, dates at least as back 7000BC, in china [26]. In order to comprehend

the significance of selection during domestication and understand the levels of genetic

diversity among wine yeasts, a number of pan-genome analyses have been done using

commercial wine yeasts and industrial yeasts. A set of 83 strains of S. cerevisiae was used

for the pan-genome analysis to identify the copy number variations in this yeast distrib-

uted in different industrial environments [26].

Another comparative work of 43 strains of S. cerevisiae isolated from fermenting grape

was used to analyze genome renewal, and they propose that natural wine yeast strains can

undergo such modifications and, thereby, change a multiple heterozygote into

Fig. 2 The image shows the geographical a distribution of 1567 species of 12 different genera of
fungal isolates.
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completely homozygous diploids, some of which may replace the original heterozygous

diploid [27]. The pan-genome studies of very polymorphic eukaryotic pathogens utiliz-

ing the accessory genome gives a better understanding for adaptive evolution. The geno-

mics study of this yeast has enhanced our understanding of the evolutionary dynamics of

natural populations when comparing with the domesticated strains, during infections,

and during laboratory experiments [28]. Apart from S. cerevisiae [29], population genomic

studies have also characterized the metabolic, genetic, and biogeographic diversity of Sac-

charomyces paradoxus [30], Saccharomyces kudriavzevii [31], and Saccharomyces uvarum [32]. As

well as all the organisms, yeast genome sequences largely describe their genetic makeups;

however, the comparative genomic studies have given better shape to the historical and

genetic processes in their evolution [28].

2.2 Application of pan-genomics in disadvantageous fungus
Effect of chromosomal rearrangements on genes can lead to functional variation between

individuals and influenced the expression of phenotypic attributes [33]. The inter and

intraspecific structural variation among genomes of fungi has already been reported

[34]. This structural variation among the pathogens can affect their host range. For

instance, in the fungus Melanopsichium pennsylvanicum, gene loss are responsible for the

hosts jump from dicotyledonous to monocotyledon plant hosts [33,35]. Unexpected

Fig. 3 The figure represents the most frequently studied fungi among the 12 genera.
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number of fungal and fungal-like diseases have been recently afflicted animals and plants,

and some of them are the most severe die-offs and extinctions ever witnessed in wild spe-

cies, and are a peril for food security [20]. Emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) brought

about by fungi are progressively perceived as exhibiting a danger to food security around

the world [36]. Until date, several fungal genomes are responsible to accurate and complete

genome assemblies using long-read sequencing technologies [37,38]. Various symbiotic

interactions have been recorded between insects and fungi. Although the genomics has

already been elucidated in many fungi that expanded our knowledge on this group, there

is still much to explore the genomic features of the insect-commensal relationships [39].

Zymoseptoria tritici is a pathogen of wheat causing Septoria tritici blotch, and a recently pub-

lished work using pan-genome analysis of this pathogen identified that host specialization

has evolved by gene deletions and chromosomal rearrangements. In this aforementioned

study, the authors used five isolates for the pan-genome analysis and 15,749, 9,149, and

6600 nonredundant proteins were identified as pan-genome, core, and accessory genome,

respectively [33] (Table 1).

Table 1 Pan-genomics studies on different fungi

Fungi Importance Comparative Genomics
Strains/
isolates Reference

Saccharomyces cerevisiae Industrial

important

1. Pangenome Analysis of

Saccharomyces cerevisiae

25 [40]

2. Report of the whole-

genome sequencing

and phenotyping of

1011 Saccharomyces

cerevisiae isolates

1011 [25]

Rhizophagus irregularis Plant

pathogen

Genome assembly and

gene annotation of the

model strain

Rhizophagus irregularis

DAOM197198, and

gene comparison with

five different isolates of

Rhizophagus irregularis

6 [41]

Puccinia graminis

f. sp. tritici

Plant

pathogen

Comparative genomics of

Australian isolates of the

wheat stem rust

pathogen Puccinia

graminis f. sp. tritici and

draft genome was built

for a founder Australian

Pgt isolate

16 [42]
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3 Conclusions and future prospective

Although people frequently demonstrate a nonmycophilic or even mycophobic relation

with fungi, these group of organisms are vital on many aspects of human life, including

medicine, food, and farming, and also play key roles in nature, such as in the carbon bio-

geochemical cycle. The comparative genomics approach based on sequence similarity

with statistical analysis helps in identifying the essential genomic content common among

all fungal isolates of a same species as well as the subset of genes encoding novel functions

as variable genome. Biotechnology consists of the use of organisms for the development

Table 1 Pan-genomics studies on different fungi—cont’d

Fungi Importance Comparative Genomics
Strains/
isolates Reference

Zymoseptoria tritici Plant

pathogen

Pangenome analysis of

Zymoseptoria tritici

123 [33, 38]

Metarhizium spp. Insect

pathogen

Pangenome analysis for

Metarhizium spp.

7 [43]

Coccidioides posadasii,

Coccidioides immitis

and other fungus of

order Onygenales

Human

fungal

pathogen

Genome sequencing and

comparison of the

primary human

pathogens C. immitis

and C. posadasii

17 [44]

Fusarium graminearum Cereal

pathogen

Sequencing of genomes of

60 diverse

F. graminearum isolates

from North America,

and also the assembly of

the first pan-genome for

F. graminearum to clarify

population-level

differences in gene

content potentially

contributing to

pathogen diversity.

70 [45]

Fusarium meridionale/

Fusarium

Asiaticum/Fusarium

graminearum

Plant/Cereal

pathogen

Genomic comparison and

gene content analysis of

six newly isolates from

the species complex,

including the first

available genomes of

F. asiaticum and

F. meridionale, with four

other genomes

10 [46]
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of processes and products of economic or social interest. It is recognized as one of the

technologies for the 21st century with higher potential impact on global problems (dis-

eases, nutrition, and environmental pollution) and sustainable industrial development

(use of renewable resources, “green technology,” and reduction of global warming).

Based on the search and discovery of industrially exploitable biological resources, the

scientific and technological advances achieved by fungal pan-genomics studies in recent

years have revolutionized traditional approaches to the exploitation of biological

resources for biotechnology.
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CHAPTER 5
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1 Introduction

Pan-genome is an approach that contributes to the research of bacterial pathogenesis.

This terminology was proposed in 2005 in research with the bacterium Streptococcus aga-

lactiae, by the researcher Tettelin and collaborators [1]. In this work, they define the pan-

genome as a set of genes in a given study group, considering core genome, the genes

present in all strains in the group of study; dispensable genes as absent genes in one or

more strains; and, genes that are considered unique in each lineage of the study group.

Pan-genome can be considered open or closed, depending on the bacterial ability to

acquire exogenous regions (DNA) [1] and the lifestyle that will determine this issue

[2]. From the sequencing, one can thoroughly study each region of the genome, con-

tributing with unpublished information. Since 2005, with the era of new sequencers,

the speed, ease, and reliability of data have been increasing and with them the number

of bacterial genomes deposited in public databases [3]. Pan-genome studies can be applied

with different goals, such as taxonomy, reverse vaccinology, gene variation, pathogenesis

[4], among others. This chapter is foucused on the pan-genomics studies carried out on

pathogenic bacteria that cause veterinary diseases, including the ones responsible for zoo-

notic diseases. From the genetic repertoire studies, the key points (genes) supposedly

involved in the spread of disease, bacterial resistance, infection, adhesion, can be detected,

leading to practical solutions against the disease being studied. An important fact is an

identification, from taxonomic studies among the lineages, of horizontal gene transfer,

which in addition to contributing to evolutionary information, may be used to infer pos-

sibly emerging pathogens, once the previously harmless pathogen may become patho-

genic. Horizontal gene transfer causes a considerable impact on genomic plasticity,
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Abstract 

Antimicrobial resistance is a natural evolutionary process in response to antimicrobial exposure; 

however, the indiscriminate use of antimicrobials is accelerating this progression. The development 

of resistance happens when microorganisms (e.g. bacteria, fungi, viruses, and parasites) evolve 

mechanisms to evade damage (e.g. drug inactivation/alteration, efflux pumps, porin loss, biofilm 

formation, reduced intracellular drug accumulation, modification of drug binding sites) caused by 

the contact with antimicrobial drugs, such as antibiotics, antifungals, antivirals, antimalarial, and 

anthelmintic, which involves genetic changes. The comparative genomics associated to Pan-

genomics, subtractive genomics, structural bioinformatics and metabolic pathways analysis 

approaches are currently applied to reach the development of new antibiotics and fight 

antimicrobial resistance. Targeted drug development retains major challenges from candidate 

selection to in vitro and in vivo experiments and clinical trials. Yet, the advances in scientific 

knowledge (i.e. disease and pathogen) and research and development R&D, the advent of OMICS 

approaches (e.g. genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics), and bioinformatics breakthroughs 

conduct to a ‘big-data era’ that improved identification of putative targets via the application of in 

silico tools that shortened the timeline in a cost-efficient manner. In this chapter we are focusing on 

different bioinformatics strategies for prioritizing drug targets in pathogens. 
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Simulation- Protein & Protein-Drug Complex (GROMACS, VMD-NAMD), Visualizing software- Chimera and Pymol.

 Next Generation Sequence Data Analysis (NGS DATA)- Fastq files, Assembly and Annotation (FastQC, Newbler, SPAdes,
Mira and CLC Genomics Workbench v7). 

PROGRAMMING SKILLS 
 Python and R (Limited), Good experience on Linux 

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND CERTIFICATES
 Summer Training “ON QUALITY CONTROL OF BEVERAGES AND TREATMENT OF WATER” from (PEPSI)  LUMBINI

BEVERAGES PVT. LTD.  Hajipur , India. 5th October to 30th October 2009.

 Certified Portuguese calls for 40 hours. Federal University of Minas Gerais. held in Belo Horizonte - Brazil between 15 th to 26th

February, 2016. 

 Participated certificated course in the winter course of the post-graduation program in Bioinformatics. Federal University of Minas

Gerais. Held in Belo Horizonte - Brazil between 11th to 15th July, 2016. 

 Certified  participation  in  an  “International  course  of  Bioinformatics  in  Molecular  and  Evolutionary  Epidemiology  of  Virus  ”,

(CIBEMEV),  held at Institute of Biological Science, Federal University of Minas Gerais.  Belo Horizonte - Brazil between 25 th to

29th September, 2017. 

 Identifying  Gene  Regulatory  Networks  from Gene Expression.  FIOCRUZ,  Campus  Virtual  2019.  Federal  University  of  Minas

Gerais. Engineering School, Department of Structural Engineering 2019- held in Belo Horizonte - Brazil between 11 th to 15th March

2019. 

PUBLICATIONS

1. Arun Kumar Jaiswal  ,  Sandeep Tiwari1, Syed Babar Jamal,  Letícia  de Castro Oliveira,  Leandro Gomes Alves, Vasco Azevedo,

Preetam Ghosh, Carlo Jose Freira Oliveira, Siomar C. Soares. “The pan-genome of  Treponema pallidum reveals differences in

genome plasticity between subspecies  related to venereal and non-venereal syphilis”.  (Accepted:- BMC Bioinformatics,    24  th  

December 2019  )  .

2. Stephane Fraga de Oliveira Tosta, Mariana Santana Passos, Rodrigo Kato, Álvaro Salgado, Arun Kumar Jaiswal, Siomar C. Soares,

Vasco Azevedo, Marta Giovanetti,  Sandeep Tiwari, Luiz Carlos Junior Alcantara. “Multi-epitope based vaccine against Yellow

fever virus applying immunoinformatics analysis”. (Accepted  :- Journal of Biomolecular Structure & Dynamics  ).  

3. Thaís Cristina Vilela Rodrigues†,  Arun Kumar Jaiswal†, Alissa de Sarom, Letícia de Castro Oliveira, Carlo José Freire Oliveira,

Preetam Ghosh, Sandeep Tiwari,  Fábio Malcher  Miranda, Leandro de Jesus Benevides, Vasco Ariston de Carvalho Azevedo and

Siomar de Castro Soares.  “Reverse vaccinology and subtractive genomics reveal new therapeutic targets against Mycoplasma

pneumoniae:  a  causative  agent  of  pneumonia”.  (  Royal  Society  of  Open  Science.  2019  ;  Volume  6  Issue  7.  

doi.org/10.1098/rsos.190907  ).  

4. Mariana Santana,  Stephane Tosta,  Rodrigo Kato,  Arun Kumar Jaiswal,  Siomar C. Soares,  Luiz Carlos Junior  Alcantara,

Preetam Ghosh, Debmalya Barh, Vasco Azeveso, Anderson Mioshi, Sandeep Tiwari. “Multi epitope based vaccine against

diphtheria: An immunoinformatics approach to cope up with toxigenic and non-toxigenic Corynebacterium diphtheriae

strains”. (Submitted  :- Journal of Biomolecular Structure & Dynamics  ).  

5. Mariana Santana,  Arun Kumar Jaiswal,  Stephane Fraga de Oliveira Tosta, Rodrigo Kato, Siomar C. Soares,  Luiz Carlos

Junior  Alcantara,  Anderson Miyoshi,  Vasco Azevedo,  Sandeep Tiwari.  “A reverse  Vaccinology and immunoinformatics

based approach for multi-epitope vaccine against Clostridioides difficile infection.”. (Submitted  :- PeerJ  ).  ”



6. Arun Kumar Jaiswal  , Sandeep Tiwari, Syed Babar Jamal,  Stephane Fraga de Oliveira Tosta, Rodrigo Profeta, Preetam Ghosh,

Vasco  Azevedo.  Siomar  C.  Soares.  “Syphilis:  Clinical,  Epidemiological  and  Biological  features  with  future  perspectives.”

(Submitted  :- PeerJ  )

7. Sandeep Tiwari, Debmalya Barh, M. Imchen, Eswar Rao, Ranjith K. Kumavath, S. Prabu Seenivasan, Arun Kumar Jaiswal, Syed B.

Jamal,  Vanaja  Kumar,  Preetam Ghosh,  Vasco Azevedo.”Acetate Kinase (AcK) is  Essential  for Microbial Growth and Betel-

derived Compounds Potentially Target AcK, PhoP and MDR Proteins in M. tuberculosis, V. cholerae and Pathogenic E. coli:

An in silico and in vitro Study”. (Current Topics in Medicinal Chemistry,  Curr Top Med Chem. 2018;18(31):2731-2740. doi:

10.2174/1568026619666190121105851).

8. Alissa de Sarom,  Arun Kumar Jaiswal, Sandeep Tiwari, Letı´cia de Castro Oliveira, Debmalya Barh, Vasco Azevedo, Carlo Jose

Oliveira  and  Siomar  de  Castro  Soares“Putative  vaccine  candidates  and drug  targets  identified  by  reverse  vaccinology  and

subtractive genomics approaches to control Haemophilus ducreyi, the causative agent of chancroid”.  (Journal of The Royal

Society Interface, 2018; J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180032. doi.org/10.1098/rsif.2018.0032).

9. Arun Kumar Jaiswal  , Sandeep Tiwari, Syed Babar Jamal, Debmalya Barh, Vasco Azevedo and Siomar C. Soares  “An In Silico

Identification of Common Putative Vaccine Candidates against Treponema pallidum: A Reverse Vaccinology and Subtractive

Genomics  Based  Approach”.  International  Journal  of  Molecular  Science,  (Int.  J.  Mol.  Sci.  2017,  18(2),  402;.

DOI:10.3390/ijms18020402). 

10. Siomar de Castro Soares, Letícia de Castro Oliveira,  Arun Kumar Jaiswal, Vasco Azevedo "Genomic Islands: an overview of

current  software  tools  and  future  improvements". (Journal  of  Integrative  Bioinformatics  ,  2016   Dec  22;13(1):301.  

doi.org/10.1515/jib-2016-301).

11. Supriya Ratnaparkhe, Milind B. Ratnaparkhe,  Arun Kumar Jaiswal, Anil Kumar. "Strain Engineering for Improved Bio-Fuel

Production". (Current Metabolomics, 2016; 4 ;1, DOI : 10.2174/2213235X03666150818222343).

BOOK CHAPTER 
 Arun  Kumar  Jaiswal¥      ,  Sandeep  Tiwari¥,  Guilherme  Campos  Tavares,  Wanderson  Marques,  Letícia  de  Castro

Oliveira,  Izabela  Coimbra  Ibraim,  Luis  Carlos  Guimarães,  Anne  Cybelle  Pinto  Gomide,  Syed  Babar  Jamal,  Yan

Pantoja,  Basant  K.  Tiwary,  Andreas  Burkovski,  Faiza  Munir,  Hai  Ha  Pham Thi,  Nimat  Ullah,  Amjad  Ali,  Marta

Giovanetti,  Luiz  Carlos  Junior  Alcantara,  Jaspreet  Kaur,  Dipali  Dhawan,  Madangchanok  Imchen,  Ravali  Krishna

Vennapu,  Ranjith  Kumavath,  Mauricio  Corredor,  Henrique  César  Pereira  Figueiredo,  Debmalya  Barh,  Vasco

Azevedo,  Siomar C. Soares. Pan-omics focused to Crick’s Central Dogma. (  Publisher- Elsevier, Imprint, Paperback  ISBN:  

9780128170762,  Book: Pan-genomics: Applications, Challenges, and Future Prospects.  Published Date: 17th, January 2020. ).

 Thiago de Jesus Sousa, Arun Kumar Jaiswal  , Raquel Enma Hurtado, Stephane Fraga de Oliveira Tosta, Siomar de

Castro Soares, Anne Cybelle Pinto Gomide, Luiz Carlos Junior Alcantara, Debmalya Barh, Vasco Azevedo, Sandeep

Tiwari. Pan-genomics  of  veterinary  bacteria  and  its  applications.  (Publisher-  Elsevier,  Imprint,  Paperback  ISBN:

9780128170762,  Book: Pan-genomics: Applications, Challenges, and Future Prospects.  Published Date: 17th, January 2020. ).

 Rodrigo Bentes  Kato†,  Arun Kumar Jaiswal  †  , Sandeep Tiwari,  Vasco  Azevedo,  Aristóteles  Góes-Neto. Pan-genomics of

Fungi and its applications. (  Publisher- Elsevier, Imprint, Paperback  ISBN: 9780128170762,  Book: Pan-genomics: Applications,  

Challenges, and Future Prospects.  Published Date: 17th, January 2020. ).

 Mariana Santana, Stephane Fraga De Oliveira Tosta,  Arun Kumar Jaiswal, Letícia de Castro Oliveira,  Siomar de   Castro

Soares, Anderson Miyoshi,  Luiz Carlos Junior Alcantara, Vasco Azevedo, Sandeep Tiwari. In silico approaches for prioritizing

drug targets in pathogens. Publisher- Springer, MITIGATION OF ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE (Under review).



NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE, WORKSHOP & SEMINARS ATTENDED
 Attended Seminar in “100th Indian Science Congress” at Kolkata, India 2013.

 “Role of Biotechnology in Human Welfare”, organized by School of Biotechnology, Devi Ahilya University, held in Indore –

India in January, 2014. 

 International Conference on “Emerging Challenges in Biotechnology Human Health and Environment” Under Golden Jubilee

Celebration of the University organized by School of Biotechnology, Devi Ahilya University, held in Indore, India – between

18th to 20th December, 2014. 

 Participated in “International Associated Laboratory – LIA/ 2018- Bact-Inflam” (INRA-UFMG), held at Federal University of

Minas Gerais.  Belo Horizonte - Brazil between 22nd to 23rd May, 2018.

 Computer  Forensic  Lecture,  an  activity  promoted  by  the  Forensic  Science  Academic  League  (LACF-UFTM)  Federal

University of Triângulo Mineiro, Uberaba-MG- Brazil, 20th March, 2018.

 Participated in “The Nanopore Based Genetic Sequencing Technology Course for Temporal Investigation and Dengue Outbreak

Epidemiology:  Training,  Research,  Surveillance,  and Scientific  Dissemination”.  BeloHorizonte,  Brazil,  19 th to  30th August,

2019.

 Participated in “15th, 14th, 13th  and 12th  X-meeting, International Conference of the Brazilian Association of Bioinformatics and

Computational Biology (AB3C), In year  2019 (Campos do Jordão-Brazil),  2018 (São Pedro-Brazil),  2017 (São Pedro-Brazil)

and 2016 (Belo Horizonte-Brazil)”

LECTURE
 I0 Central-west  Congress  on  Clinical  Immunology on  “An Overview  of  Subtractive  genomics  and  Reverse  Vaccinology

approach to predict therapeutic targets in Bacteria”. Held at Mineiros-Goias, Brazil, 9th June, 2017.

 Discipline of Molecular  Modeling of Biological  Systems, Post-graduate program in physiological  sciences  on “Molecular

Docking”, Federal University of Triângulo Mineiro, Uberaba-MG- Brazil, 29 th June, 2017.

 V Summer course in Immunoparasitology on “In silico Drug Target Identification in Bacterial Pathogen”, Federal University

of Triângulo Mineiro, Uberaba-MG- Brazil, 29th January to 2nd February, 2018.

 Lecture  entitled “Comparative Genomics approaches  for  candidate  drug and vaccine  targets  identification in  pathogenic

Bacteria”.  Postgraduate  program in Bioinformatics.  Federal  University  of  Minas  Gerais.   Belo Horizonte  – Brazil,  29 th

June,2018.

ABSTRACTS SELECTED FOR PRESENTATION
 A Structural bioinformatics approach for Functional characterization of Treponema pallidum subspecies hypothetical proteins.

X-Meeting 2019- 15th International Conference of the Brazilian Association of Bioinformatics and Computational Biology

(AB3C), held at  Campos do Jordão – Brazil,  between 30th October to 01 November, 2019.

 An In Silico approach for the identification of vaccine and drug targets against Mycoplasma genitalium, causative agent of

sexually transmitted pelvic inflammatory disease (PID).  X-Meeting 2019- 15th International Conference of the Brazilian

Association of Bioinformatics and Computational Biology (AB3C), held at  Campos do Jordão – Brazil,  between 30th

October to 01 November, 2019.

 IMMUNOINFORMATICS-AIDED  DESIGN  OF  POTENTIAL  VACCINE  CANDIDATES  AND  DRUGS’  TARGETS

AGAINST Trypanosoma CRUZI. XLIV Congress of the Brazilian Society of Immunology-Immunotherapy: recent advances

and future for therapeutic interventions, IMMUNO 2019, held at Florianopolis – SC.- Brazil, between 29th septwmber to

2nd October, 2019.



 New  vaccine  and  drug  targets  of  Mycoplasma  pneumoniae  revealed  by  reverse  vaccinology  and  subtractive  genomics.

Associated International Laboratory Meeting, held at  BeloHorizonte between 21th and 23th August 2019 (Presented by

Thais Cristina).

 A  Reverse  Vaccinology  and  Subtractive  Genomics  Approach  for  the  Common  Therapeutics  Identification  against

Mycobacterium leprae and Mycobcaterium lepromatosis.  X-Meeting 2018- 14th International Conference of the Brazilian

Association of  Bioinformatics  and Computational  Biology  (AB3C),  held at  São Pedro  -  Brazil  between 24th  and 26th

October of 2018.  (Best Poster Honorable Mention Award) 

 In  silico  identification  of  drug  and  vaccine  targets  in  Corynebacterium  ulcerans.  X-Meeting  2018-  14th  International

Conference of the Brazilian Association of Bioinformatics and Computational Biology (AB3C), held at São Pedro - Brazil

between 24th and 26th October of 2018. 

 A Reverse Vaccinology and Subtractive Genomics Based Approach for the Identification of Common Putative Vaccine and

drug Candidates against Clostridioides difficile infection.  X-Meeting 2018- 14th International Conference of the Brazilian

Association of  Bioinformatics  and Computational  Biology  (AB3C),  held at  São Pedro  -  Brazil  between 24th  and 26th

October of 2018.

 Comparative genomics analysis of Bartonella henselae discloses different patterns of adaptation to host. X-Meeting 2018- 14th

International Conference of the Brazilian Association of Bioinformatics and Computational Biology (AB3C), held at São

Pedro - Brazil between 24th and 26th October of 2018.

 Comparative genomic analysis with a multidrug resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae strain recently isolated from a patient in Brazil.

Gene Time Conference (Post-gradiation in genetics-  UFMG  )   2018- held in Belo Horizonte - Brazil between 23rd and 24th  

August of 2018.

 The Pan-Genome of Treponema pallidum Reveals Differences in Genome Plasticity between the subspecies. X-Meeting 2017 -

13th International Conference of the Brazilian Association of Bioinformatics and Computational Biology (AB3C), held at

São Pedro - Brazil between 4th and 6th October of 2017.

 Proteome scale comparative modeling for conserved drug and vaccine targets identification in Salmonella serovers. X-Meeting

2017 - 13th International Conference of the Brazilian Association of Bioinformatics and Computational Biology (AB3C),

held at São Pedro - Brazil between 4th and 6th October of 2017.

 Functional Analysis of hypothetical  proteins unveils putative metabolic pathways, essential genes and therapeutic  drug and

vaccine target in Trypanosma cruzi: A bioinformatics based approach. X-Meeting 2017 -13th International Conference of the

Brazilian Association of Bioinformatics and Computational Biology (AB3C), held at São Pedro - Brazil between 4th and 6th

October of 2017. 

 In silico Identification of  common putative vaccine  candidates  against  Treponema pallidum:  A reverse  vaccinology based

approach.  X-Meeting  2016-  12th  International  Conference  of  the  Brazilian  Association  of  Bioinformatics  and

Computational Biology (AB3C), held at UFMG, Belo Horizonte - Brazil between 16th to 18th November of 2016.  X-meeting

2016,

 In-silico  analyses   for   the  discovery  of   drug  and  vaccine   targets   in  Corynebacterium camporealensis:  A  Novel

Hierarchical Approach. X-Meeting 2016- 12th International Conference of the Brazilian Association of Bioinformatics and

Computational Biology (AB3C), held at UFMG, Belo Horizonte - Brazil between 16th to 18th November of 2016.  X-meeting

2016.



CLASSES AND OTHER RESEARCH RELATED ACTIVITIES 
 Certified for giving 40 hours class on “Bioinformatics: Comparative Genomics and Molecular Modeling”, at the III Winter

Course in Physiological Sciences , (UFTM) Federal University of the Triângulo Mineiro, on the 31st July  to 4th August, 2017.

REFERENCES

  Supervisor 

 Professor Dr. Siomar de Castro Soares,  MSc.,  PhD., Adjunct Professor:  Institute of Biological and Natural  Sciences,

Federal University of Triângulo Mineiro (UFTM), Rua Getúlio Guaritá, S/N, Uberaba-MG, Brazil. CEP-38025-180.  Email:

siomars@gmail.com, siomar@icbn.uftm.edu.br  .   

Co-Supervisor

 Professor Dr. Vasco Ariston de Carvalho Azevedo: Deputy Head of the Department of Genetics, Ecology and Evolution,

Department of General Biology, Institute of Biological Science (ICB), Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG), Belo

Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil. CP 486, CEP 31270-901.    Email: vascoariston@gmail.com. 

Co-Supervisor

 Dr. Sandeep Tiwari, M.Sc, PhD, Postdoctoral Research Fellow: Laboratory of Cellular and Molecular Genetics (LGCM),

Institute of  Biological  Science,  Federal  University of  Minas Gerais  Av. Antonio Carlos 6627, Pampulha,  Belo Horizonte

Minas Gerais, Brazil CO 486, CEP 31270-901.  Email: sandip_sbtbi@yahoo.com         

mailto:vascoariston@gmail.com
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mailto:sandip_sbtbi@yahoo.com
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